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This research examines the planning and implementation of a far-reaching 

transformation initiative in a public recreation organization. Utilizing a mixed-methods 

longitudinal multiple-case study approach, the present study demonstrates differences in 

individual and group level perceptions of what constitutes ‘major’ changes and 

challenges, despite organizational leadership’s attempts to advance a uniform and limited 

change agenda. To further differentiate between change agent and change recipient 

experiences, I employed a bricolage lens that allowed for repeated analysis of qualitative 

and quantitative data from various theoretical perspectives. Specifically, I focus on 

change readiness, paradox management, the attention-based view of the firm, and identity 

work. In the first results chapter of this study, I describe how employees differ in their 

readiness for change based on their hierarchical level within the organization. Lack of 

readiness occurred when participants focused their evaluations of change on readiness 

dimensions tied to concerns for personal benefits and change processes. These concerns 
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were most prevalent among members at lower levels of the organization. High levels of 

readiness were driven by a strong belief in the need for change, which in turn was 

emphasized by change agents and upper management. In the second results chapter, I 

discuss how the organization’s division manager at times successfully utilized paradox 

management strategies that emphasized the value of embracing uncertainty to help 

change recipients work through change-related concerns. The impact of these 

communication strategies depended on the paradox experienced by employees. In the 

third results chapter, I use the concept of attention-based sensemaking to show how the 

search for and acceptance of change-related solutions not only depends on how the 

change is being communicated but on institutional and structural factors that determine 

what issues and resolutions are considered as potentially viable. Finally, in the fourth 

results chapter, I analyze how public service employees react to the imposition of a 

mandatory dress code as a matter of identity regulation and how these processes affect 

other change processes. 
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Introduction 

“For one change always leaves a dovetail into which another will fit.”  
(Niccolò Machiavelli, 1513/1992, p. 2) 

Change is a part of life. At any given moment, our bodies are replacing millions 

of cells with new ones. Seeds grow into flowers. Caterpillars become butterflies. Without 

impermanence, there would be no progress, no growth, no life itself, for, like the moving 

waters of a river, “reality exists by virtue of constant turnover in its constituent matter” 

(Graham, 2015). In other words, our very existence consists of temporary snapshots of 

being in motion, and only through change can we achieve a resemblance of constancy.  

 Life’s ephemerality has long exerted a gravitational pull on philosophers, 

politicians, and scholars. In ancient Chinese philosophy, the Classic of Changes (10th – 

4th century BCE) offered various attempts at the symbolic description of eternal change 

processes and supplied guidelines on how to open one’s consciousness to these universal 

patterns through rituals of divination. Among the Greek scholars of old, Heraclitus (ca. 

535 – ca. 475 BCE) appears to have produced the first systematic treatise of the 

connection between change and constancy. Often misquoted as aphoristically stating that 

“no man ever steps in the same river twice,” this pre-Socratic thinker advocated a 

pluralistic view of reality grounded in a paradoxical yet symbiotic relationship of flux 

and continuity (Graham 2015). Diametrically opposed to Heraclitus, Eleaticism (ca. 5th 

century BCE) advanced a notion of existence as “a static plenum of being as such” 

(Calogero & Starkey, 2016) or, put differently, the absence of all change. Finally, among 

the major world religions, Buddhism suggests that being is nothing more than the 

temporary emergence or manifestation of existence, cyclical in its nature and absent any 
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true permanence. Christianity and Islam often make reference to eternal life, whereas 

Judaism recognizes one’s own impermanence yet frames it as a reaffirmation of God’s 

might.  

 The question of human (im)permanence, then, appears to be of major importance 

in various schools of philosophical and religious thought. In turn, these treatments have 

affected widespread occupation with change in scientific and scholarly sub-disciplines. In 

management research in particular, interest in organizational change has flourished, to 

varying extents, for over a century (Dawson, 2003). Ostensibly “endemic to practically 

all aspects of organizational life” (Caldwell, 2013, p. 20), such change on the one hand 

encompasses major transitions such as mergers, business process re-engineering or the 

(de)centralization of roles and responsibilities (Burnes, 2004a; Carnall & By, 2014; 

Luecke, 2003). On the other hand, in includes minute alterations in the organization’s 

fabric and day-to-day operations (Lyddon, 1990). Accordingly, organizational change has 

been described as ubiquitous, frequent, and unpredictable (Kanter, 1997; Kotter 2012; 

Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). 

 That organizational change and its accompanying effects on individuals and 

collectives of people has received such universal attention comes as no surprise 

considering that humanity has historically displayed a profound preference for stability 

and continuity (Rindova & Starbuck, 1997; Robbins, 1987). Indeed, “only in recent times 

have organizations, or those who lead them, come to see change as something to be 

desired rather than something to be feared and resisted” (Burnes & Randall, 2016, p. xi). 

Until the early 1980s, most organizations sought relative security; constancy was viewed 
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as desirable, whereas change was viewed with apprehension and suspicion. 

Consequently, scholars were more concerned with explanations of stability rather than 

explorations of change (Burrel & Morgan, 1979; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Only after 

most capitalist economies experienced fundamental shifts during the 1980s and 1990s did 

practitioners and scholars begin to tout the inevitability of change and the resulting need 

to describe, understand, and manage it. As a result, organizational change research over 

the past thirty years has blossomed, driven to equal extents by academicians, consultants, 

and managers (Burnes & Randall, 2016). Common to these treatments is the somewhat 

unquestioning acceptance of organizational change as inevitable truism, as well as a 

managerial pro-change bias that focuses on change agents (i.e., managers) as omnipotent 

transformation conduits (Buchannan, 2016; By, Burnes, & Oswick, 2011). Overall, it 

appears that “change has become a mantra or battle cry for managers to the point where 

any questioning of a change agenda is dismissed as resistance to change” (Burchell & 

Kolb, 2006, p. 34). Like a panicked driver desperately attempting to regain control over 

their fishtailing vehicle on an icy road, organizational change management has 

undoubtedly overcorrected itself, now often welcoming change for change’s sake, 

irrespective of its appropriateness and effects on employees. Acceptance of change as 

inevitable has been transformed into espousal of change as preferable. 

This pro-change focus appears paradoxical given the apparent difficulty to create 

lasting change within organizations, particularly when led from above as part of 

prescribed transformation initiatives (cf. Hughes, 2011). In fact, universal agreement 

exists regarding organizational change’s ambiguous nature (Balogun & Hope-Hailey, 
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2008; Beer & Nohria, 2000; Burnes, 2009a). It is perhaps this very ambiguity and 

persistent difficulty to fully capture and categorize change that has sustained scholarly 

and practical fascination with the topic, albeit a fascination that has resulted as much in 

theoretical fragmentation as it has produced silo-like scholarship that views with 

suspicion those approaches that do not seem to conform with entrenched philosophies 

and viewpoints.   

   Hence, drawing from bricolage research and building on the belief that “the 

most fruitful approach seeks localized relations between philosophies” (Smith & Graetz, 

2011, p. 38), this research is concerned with broadening change management discourse 

toward embracing theory pluralism and polyvocal change accounts (Buchanan & 

Dawson, 2007; Dawson & Buchanan, 2005). It was spurred by the realization that change 

is idiosyncratic, that evaluations of change take place against the backdrop of subjective 

realities, and that seemingly uniform changes manifest differently at different levels or 

branches of the organization (Lyddon, 1990; Watzlawick, Weakland, & Fisch, 1974). It 

thus follows in the footsteps of critical change scholars like Buchanan (2016), who, 

commenting on the prevailing myths and apocryphal recommendations as to how to best 

manage change, pointing out that “unlike the recipes in your kitchen cookbook, however, 

these guidelines list the ingredients without explaining how to cook the dish. You have to 

work that out for yourself” (p. 13). Moreover, it rejects the notion of best practices that 

inevitably hold true across all contexts and change contents as untenable, instead 

subscribing to a more nuanced perspective that understands subjective change experience 

as derived in response to “the type of change as it is perceived by the individual” 
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(Nesterkin, 2013, p. 579), under consideration of unique change conditions. Finally, it 

acknowledges the importance of historical and contextual contingencies in explaining 

present organizational and individual reactions to change (Pettigrew, 1985, 1987, 2012). 

To capture these complex processes, this research traced the preparation, 

implementation, and diffusion stages of a major organizational change initiative over the 

course of 15 months. Longitudinal in nature, it presents a mixed-methods analysis of a 

multi-faceted planned change project developed and advanced by the new division 

manager of a major public parks and recreation department. The current approach thus 

draws from previous works on multiple case study research (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt 

& Graebner, 2007, Leonard-Barton, 1990, Yin, 2014), for cases can be suitably used to 

explore and refine theory in order to determine “whether the posited relationship or 

relationships between and among variables are consistent with expectations (Kaarbo & 

Beasley, 1999, p. 375). The change project included, among other ideas, the introduction 

of a dress code for employees, changes in tracking employee attendance, and the 

reorganization of branches based on objective performance criteria and economic impact 

data. Underlying these change was management’s desire to create a more professional 

organization, driven by efficiency and performance goals. At its core, this research seeks 

to address the following general research questions: 

1) How do public recreation employees experience a major planned change 

initiative? 

2) How do change agents and change recipients navigate paradoxical tensions 

that arise during a complex change project? 
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3) How do context and process affect change in a public service organization? 

To answer these questions, this study draws from a multitude of different 

theoretical frameworks, several of which emerged as germane to the change under study 

as the research unfolded. In conducting this project, I adopted the stance that rather than 

attempting to formulate a unified holistic theory, “where all change philosophies become 

subsumed by a single, overarching philosophy” (Smith & Graetz, 2011, p. 38), the more 

appropriate, yet also more laborious, approach would be to analyze the same data in 

various iterations, from different theoretical standpoints, under consideration of different 

methodological aims. As such, this study presents a hybrid approach between the 

traditional single study format and increasingly common multiple-article dissertations.  

Consequently, this research is organized as follows: in the next chapter, I provide 

an overview of general organizational change research and describe previous occupations 

with change in public service organizations. In the second chapter, I discuss the change 

context and outline the proposed methodology, focusing in particular on an in-depth 

elaboration of the comparative case study method, the benefits of mixed-method, multi-

level research, and the application of bricolage research.  

The subsequent four chapters present different aspects of the change initiative 

studied for this research. In chapter three, I document differences in employee 

perceptions of change component salience. Drawing from change readiness research, I 

explore to what extent change recipients paid attention to different aspects of the change 

project and how these differences in perception in turn affected identification of 

particularly important issues, concerns, and benefits. Furthermore, I investigate how 
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hierarchical level, tenure, and group membership played a potential role in explaining 

these differences. 

In chapter four, I explore paradoxical sensegiving activities between upper 

echelon leadership, middle managers, and front line employees. Combining sensemaking 

and sensegiving concepts with paradox scholarship, I illustrate how narratives to 

engender change-supportive responses were transformed at critical junctures as they 

filtered through the organization. Specifically, I analyze how change agents sequenced 

and combined paradox management strategies when advancing a specific change agenda, 

and how different strategies were accompanied by different sensegiving activities. 

Finally, I describe three particular paradox management trajectories that resulted in 

varying levels of paradox engagement and subsequent change acceptance. 

 In chapter five, drawing from the sensemaking literature and prior scholarship on 

the attention-based view of the firm, I discuss how during a period of organizational 

restructuring supervisors identified a wide range of issues and concerns, referenced 

different change readiness dimensions in their framing of the change, and how some 

differences depended on hierarchical level while some concerns where shared across 

positions and groups. Moreover, I explore the narratives participants constructed around 

their subjective change experience, how these narratives helped them make sense of the 

change they faced, and how structural arrangements, at times without knowledge of the 

employees, determined what problems and potential solutions supervisors incorporated in 

their sensemaking efforts. 
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In chapter six, drawing from identity work and identity regulation theory, I 

present an in-depth account of how the introduction of a novel dress code impacted 

organizational members’ collective and individual senses of self, spurred attempts to 

reconcile new and old organizational logics, and resulted in what Alvesson, Ashcraft, and 

Thomas (2008) described as “disidentification or anti-identity efforts” (p. 19). Combining 

interview data with field observation, I show how identity work differed between the 

construction of intra-personal narratives and situational inter-personal encounters. 

In chapter seven, I offer a holistic view of the change processes examined in this 

research through a comprehensive analysis of the findings established in each of the 

foregoing chapters. I end with a discussion of on the limitations of this research. 
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Chapter 1: Organizational Change 

“… understanding change as part of a continuing work in progress calls for a 
much broader canvas that seeks out competing voices, and works with resulting 
ambiguities, contradictions, and tensions of messy reality.” (Graetz & Smith, 
2010, p. 136) 
 
The earliest comprehensive attempts to describe, analyze, and manage change did 

not emerge until the beginning of the twentieth century in the form of Frederick W. 

Taylor’s “Principles of Scientific Management” (Taylor, 1911). A mechanical engineer, 

Taylor applied scientific analysis principles to the study of manual laborers, focusing in 

particular on how to improve productivity and efficiency among employees. One of the 

major components of his work consisted of time studies aimed at process time reduction 

and the elimination of waste products. Within this paradigm, workers were viewed as 

cogs in a machin and expected to follow narrow job descriptions with little room for 

autonomy, skill variety or task identity.  

These mechanistic explanations of organizations were eventually followed by 

more humanistic approaches (Mayo, 1933), yet neither appeared to offer an appropriate 

combination of theoretical soundness and practical applicability. This gave rise to the 

work of Kurt Lewin during the 1940s and 1950s, whose early formulations of change are 

rightly credited to have formed the foundation of modern change management (Boje, 

Burnes, & Hassard, 2012). Since then, interest in organizational change – evidenced by 

continued growth in publication output – has increased steadily since the middle of the 

twentieth century (Armenakis & Bedeian, 1999; Schwarz, 2012). However, as Schwarz 

(2012) somewhat heretically pointed out, “growth in publication ratios over time is not 

necessarily representative of progress in the type of research undertaken” (p. 365). 
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Instead, theoretical conflicts and inconclusiveness continue to abound (Fernandez, 2006), 

including differences in the definition of change itself (Dawson, 2003; Schwarz, 2012; 

Woodman, 1989).  

For instance, Nesterkin (2013) defined organizational change as  “a series of steps 

aimed at altering organizational processes or practices” (p. 575). Advancing a somewhat 

more abstract understanding of change, Van de Ven and Poole (1995) claimed that 

“organizational change is defined as a difference in form, quality, or state over time in an 

organizational entity” (p. 512). Finally, Huber, Sutcliffe, Miller, and Glick (1993) 

favored a conceptualization of organizational change that focused on differences “in how 

an organization functions, who its members and leaders are, what form it takes, or how it 

allocates its resources” (p. 216). This latter perspective evidences greater attention to the 

structural and relational composition of organizations, as well as the role of internal 

power dynamics, but still offers little in terms of a comprehensive definition suitable to 

unite the field.  

Unfortunately, the existence of different conceptualizations of change has not 

resulted in a peaceful multi-vocal coexistence of paradigms. Instead, disagreement and 

confusion about the empirical validity of these various approaches persists (By, 2005; 

Guimaraes & Armstrong, 1998; Schwarz, 2012), which has led some particularly 

outspoken critics to conclude that contemporary change researchers appear to rely too 

heavily on established theories without attempting to extend, let alone advance, 

organizational knowledge in general.   
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In part, this inconclusiveness may simply indicate that “taken-for-granted ideas 

about empirical evidence, objectivity, reason, truth, coherence, validity, measurement and 

fact no long[er] provide great comfort or direction” (Van Maanen, 1995, p. 134). Viewed 

as such, the at times uneasy coexistence of different paradigms and theories might 

constitute more necessity than nuisance, indebted to the fact that human nature and 

organizational realities do not easily fit prescribed categories and themes (Graetz & 

Smith, 2010). Conversely, it might be symptomatic of a tendency in change management 

scholarship to describe the same things with different labels and to attach similar labels to 

the same processes. Block (1995), drawing in turn from the works of Thorndike (1904) 

and Kelley (1927), described such a practice in scientific inquiry as “jingle and jangle 

fallacies” (p. 210). In other words, problems arise because we do not do clearly elucidate 

what exactly it is that we talk about, how it relates to previous work, and how it differs – 

if at all – from other elaborations on the topic (By, Burnes, & Oswick, 2011). 

Furthermore, some researchers have questioned scholarly assumptions about the 

inherent nature of change (Doyle, 2002; Edmonstone, 1995; Sturdy & Grey, 2003). For 

example, Sturdy and Grey, (2003) over a decade ago, argued against the “dominance of 

the view that organizational change is inevitable, desirable and/or manageable and that 

this view seems to be taken for granted, receiving relatively little critical attention” (p. 

659). The authors decried a perpetual pro-change bias in organizational change research 

that has seemingly left little room for other, more nuanced explorations of organizational 

responses to internal and external challenges. By, Burnes, and Oswick (2011) echoed this 

sentiment in a recent look at ‘the road ahead’ in change management research, pointing 
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out that change scholarship has predominantly been focused on management-led 

adaptations of tangible processes instead of questioning whether change, in its full 

complexity, can truly be managed in the first place.   

  Responding to these challenges, some scholars have advanced organizational 

change research agendas that are driven by concerns for both change and continuity (By, 

2007: Graetz & Smith, 2009, 2010; Nasim & Sushil, 2011). Others have suggested that 

making sense of multiple change perspectives requires a deeper occupation with the 

“diversity of ontological assumptions underlying both the notion of ‘managing’ and that 

of ‘change’ (Palmer & Dunford, 2008, p. S21), instead of calling for the replacement of 

one imagination of change for another (Clegg & Walsh, 2004) or admonishing the entire 

field for assuming an unreflective change-agent centric view of change (Collins, 2003; 

Sturdy & Grey, 2003; Wetzel & Van Gorp, 2014). For instance, Palmer and Dunford 

(2008) suggested that change scholarship would be well advised to recognize 

fundamental differences in ontological assumptions about the very nature of change 

management itself. Arguing that “methodological variation cannot overcome 

fundamentally different ontological positions” (p. S27), the authors developed a change 

image taxonomy consisting of directing, navigating, caretaking, coaching, interpreting, 

and nurturing.  

The directing image depicts management as being in control of the change 

process. This image closely resembles the rational perspective on change (Graetz & 

Smith, 2010) and has found expression in the various step-by-step models of change 

championed by management consultants throughout the 1990s (e.g., Kanter, 1997; 
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Kotter, 2012). The navigating image emphasizes the often unplanned and emergent 

nature of change. Although management “may achieve some intended change outcomes, 

others will occur over which they have little control” (Palmer & Dunford, 2008, p. S22). 

Change is thus not a linear process but a meandering course across ever-changing terrain 

that needs to be navigated carefully. What was once envisioned as a final outcome of 

intentional managerial action may in fact never be realized, for continuous adaptations 

may necessitate not only corrections in direction but abandonment of the original goal 

altogether. Moving along the continuum of change control, the caretaking image views 

change as largely beyond managerial command. Faced with internal and, more 

importantly, exogenous forces, managers are therefore relegated to the role of change 

custodian tasked with ensuring the firm passes successfully through organizational life 

cycles (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995; Van de Ven & Sun, 2011) and complies 

appropriately with institutional pressures (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). With control over 

change processes now largely out of the hands of management, the coaching image 

conceptualizes organizational leadership as enablers of skill-development and as 

providers of tools for successful change in others. Hence, the focus is on building 

individual and collective capacities for whatever changes may require adaption and 

evolution. Taking this role of change enabler a step further, the interpreting images 

conceives of management as sensemaking conduits responsible for providing meaning 

and reducing change ambiguity. Their role is to explain, legitimize, and rationalize 

change for others in the organization, thus impacting potential change outcomes. Finally, 

the nurturing image looks upon management as something akin to organizational 
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guardians: “like a parent’s relationship with a child, future outcomes are nurtured or 

shaped but the ability to produce intended outcomes is severely limited because of the 

impact of much wider, sometimes chaotic forces and influences” (Palmer & Dunford, 

2008, p. S24). Management thus loses the ability to engender intentional change 

outcomes, as these instead become dependent on individual and collective reactions. 

The applicability of these images can be expected to vary depending on the 

specific type of change under study, the context in which change is being implemented, 

different stages of a particular change process, and the extent to which several changes 

take place at the same time. 

In sum, organizational change research as an academic discipline is characterized 

by recurring challenges and counterchallenges over often heavily contested issues. 

Hence, instead of abiding by any particular definition of change that would invariably 

over-emphasize some aspects while failing to acknowledge others, this research is driven 

by Graetz and Smith’s (2010) assertion that “change is neither simple nor 

straightforward, and unlikely to conform to an n-step formula“ (p. 148). In other words, 

change manifests differently for different individuals in different contexts and thus 

requires a flexible approach to properly implement and manage it. Moreover, change 

research that shifts the focus away from agents toward other members of the organization 

continues to be much needed. Finally, the old truism that “the more things change, the 

more they stay the same” has never been more true, highlighting the need to examine the 

complex interplay of organizational change and continuity in various organizational 

settings (Graetz & Smith, 2010; Nasim & Sushil, 2011; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995) and 
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to expand scholarly inquiry to account for differences in subjective experiences even 

under ostensibly similar change conditions.  

Nonetheless, a sound understanding of the source of disagreements regarding the 

true character of organizational change is necessary in order to situate the conceptual 

focus of this research – change at the nexus of public service and leisure – in the broader 

discourse of different change models. Accordingly, the following section discusses the 

wide variety of change models that have, to varying degrees, come to dominate 

organizational change scholarship. 

Models of Change 

Not every change has to be far-reaching and comprehensive, nor does it have to 

be ever-present and invasive. Accordingly, different change typologies have been 

proposed, many of which in answer to the espoused shortcomings of previously held 

change beliefs. This theoretical journey in organizational change research has unfolded in 

large part as a conceptual back and forth between entrenched perspectives and 

viewpoints. Indeed, traditional change models are often “polarized concepts” (Nasim & 

Sushil, 2011, p. 187) that occupy opposing imaginations of change characteristics. These 

change characteristics can best be categorized according to change’s rate of occurrence, 

its origin, and its scale (By, 2005; Senior & Swailes, 2016). 

Rate of occurrence of change. Whereas contemporary change scholarship 

postulates – perhaps overzealously – that “change is an ongoing and never-ending 

process of organizational life” (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 58), early theorizations on 

organizational change and its management included various frameworks that cautioned 
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against too much change (Rieley & Clarkson, 2001). Indeed, change was perceived as the 

exception and not the norm. Luecke (2003) described such change as being 

discontinuous, the equivalent to singular events that temporarily disrupt the established 

organizational order before the firm settles back into prolonged periods of consolidated 

tranquility. Profound shifts in the organization’s structure, systems, and processes were 

thus argued to be preceded and followed by times of stability during which the 

organization adheres to effective routines and proven modes of organizing. In similar 

vein, Grundy (1993) defined discontinuous change as “change which is marked by rapid 

shifts in either strategy, structure or culture, or in all three” (p. 26). Such profound shifts, 

so proponents of the change-as-rare-occurrence school, were usually precipitated by 

management’s desire to address significant internal issues or by external shocks in the 

organizational environment that necessitated rapid and decisive responses (Senior & 

Swailes, 2016). As such, these discontinuous changes represented the result of deliberate 

efforts by change agents to alter the organizational status quo, rather than emergent 

spontaneous adaptations to pressing issues. 

 Diametrically opposed to models of discontinuous change, continuous change is 

concerned with the on-going surveillance of the organizational environment – internal 

and external – in order to rapidly respond to challenges in a series of small adjustments 

(Burnes, 2009a). The ability to change frequently and quickly is espoused to be 

paramount for organizational success. Furthermore, whereas discontinuous change has 

been admonished for ostensibly creating more problems for the organization than it 

solves (Taylor & Hirst, 2001), advocates of continuous change have lauded their change 
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framework for keeping organizational complacency at bay, sharpening a much needed 

external focus, and developing organizational flexibility (Burnes, 2009a; Luecke, 2003).  

 Burnes (2009a) also offered a distinction between continuous and incremental 

change. The difference between these change approaches is that “the former describes 

departmental, operational, on-going changes, while the latter is concerned with 

organization-wide strategies and the ability to constantly adapt these to the demands of 

both the external and internal environment” (By, 2005, p. 372). To complicate matters 

even further, Grundy (1993) also used the term incremental change but distinguished 

between smooth and bumpy incremental change. The former describes change that is 

stable, orderly, and predictable, whereas the latter describes oscillations in the rate of 

change where periods of relative stability are interrupted by quick bursts of change. 

Burnes (2009a) and others (e.g., Balogun & Hope-Hailey, 2008) have described this kind 

of change as instances of punctured equilibrium. The notion of punctuated phases of 

inertia has also been advanced to describe organizations that differ markedly in their 

behavior when faced with either stability or dramatic, radical or revolutionary change 

(Greenwood & Hinings, 1988; Miller & Friesen, 1982). It should be noted that these 

quick bursts of change are not the same as the major organizational shifts Grundy (1993) 

labeled discontinuous change. Indeed, Grundy (1993) suggested that both forms of 

incremental change are first and foremost concerned with changes in “the means by 

which organizations achieve their goals rather than as a change in the goals themselves” 

(Senior & Swailes, 2016, p. 32).  
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Defining change based on its rate of occurrence has not been without challenges. 

For instance, Luecke (2003) argued for a combination of continuous and incremental 

change, whereas By (2005) countered that such a combination would obfuscate the useful 

distinction between departmental and organizational changes. Conversely, By (2005) and 

others (e.g., Senior & Swailes 2016) have proposed that notions of smooth continuous 

change are relics of a long gone era that no longer adequately capture today’s 

organizational realities.  

Scale of change. Whereas conceptual discussions about the rate of occurrence of 

change have yet to be resolved, less controversy appears to surround the classification of 

change according to its scale (By, 2005). A synthesis of previous elaborations on this 

subject suggests that change tends to affect organizations in four different ways – 

although not all scholars have used the same labels for similar or identical scales of 

change.  

To illustrate, Dunphy and Stace (1993), for example, distinguished between fine-

tuning, incremental adjustment, modular transformation, and corporate transformation. 

The authors defined fine-tuning as “an ongoing process characterized by fine-tuning of 

the ‘fit’ or match between the organization’s strategy, structure, people, and processes (p. 

917). Furthermore, Dunphy and Stace (1993) suggested that fine-tuning changes are 

usually limited to the organization’s departmental or divisional level. Examples of fine-

tuning, (1993), include the refinement of policies and procedures, the training and 

development of human resources to match strategic objectives, and the promotion of 

established group norms and organizational values. Generally, fine-tuning change 
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appears to have a smaller impact on the basic organizing features of the firm, while at the 

same time allowing for “greater opportunities for control and ownership than are afforded 

by transformational change” (Rafferty & Simmons, 2006, p. 330, referring to Dirks, 

Cummings, & Pierce, 1996).  

 In contrast to fine-tuning change, incremental adjustments involve small-scale 

responses to changes in the organization’s external environment. Such changes might 

include modifications of the firm’s strategy, structures, and processes, albeit without 

radically altering the fundamental nature of the organization’s raison d’être. Specifically, 

Dunphy and Stace (1993) suggested that incremental change includes decisions to expand 

sales territories, shifts in the organization’s product range, and attempts to improve 

production processes.  

 Similar to fine-tuning change, modular transformations affect only parts of the 

organization, usually departments or divisions. At the same time, unlike incremental 

adjustments, these modular transformations “are characterized by major realignment of 

one or more departments/divisions” (Dunphy & Stace, 1993, p. 918). Moreover, it can 

involve at times radical changes in the division’s structural makeup, its strategy, and its 

personnel. For example, modular transformations may involve the dismissal of executive 

and other key personnel, the introduction of novel production and process systems that 

fundamentally challenge existing operating procedures, and the reorganization of 

departments and divisions.  

 Finally, corporate transformations shift the focus toward the entire organization. 

These radical changes are concerned with fundamental alterations of the firm’s strategy, 
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its mission, and its values. Furthermore, they include structural changes and shifts in the 

organization’s internal distribution of power. These latter changes may involve the hiring 

of new executives from outside the organization who in turn bring with them 

fundamentally different expectations on what the organization should look like and how 

it should function. As Rafferty and Simmons (2006) have pointed out, organizational 

change research has predominantly focused on corporate or modular transformations as 

examples of large-scale change.  

 In addition to Dunphy and Stace’s (1993) classification of change, other scholars 

have developed similar taxonomies concerned with the scale and scope of change. For 

example, Nadler and Tushman (1995) organized types of change according to its degree 

of continuity and timing, suggesting that change comes in four different forms: tuning, 

adaptation, reorientation, and re-creation. Much like Dunphy and Stace’s (1993) version 

of fine-tuning change, Nadler and Tushman’s (1995) tuning “maintains or enhances the 

fit between strategy and organization, and maintains or improves the internal congruence 

among organizational elements” (p. 25). At the same time, the latter author duo makes 

explicit that these small-scale changes occur in the absence of external challenges to the 

organization. Instead, tuning simply constitutes management’s desire to further buttress 

the organization’s already superior position vis-à-vis its competitors. As Nadler and 

Tushman (1995) pointed out, “even well-run companies with relatively high congruence 

constantly seek better ways of achieving and defending their strategic visions” (p. 25). 

Finally, the authors argued that tuning process are usually completed within weeks or 

months. 
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 Whereas tuning is described to result from an organization’s internal desire to 

improve its present and future capacities for success, adaptation, as defined by Nadler 

and Tushman (1995), constitutes incremental reactions to external challenges. Although 

these challenges do not threaten the organization’s livelihood, ignoring them would have 

detrimental effects on the organization’s performance. To illustrate their point, Nadler 

and Tushman (1995) provided a discussion of how New York City banks in the late 

1970s were forced to follow Citibank’s lead in installing automated teller machines 

(ATMs). Together tuning and adaptation constitute examples of incremental changes; 

changes that “occur in the course of relatively calmer industry development” (Nadler & 

Tushman, 1995, p. 24).  

Conversely, reorientation describes change that constitutes an anticipatory 

response to major upheaval in the firm’s competitive environment. Predicated on 

organizational leadership’s early detection of the need to adapt, reorientation involves 

profound changes of organizational identities, strategies, and values; a process Nadler 

and Tushman (1995) describe as “a fundamental redefinition of the enterprise” (p. 26). 

This rebirth of the firm evokes images of Dunphy and Stace’ (1993) concept of corporate 

transformation, albeit with the addition of visionary – or at least anticipatory – leadership 

capabilities. Referring again to Citibank’s first mover role in advancing the wide-spread 

use of ATMs, Nadler and Tushman (1995) pointed out that reorientation processes often 

take time and that management, since they anticipated the need to change in advance, 

may have several years to slowly implement these changes. As such, reorientation should 

not be mistake for urgent responses to major crises but as deliberate attempts to move the 
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organization toward a position where it will be better equipped to deal with anticipated 

challenges. 

 Finally, since “not all organizations are blessed with visionary leadership who can 

anticipate environmental shifts, develop appropriate strategies and organizational 

approaches, and effectively implement these changes” (Nadler & Tushman, 1995, p. 27), 

some firms may face the need to adapt to urgent environmental pressures without the 

luxury of being able to plan ahead. These reactive responses to external challenges are 

defined as processes of re-creation and involve the transformational departure from 

established routines. They present immediate and far-reaching problems for employees, 

for they constitute an abrupt break with old habits and require the adoption of unfamiliar 

values, a new organizational strategy, and a different organizational philosophy (Seo, 

Putnam, & Bartunek, 2004).  

In yet another change model, Porras & Robertson (1992) proposed that change 

can be classified according to the amount of planning that went into the change process 

as well as the degree of change. Accordingly, the authors distinguished between 

developmental change, evolutionary change, transformational change, and revolutionary 

change. Developmental change here constitutes of planned steps to improve existing 

organizational features (Burke, 2014). These steps are not fundamental in nature and 

resemble Dunphy and Stace’s (1993) incremental change and Nadler and Tushman’s 

(1995) tuning. Evolutionary change is adaptive and occurs in reaction to pressing 

external challenges. It can be spontaneous and accidental. However, it is still not 

fundamental in nature, thus being most closely aligned with Nadler and Tushman’s 
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(1995) concept of adaptation. Transformational change moves beyond first-order 

surface-level modifications and is concerned with fundamental and at times radical 

alterations. At the same time, these transformations are deliberate and conscious rather 

than reactive and spontaneous. Finally, revolutionary change involves a radical “change 

of the organization’s deep structure” (Burke, 2014, p. 154). A response to urgent and 

pressing environmental challenges, transformations are akin to Nadler and Tushman’s 

(1995) concept of organizational re-creation and Dunphy and Stace’s (1993) corporate 

transformation.  

Origin of change. Discussions about the origin of change invariably involve 

occupation with one of organizational change research’s most fervently debated issues, 

namely the distinction between planned and emergent change. Although planned change 

approaches have endured, most visibly in the form of management-focused how-to 

guides for successful organizational transformation (cf. Graetz & Smith, 2010), the often 

unpredictable nature of change has prompted scholars to question its linearity and 

manageability. As a result, a variety of alternative explanations have been proposed.     

  An early pioneer in organizational change research, Kurt Lewin (1951) 

popularized the planned change approached when he opined that successful changes in 

behavior depend on the destabilization of previously held beliefs and assumptions. Only 

if old behavior is unlearnt, so Lewin (1951), could new behavior be accepted. 

Furthermore, Lewin (1951) distinguished between three stages of change: unfreezing, 

moving, and refreezing. Despite, or perhaps because, its simplicity, Lewin’s (1951) three-

steep model of planned change dominated organizational change research for several 
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decades, prompting other scholars to adopt or develop similar models (e.g., Bullock & 

Batten, 1985; Cummings & Worley, 2014).   

  However, as organizations during the early 1980s faced increasingly ambiguous 

and shifting environments, scholars began to question whether planned change 

approaches constituted accurate depictions of organizational realities. Specifically, 

change theorists and practitioners argued that since planned change approaches focused 

on the concerted transition between stable modes of organizing, they offered little to no 

practical or theoretical value to organizations that operated in rapidly changing and 

turbulent contexts. Several authors disputed planned change models’ emphasis on 

participative solutions that required the consultation of a wide variety of individuals 

within the organization (Burnes, 2009a), while also suggesting that organizational change 

is inherently more complex and complicated than a step-wise progression between 

discrete stages (Burnes, 1996). Accordingly, in a caustic rebuttal of planned change, 

Kanter, Stein, and Jick (1992) characterized Kurt Lewin’s three-stage model as “quaintly 

linear and static” and so “wildly inappropriate that it is difficult to see why it has not only 

survived but prospered” (p. 10). This kind of rhetoric speaks to the emergence of a 

somewhat erroneous assertion that all environments are, at all times, characterized by 

rapid unforeseeable shifts (cf. Buchannan, 2016).  

Moreover, several authors have rejected planned change approaches as a veiled 

tool for management to solidify existing power imbalances and further their influence 

over subordinates (Hatch, 1997; McKendal, 1993). Indeed, Hatch (1997) pointed out that 

change can be both “vehicle of domination for those who conspire to enact the world for 
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others” and a chance to “create a democracy of enactment in which the process is made 

open and available to all via public discourse about it” (p. 367). As such, although 

planned change approaches rely heavily on consensual decision-making processes, they 

ultimately assume that everyone within the organization will agree on a particular course 

of action, ignoring the question of how such an agreement is achieved and without 

accounting for politics and emerging conflicts and solutions 

 Critics of planned change approaches, while including such disparate perspectives 

as processualism (Pettigrew, 1990a, 1990b, 1997) and post-modernism (Pfeffer, 1981, 

1992), “tend to assemble under the banner of emergent change” (Burnes, 2004a, p. 889). 

In contrast to the planned change approach outlined above, emergent change models 

propose a formulation of change processes that account for environmental complexity, 

unanticipated contingencies, and devolved, bottom-up change responsibilities (Burnes, 

2009a: By, 2005; Dawson, 1994; Wilson, 1992). For instance, emergent change 

proponents explicitly reject organizational leadership as the sole custodians and 

controllers of change. Instead, they believe that change is too rapid, too multi-faceted, 

and too complex for senior management to fully understand and to initiate appropriate 

organizational adaptation on their own (e.g., Kanter, Stein, & Jick, 1992; Pettigrew & 

Whipp, 1993). Consequently, successful organizational change depends on individuals at 

all levels of the organization to contribute and take action. According to Livne-Tarandach 

and Bartunek (2009), “leaders should no longer be considered … solely as initiators and 

implementers of pre-planned organizational change; nor should they be seen … solely as 
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reactive agents to emergent change forces. Rather they should develop the ability to 

connect the two to create synergy” (p. 28).   

 Additionally, emergent change proponents suggest a departure from change as a 

series of linear events (Burnes, 2004a; By, 2005). Rather, change is depicted as 

continuous, unpredictable, and often unintentional (Weick & Quinn, 1999). Furthermore, 

change is described as an iterative process that involves ongoing, real-time sensemaking 

processes aimed at developing long-term capabilities for continued successful adaptation 

(Burnes, 1996; Dunphy & Stace, 1993; Weick & Quinn, 1999). It is through these 

learning processes that organizations adapt to complex issues and develop appropriate 

strategic responses.  

 Despite its holistic appeal, the emergent change approach has itself not been 

without criticism. For instance, some scholars have admonished its apparent lack of 

coherence (Bamford & Forrester, 2003), whereas others remain unconvinced that its 

outright rejection of planned change is warranted after all (Burnes, 2004a, 2004b). For 

instance, Bamford and Forrester (2003) suggested that supporters of emergent change 

approaches “appear to be more united in their stance against planned change than their 

agreement on a specific alternative” (p. 547). Furthermore, some scholars have suggested 

that change frequently involves both planned and emergent elements (Liebhart & Garcia-

Lorenzo, 2010; Pina E. Cunha & Vieira Da Cunha, 2003; Sackman, Eggenhofer-Rehart, 

& Friesl, 2009).  

Moreover, planned change initiatives may be accompanied by unexpected 

changes that necessitate a shift in conceptual and practical focus as the change unfolds 
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(Beer & Nohria, 2000). For example, original plans and intentions may have to be re-

assessed in the light of emergent challenges and deliberately planned steps may have to 

be abandoned for more flexible and emergent approaches as unforeseen contingencies 

unfold (Styhre, 2002). These issues notwithstanding, Burnes (1996) suggested that “the 

emergent model is suitable for all organizations, all situations and at all times” (p. 14), as 

long as one subscribes to the belief that organizations indeed operate in environments that 

necessitate ongoing adaptation. Moreover, in a later article Burnes (2004a) systematically 

reviewed the challenges laid at the feet of Kurt Lewin and his planned change approach, 

concluding that most of those objections appeared “to be unfounded and/or based on a 

narrow interpretation of his work” (p. 997).  

 Still, not all change theorists would agree with the wholesale absolution of 

planned change as a suitable change framework – or with that of emergent change. On 

the contrary, for some scholars “the best actions to initiate change come back to two 

words: ‘it depends’” (Graetz & Smith, 2010, p. 143). Advocates of such situational 

conceptualizations of change have advanced that organizational performance depends on 

the achievement of complementarity or fit between organizational features and its 

environment (Pfeffer, 1982). In the absence of absolute formulas and infallible practices, 

managers should attend to organization-specific circumstances and contingencies. In turn, 

these contingencies are believed to affect organizations differently and thus to necessitate 

different reactions and adaptations. Furthermore, they may force managers to broaden 

their perspectives to include and consider change initiatives and processes that they 

would usually discount as inappropriate for their organizations. Graetz and Smith (2010) 
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illustrated this later point by describing how “although introducing change in the military 

might typically be autocratic, whereas change in a small business might typically be 

consultative, there could be times when the reverse is the most effective solution” (p. 

143). The extent to which organizations can realize these effective solutions depends on a 

complex interplay between internal and external factors. Given their complexity, 

contingency approaches have been criticized for their inability to accurately model causal 

relationships and seemingly limited practical applicability. 

 To sum up the foregoing discussion of different types of change, change scholars 

to this day differ on their fundamental assumptions regarding the origin of change, 

variously subscribing to management-led top-down approaches, emergent bottom-up 

processes or contingency-oriented attempts to establish fit. While attempts have been 

made at reconciling these divergent perspectives, multivocality persists, most recently in 

the form of discussions surrounding ambidextrous organizations and the simultaneous 

pursuit of continuity and adaptation (Nasim & Sushil, 2011; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008; 

Raisch, Birkinshaw, Probst, & Tushman, 2009; Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). At the same 

time, some scholars insist that “arguments over the true or single source of change, while 

interesting and worthwhile in the sharpening of academic minds and egos, are ultimately 

pointless” (Pettigrew, 1990a, p. 269), for “change is what the researcher defines it to be 

in his/her theoretical framework” (Pettigrew, 1990a, p. 273). In other words, although 

change might be difficult to grasp and define a priori, researchers should at least carefully 

elucidate what type of change they examine in their research. Only then can boundary 

conditions be established and multivocality in change research be helpful instead of 
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confusing. Conversely, some authors have raised concerns of unduly oversimplifying 

change processes where a greater appreciation of their complexity should instead abound 

(Burke, 2014; Senior & Swailes, 2016).  

Ironically, the change debate itself has changed over the course of time and, 

unfortunately, “a general trajectory of change theory is to explain in ever increasing detail 

why there are few, if any, generalizations” (Senior & Swailes, 2016, p. 60). These 

criticisms notwithstanding, attempts have in fact been made toward achieving greater 

parsimony and applicability of change model and conceptualizations, as well as in 

addressing differences in the underlying philosophical assumptions regarding change, its 

manageability, and its general prevalence (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995; Graetz & Smith, 

2010). 

In sum, not every change is the same. While some organizations in certain 

industries may indeed face continuously evolving environments that necessitate ceaseless 

adaptation, other firms still change slowly and from the top down. This type of change is 

particularly prevalent in the public sector, where, despite efforts to become more flexible, 

change initiatives often require long-winded approval processes, face a plethora of 

administrative hurdles, and are tied to the political whims of holders of public office 

(Patchett, 2014; Van Nistelrooij & Sminia, 2009).  

Public Services  

 Public services comprise a multiplicity of offerings that can vary between national 

and regional contexts (Wollman & Marcou, 2010). Generally, however, they involve the 

provision of such disparate goods as transportation, education, healthcare, elderly care, 
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utilities, refuse collection, mail services, prisons, and various social enrichment and 

welfare programs (Doherty, Torne, & Wootton, 2014). What makes these services public 

is the underlying assumption that their provision serves a collective good that could not 

be achieved to the same degree if left to the hand of the free market (Flynn, 2007). 

Although national, state or local government institutions have traditionally provided these 

services, many of these offerings today are also – or even exclusively – provided by 

private enterprises. Moreover, some services can be offered cooperatively by both private 

and public organizations, whereas others may be offered by private companies that have 

to adhere to public regulations. Still, despite widespread changes in the ownership of 

public services, many of those offerings are still in the hand of governmental agencies. 

 During the early stages of the modern welfare state, these agencies most closely 

resembled classic Weberian models of hierarchically organized bureaucracies. Concerned 

with the stable provision of goods and services under relatively clear environmental 

conditions, members of these organizations were first and foremost administrative 

professionals tasked with the efficient execution of top-down policy, procedures, and 

directives (Pidd, 2012). Decision-making was highly centralized, procedures were 

standardized, and as long as policies were executed effectively individual civil servants 

faced limited to no scrutiny by the public. However, “by the 1970s, governments in 

developed countries like the USA, Australia and UK began to attempt to introduce some 

business thinking into the public sector” (Haynes, 2015, p. 3). In large part, these 

attempts were a result of a mounting discontent with bureaucratic inefficiency, escalating 

public service costs, and concerns regarding a perceived lack of managerial 
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accountability in the public sector (Christensen & Lægreid, 2011). Furthermore, critics 

claimed that the public sector had become too inflexible to react adequately to changing 

demographics and associated changes in citizens’ needs (Osborne & Brown, 2005).  

 In the USA, UK, and other Anglo-Saxon countries, changes in public service 

administration manifested as New Public Management (NPM) (Hood, 1991), an umbrella 

term for a paradigmatic shift in public administration and management. According to 

Lane (2000), NPM is “a more or less coherent theory of how governments may deliver 

services” (p. 8). It is predicated on the explicit rejection of traditional bureaucratic 

provision of public goods and services, instead calling for the adoption of private sector 

organization and management principles. As such, the advent of NPM challenged long-

standing tenets of public administration and governance, particularly the notion that 

public organizations are sufficiently different from private sector organization that they 

require specialized administrative strategies and managerial tactics (Dunleavy & Hood, 

1994). 

Thus, NPM introduced a variety of previously unknown features to the public 

sphere. First, it involved the structural devolution and task-based separation of previously 

unified public sector units. To combat inefficiencies, NPM proponents disaggregated and 

split up public organizations and created smaller, more autonomous units solely 

concerned with one or two particular areas of responsibility (Christensen & Lægreid, 

2001). Second, in addition to changing the structural make-up of public sector 

organizations, NPM called for providing managers and administrators with greater 

decision-making autonomy, thus elevating “the role of managers above that of 
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professionals” (Macleod & By, 2009, p. 5). In other words, whereas traditionally 

members of public service organizations were predominantly considered custodians of 

policymakers’ directives, under NPM they assumed greater responsibility for how they 

managed their departments and subordinates. In turn, members of the public services 

sector became increasingly subjected to explicit performance standards, greater 

expectations of budgetary frugality, and attempts to quantify organizational and 

departmental outputs (Christensen & Lægreid, 2011). Finally, NPM proponents 

emphasized competitive tendering of contracts between public and private organizations 

in order to improve efficiency and reduce costs of services. To better understand 

consumer demands, NPM also introduced widespread application of user participation 

and satisfaction measures (Osborne & Brown, 2005: Thiel & Leeuw, 2002). 

NPM and its associated professionalization of public organizations fundamentally 

altered the public services landscape and continues to affect the nature of public service 

organizations, particularly in Anglo-American countries (Ferlie, Ashburner, Fitzgerald, & 

Pettigrew, 1996; Lane, 2002). At the same time, debates regarding NPM’s short and 

long-term effects persist. On the one hand, it “introduced the rationale of efficiency, 

economy, and the coordinated management of services provided” (Perrott, 2009, p. 40), 

thus “ensuring equality in government services, management accountability, and 

increased responsiveness to the needs of citizens” (Perrott, 2009, p. 40). On the other 

hand, some scholars continue to question the appropriateness of private sector 

management techniques’ generic and wholesale import to the public sector (Christensen 

& Lægreid, 2011; Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011).  
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At the heart of these skeptics’ criticism of NPM are persistent beliefs of 

seemingly irreconcilable differences between the public and the private sector and 

disagreement of what it takes to successfully manage their organizations. Indeed, a vast 

body of previous research has been concerned with cataloguing, describing, and 

analyzing the ostensible differences between private and public sector management 

(Rainey, 2014). On one end of the spectrum, Allison (1979) has argued that “the notion 

that there is any significant body of private management practices and skills that can be 

transferred directly to public management tasks in a way that produces significant 

improvements is wrong” (p. 472). In support of this contention, some scholars have 

suggested, for example, that employees in public organizations on average have higher 

levels of public service motivation (Bullock, Stritch, & Rainey, 2015; Leisink & Steijn, 

2009; Vandenabeele, 2008), which in turn would arguably make them more likely to 

focus on how well proposed changes help them serve the public good and execute 

otherwise socially benevolent behaviors.  

Moreover, authors have argued that public organizations can operate in a 

domineering fashion with little concern for competitors while simultaneously having a 

relatively stronger societal impact with farther-reaching civil consequences (Heres & 

Lasthuizen, 2012). Additionally, Cameron & Green (2009) argued that “… public 

organizations have to deal with a multitude of decision-makers, a larger diversity of 

stakeholders, more intensive organizational dynamics and a more bureaucratic 

organizational design than private sector organizations” (p. 181). The authors supported 

their assertion by highlighting efficiency issues that arise from politicized decision-
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making processes, as well as overly narrow role ascriptions for public servants that 

undermine flexibility. Furthermore, Osborne and Moore (2005) suggested that public 

service organizations: 

… are notoriously ‘risk-aversive’ – for good and bad reasons. On the one hand, 

they are often dealing with vulnerable people and sensitive issues. … On the other 

hand, public services tend to be very high profile in the media, because they deal 

with issues fundamental to society. Once again, staff are unlikely to want to take 

risks if it means that they may end up the focus of a media campaign.” (p. 42) 

The importance of risk-aversion in explaining public service organizations’ hesitance to 

change, according to the authors, is further compounded by overly hierarchical 

organizational structures and an ingrained hesitance to freely share information.  

Other researchers have argued that public scrutiny, extensive legal protection for 

civil servants, and political considerations limit the extant to which managers can 

unilaterally exercise control over their subordinates (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011; Rainey & 

Chun, 2005). In other words, “managers in private organizations are often found to have 

a greater variety of internal organizational actions, more autonomy for using them, and 

better options for exploiting the environment” (Hvidman & Andersen, 2014, p. 54) than 

managers in public organizations. Furthermore, public service organizations, according to 

some scholars, have to deal with greater degrees of internal and external complexity and 

less certainty about the future. In turn, these ambiguities are believed to be caused by 

value ambivalence, divergent stakeholder opinions, and a greater variety of constituent 

expectations (Karp & Helgø, 2008). Finally, Rainey (2014) has compiled and reviewed 
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100 studies, concluding that there indeed exist substantial differences between public and 

private sector organizations. 

Despite the fervor of those advocating for a distinct public management agenda, 

the extent to which public sector management differs significantly from private sector 

management remains a hotly contested issue of debate. For example, Boyne (2002) stated 

that “in those areas where tests have been conducted, the balance of the evidence seldom 

supports the argument that public organizations are distinctive” (p. 114). He concluded 

that empirical data suggested merely that public organizations exhibited greater degrees 

of bureaucratic organizing, that public managers were less concerned with materialistic 

rewards, and that organizational commitment was weaker among public sector employees 

(Boyne, 2002). In a more recent assessment, Meier and O’Toole (2011) ventured that 

some of the differences in opinion arise from the repetition of “caricatures and largely 

negative ideological claims—for instance, regarding inefficiency, rent seeking, and other 

‘non-market failures’” (p. i297) about public organizations. Accordingly, they suggest 

reframing the academic debate by focusing not on whether organizations are different but 

on whether managerial actions can be expected to have similar or different results. 

Finally, despite finding that public and private managers differed in their leadership 

behaviors, Andersen (2010) suggested that “public and private managers may differ in 

behavior, but basically they face the same challenges of achieving organizational goals 

with or through other people“ (p. 140). 

A final verdict regarding the debate outlined above has yet to be reached (Willem, 

De Voes, Buelens, 2010) and the extent to which these forces affect change is even more 
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opaque. Although some scholars suggest that the public sector faces many of the same 

challenges that were once thought to be unique to private free-market companies (Flynn, 

2002; McLaughlin Osborne, & Ferlie, 2002), idiosyncrasies remain, which in turn makes 

the study of change in the public sector a fascinating subject, albeit one underrepresented 

within the general organizational change research discourse (Tsoukas & Papoulias, 2005) 

and without an as of yet clearly defined research agenda (Kuipers, Higgs, Kickert, 

Tummers, Grandia, & van der Voet, 2014).  

Change in Public Organizations 

Traditionally, organizational change scholarship has focused on the private sector, 

which can in part be explained by “not least the twin assumptions that all the interesting 

changes were taking place in the private sector and that the public sector was composed 

of relatively monolithic and unchanging bureaucracies” (Burnes, 2009b, p. xvii). At the 

same time, as strict distinctions between the management of private and public sector 

enterprises have become increasingly blurred, interest in public sector change has 

proliferated (Macleod & By, 2009; White, 2000).   

 Despite this shift, it appears that the study of change in public organizations 

remains lacking in “detail, for instance on the specific public characteristics related to the 

change process” (Kuipers, 2014, p. 15). Finally, prior scholarship has thus far appeared to 

favor broad macro-level considerations over in-depth micro-level explorations of how 

change processes unfold inside of public organizations. For instance, reviewing 133 

articles concerned with change management in public organizations, Kuipers et al. (2014) 

concluded that although the majority of the scholarly work in this area has addressed 
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particular characteristics of public organizations, seldom are these contextual factors 

demonstrably connected to changes processes and outcomes. In other words, few 

researchers in their analyses of change in the public sector have moved beyond context as 

descriptive backdrop of – predominantly macro-level – changes and reforms (for an 

exception see van der Voet, Kuipers, & Groeneveld, 2015). Coupled with a general 

absence of public organizational change in general management and specialized change 

management journals, micro-level investigations of change in the public sector under 

consideration of the industry’s typical and specific features remain missing from overall 

change research. Furthermore, extant literature that has attempted to address these factors 

appears to offer insightful information that is seemingly difficult to reconcile. To 

illustrate, consider the following statements by van der Voet and his colleagues made in 

regards to the nature of change and the role of change leadership in the public sphere: “a 

high degree of environmental complexity forces public organizations to adopt a planned, 

top-down approach to change, while the effectiveness of such an approach is 

simultaneously limited by a complex environment” (van der Voet, Kuipers, Groeneveld, 

2015, p. 296). 

 Here, the authors examined the merger of three Dutch government departments 

and found that traditional leadership tactics were insufficient to engender successful 

change. Change agents, initially motivated to deal with external complexity by leading 

change from the top down, had to adjust their leadership behaviors to accommodate 

unplanned and emergent issues. In a similar study on city departments’ different reactions 

to public management reforms, the authors documented that successful change depended 
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on nuanced reframing of existing values rather than their wholesale replacement: “… 

changes in the values of public organizations come about through careful adaptation and 

reinterpretation of existing values. This would imply that an emergent approach to 

change is more appropriate than the planned approach to change” (van der Voet, 

Groeneveld, & Kuipers, 2014, p. 188-189). 

Based on these statements, it would appear that the management of change in 

public service organization constitutes a catch twenty-two where structural forces push 

for the pursuit of a type of change management that is in turn received negatively by 

members of the organization. At the same time, given the highly speculative nature of 

these assumptions, it is still not clear how change plays out in different public 

organization contexts and how subjective change experiences factor into these processes. 

This research aims to address these gaps, while simultaneously offering a rare 

longitudinal (Pettigrew, 1990a) investigation of change across separate organizational 

branches (Oreg et al., 2011) in a hitherto underexplored sectoral context (Bamberger & 

Pratt, 2010). Furthermore, the present study presents a view of public organizations as 

differentiation-type cultures, which “can range from ‘monolithic-like’ to nearly 

fragmented and ambiguous, and anywhere in between“ (Lofquist, 2011, p. 229). From 

this perspective, cultures and subcultures can take on various shapes and sizes and require 

distinct change management approaches (Meyerson & Martin, 1987). For example, in 

some organizations, one particular representation of collective thinking may indeed aptly 

capture the values and cognitions of its members and subgroups. In others, such a 

uniform depiction of its shared ideas, schemata, and routines would constitute nothing but 
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a gross oversimplification of divergent mental models of ‘what the organization is about’ 

and what their members stand for. Moreover, cultures and subcultures from a 

differentationist perspective are thought to form not in response to managerial efforts but 

as results of organizational members’ reactions to and interpretations of novel incidents 

as they encounter them within the context of their immediate organizational realities 

(Martin, 1992).  

In other words, “culture is an amalgam of differences and inconsistencies with 

consensus found only within the boundaries of subcultures, rather than organization-

wide“ (Daymon, 2000, p. 123). In turn, these subcultures can differ vastly from one 

another, thus making it difficult for management to apply appropriate levers for 

organization-wide change. This accords with Van Maanen, (2010), who in his essay on 

the value and intricacies of ethnographic research concluded that culture is “multi-vocal, 

highly ambiguous, shape-shifting, and difficult if not impossible to pin down. When put 

into use, contradictions abound” (p. 220). Examining these contradictions, Lofquist 

(2011) suggested that change in organizations characterized by differentiation-type 

cultures requires that change leadership prior to initiating change pay particular attention 

to the differences between organizational subcultures to map out potential sources of 

resistance. Furthermore, based on his reading of prior scholarship, Lofquist (2011) argued 

that participation was an unconditional necessity in order to elicit favorable change 

responses. This would accord with previous scholarship who has found that public 

organization employees welcome participative bottom-up approaches to change over 

forceful top-down change initiatives led by management (Nistelrooij & Sminia, 2009; 
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O’Brien, 2002). It would also connect to Palmer & Bunford’s (2008) navigating image, 

which emphasizes limited control over change processes and the existence of competing 

visions that would have to be reconciled via participatory efforts. At the same time, 

prevalent bureaucratic structures would suggest a stronger suitability of top-down change 

initiatives insofar as they resemble familiar modes of organizing for public service 

employees (O’Brien, 2002). What is clear about public service organizations is that 

“developing an approach to change and innovation through research derived from private 

sector organizations is a complex task” (Osborne & Browne, 2005, p. 229) and that 

additional research is needed to untangle these processes. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

“What makes me salivate is induction: inventing explanations about things. Not 
finding them – that’s truth; inventing them. We don’t discover theory; we create 
it. And that’s great fun; if only more doctoral students took the chance. But no, 
they are taught to be objective, scientific (in the narrow sense of the term), which 
means no invention please, only deduction. That is academically correct.” 
(Mintzberg, 2005, p. 357) 
 
“Any story can be written and accounted for from many different standpoints, 
depending on the narrator.” (Buchanan & Dawson, 2007, p. 670) 
 
There has been a dearth of qualitative inquiry into organizational change (Garcia 

& Gluesing, 2013), coupled with, and perhaps resultant of, a persistent absence of 

explicitly contextual examinations of organizations in flux under consideration of 

historical contingencies (Pettigrew, 1987; Oreg et al., 2011). As such, it appears that 

despite the increase in both practical interest and scholarly output, vast areas for potential 

extension of extant knowledge remain, particularly where novel contexts and immersive 

in-situ explorations of change in progress are concerned. 

In part, the aforementioned gaps stem from the unflagging and perhaps decidedly 

human temptation to fit change into preconceived notions of “rational, analytical 

orthodoxy” (Graetz & Smith, 2010, p. 138), which in turn may preempt scholars to 

approach change without preconceived notions and expectations as to how it will unfold. 

More insidiously, these concerns may betray the pressures of publishing one’s work in 

academic journals that more often than not encourage the adherence to established 

paradigms, concepts, and methodological approaches instead of the broadening of 

knowledge beyond familiar mechanisms (for a very sharp criticism of the current state of 

affairs in top tier academic publishing see Grey, 2010). Compelled to justify their choice 
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of empirical context, research methodology, and conceptual framework, academic writers 

cling to the familiar, often looking for established schemata and accepted generalizations 

to lend credibility to their work (Schwarz, 2012). In other words, to give legitimacy to 

one’s study, it is often necessary to connect it to what is already known, to present it as a 

refinement of the familiar, rather than an exploration of the unfamiliar (Bluhm, Harman, 

Lee, & Mitchell, 2011). This holds true as much for general management research as it 

does for change management scholarship, where “the prevailing view … is that 

knowledge on change in underpinned by a theory testing modus operandi, as models and 

propositional statements are refined and then reassembled into generalizable concepts” 

(Schwarz, 2012, p. 344). Chia and Holt (2008) described this rather formulaic approach 

to research and knowledge development often championed in business schools and 

academic publications as knowledge-by-representation, which, so they argued, 

“unwittingly filters out the predicaments, the intractable problems, the agonizing-over 

and the sleepless nights that characterize the actual lived world of management 

practitioners” (p. 476). Furthermore, they advanced that “in insisting on the need for 

conformity to the rigors of proper ‘scholarship’ what is finally published in management 

academia is a severely truncated and disemboweled version of the real evolving concerns 

confronting the business practitioner” (p. 476).  

Thus, while any given theory may itself be value-free and impartial, its 

application and promotion as truth is not (Bhaskar, 1975; Mintzberg, 2005). Indeed, as 

Tsui (2007) pointed out, even well-aimed attempts to develop contextualized insight 

based on the application of familiar theorems in novel empirical settings can be 
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problematic, for  “given that the color of the borrowed lens may influence a borrower’s 

vision, starting with an existing theory may reduce the possibility of seeing a 

phenomenon in its true form” (p. 1358). Hence, true theory creation often remains 

wanting, as the researcher’s frame pre-determines one’s attention and insight. 

Although a detailed exploration of different change philosophies, a discussion of 

the rigor-relevance debate in management research or a reflection on the ostensibly elitist 

and exclusionary article acceptance policies of top tier academic journals are beyond the 

scope of this study (those interested in two diametrically opposed views on the 

aforementioned debate surrounding research and practical applicability, see Gulati, 2007; 

Kieser & Leiner, 2009), suffice it to say that significant gaps in organizational change 

research remain. In turn, these opportunities for practical and theoretical expansion can 

frequently be attributed to the hegemony of mono-theoretical inquiries mentioned above. 

To address these gaps – and to make sensible use of the richness and sheer amount of 

data collected over the course of 15 months – this research presents a critical realist 

alternative to organizational change research (Bhaskar, 1975, 1979).  

Ontologically speaking, critical realism espouses that social phenomena exist 

irrespective of having been explicitly identified (Fleetwood, 2005; Sayer, 2000). Put 

differently, just because we have not recognized, described, and categorized social 

structures does not mean they do not exist and exert causal influence over those 

embedded in them. Moreover, from a critical realist perspective, our social world is 

“divided into multiple layers which prevent human beings from having any direct or 

unmediated access to the full width of the empirical phenomena subject to scientific 
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investigation” (Modell, 2015, p. 1143). While attempts can be made to describe incidents 

and relationships, no single theoretical paradigm can ever fully explain all of their inner 

causal workings (Lawson, 1997). What remains, then, are potential attempts at 

satisficing, striving to capture as much context-specific detail as possible while 

simultaneously being aware that one’s choice of theory and method will invariably affect 

the breadth and depth of knowledge generated (Ackroyd, 2004; Tsoukas, 1989). As 

Modell (2009) put it: 

The existence of the ultimate object of theorizing (real mechanisms) is viewed as 

independent of the assumptions underpinning various theories. However, the 

theories themselves have powerful influence on what properties are ascribed to 

these objects by researchers and the wider community of which they are part. (p. 

213) 

Critical realism allows for the decoupling of ontological, epistemological, and 

axiological concerns, for the acceptance of any one theory’s inherent inability to capture 

life and social relations to their fullest extent in turn offers flexibility in the choice of 

conceptual framework and research method. Moreover, it encourages the researcher to 

tailor their mode of inquiry to the nature of the phenomenon and to connect different 

methods to varying levels of abstraction of the same phenomenon (Downward & 

Mearman, 2007). Overall, although our knowledge of the world is bound to be 

incomplete, “we can get empirical feedback from those aspects of the world that are 

accessible” (McEvoy & Richards, 2006, p. 69). Finally, critical realism calls for the 

combination of quantitative and qualitative data in order to document both processes of 
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subjective identifications of realities and those aspects of social structuring not or not yet 

perceived by individuals (Mearns, 2011). As such, although “organizational members 

actively create, or enact, the reality they inhabit” (Isabella, 1990, p. 9), their experience 

alone does not tell the whole story. To borrow an example from Fleetwood (2005), 

discriminatory hiring practices need not be realized and actively interpreted by members 

of the organization to affect its functioning. Therefore, in a rejection of post-modernist 

principles, while I admittedly ascribe to qualitative inquiry’s explanatory primacy when 

investing personal experience and subjective change processes, I also believe that these 

idiosyncratic discourses need to be balanced against data concerned with the depiction of 

“objective” realities. Such a stance does not object to qualitative inquiries having been 

described as “the most effective way to uncover the particular and situated dynamics of 

change because they provide rich and compelling insights into how and why change 

unfolds in organizations and its impacts at various levels of analysis” (Gray, Stensaker, & 

Jansen, 2012, p. 121). It merely suggests that additional layers of these processes are left 

unexplored if one only focuses on how people perceive the world around them. 

Accordingly, in this study I aimed to capture as many different change accounts 

and perspectives from as many different sources as possible, thereby seeking to protect 

myself from the inadvertent creation of singular experience narratives. Specifically, I 

adopted a bricolage approach (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Levi-Strauss, 1966; Wibberly, 

2012). Contending that any one particular research perspective is limited in its 

explanatory capabilities by its own ontological, epistemological, and axiological 

assumptions, bricoleurs believe that:  
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… any social, cultural, psychological, or pedagogical object of inquiry is 

inseparable from its context, the language used to describe it, its historical 

situatedness in a larger ongoing process, and the socially and culturally 

constructed interpretations of its meaning(s) as an entity in the world. (Kincheloe, 

2001, p. 682) 

To address the localized and temporal embeddedness of social phenomena, 

bricolage involves the concurrent occupation with varying research methodologies and 

the synergistic deployment of different frames of analysis. As such, bricolage is not a 

superficial combination of single elements of various research approaches but rather a 

dialectic engagement with each paradigm’s fundamental premises in order to develop a 

deep and multi-faceted understanding of social processes through various lenses or 

prisms. In fact, the idea of data as a prism is a recurring theme among bricolage 

advocates. For example, Wickens (2011) used three different research methodologies to 

analyze exhibitions of power in written texts and concluded: “as a result of the multi-

disciplinarity of my method, the data also embodied a multi-dimensionality that would 

have been sorely missed otherwise. It provided new angles of analysis, such that the data 

itself became prismatic” (p. 161). In other words, each of Wicken’s (2011) analytical 

procedures revealed different components of the phenomena under study, thus creating 

“theory from the extant situation, rather than forcing the data to a particular theory” 

(Hoque, Covaleski, & Gooneratne, 2013, p. 1173). Bricolage constitutes one example of 

theoretical and methodological pluralism, either of which are seldom utilized and even 
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more rarely done well, yet are being increasingly championed in general and change 

management research (Lowe, Magala, & Hwang, 2012; Modell, 2015).  

 To be sure, such pluralistic approaches are not without difficulties and practical 

challenges (Blaikie, 1991), most notably concerns regarding the combination of “theories 

underpinned by different paradigmatic vantage points in individual research studies” 

(Modell, 2015, p. 1138). To illustrate this point, Kaplan and Duchon (1988), for example, 

highlighted differences in the ways differently trained scholars view the world around 

them. Entrenched belief systems as well as epistemological and ontological disparities 

make it difficult for scholars to arrive at synthesized frameworks and uniform 

interpretations, while such a feat would appear even less likely for a single researcher. To 

overcome these concerns, the single investigator of organizational phenomena “must 

possess the skills necessary to operationalise varying techniques and be psychologically 

able to change world-views, while constructing a research methodology that remains 

internally coherent” (Pollack, 2013, p. 459). From a practical standpoint, the pluralistic 

researcher must go through a large number of repeat cycles of data analysis, approaching 

the same data from different viewpoints, thereby creating conditions that provide fertile 

grounds for the spontaneous emergence of novel, interpretive insights (Kincheloe, 2007).  

Change Context & Case Selection 

At its core, this research is a longitudinal multiple-case study (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Case studies, empirical research that investigates “a contemporary phenomenon within a 

real-life context where the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident, and in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (Patton & Appelbaum, 
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2003, p. 60), have been used in management research to test and develop theory in a wide 

variety of settings (Eisenhardt & Grebner, 2007). Central to this approach is the treatment 

of each case as a unit of analysis embedded in a wide web of structural and contextual 

contingencies (Yin, 2014). In the current research, the case – the unit of analysis – is one 

of nineteen public recreation facilities engaged in an organization-wide change effort. 

Such a comparison of multiple cases, characterized in turn by embedded sub-cases based, 

for example on group differences in tenure, age or other personality characteristics (Yin, 

2014), is expected to provide detailed insight into the unknown processes underlying 

individual interpretations of dynamic processes inherent in organizations (Maitlis, 2005), 

as well as allow for the careful teasing apart of institutional, organizational, and 

individual phenomena. Eisenhardt (1989) suggested that theory-building and testing 

through multiple-case study research is a suitable and fruitful approach “when little is 

known about a phenomenon, current perspectives seem inadequate because they have 

little empirical substantiation or … serendipitous findings in a theory-testing study 

suggest the need for a new perspective” (p. 548). Multiple-case study research thus 

appeared suitable to expand change management scholarship and practice as it relates to 

the public sector in general and public recreation specifically.  

From a data-collection standpoint, multiple-case studies, rely heavily on “a full 

contextual analysis of fewer events or conditions and their interrelations” (Cooper & 

Schindler, 2001, p. 137), emphasizing the collection of “rich, thick data” (Geertz, 1973, 

p. 10) from various sources. While often emphasizing qualitative data sources over 

quantitative information, multiple-case studies can, and often should, draw upon diverse 
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data to illuminate constructs, processes, and relationships. Accordingly, the present 

research, although predominantly qualitative in nature, constitutes a mixed-methods 

approach that analyzed personal in-depth interviews, survey data, meeting minutes, 

internal correspondence, observational field notes, and historical document analysis. 

The setting for this study is the recreation division of the parks and recreation 

department of a large North-American city. Public recreation organizations are tasked to 

provide a broad spectrum of essential individual and collective public benefits (Kraus & 

Curtis, 2000), while at the same time facing immense pressure to take prudent care of 

public funds and develop additional revenue streams (Pitas, Mowen, Liechty, & 

Trauntvein, 2015). Furthermore, the increasingly accelerating evolution and diversity of 

consumer preferences stands in stark contrast to traditional models of public organization 

that have favored rigid structures and stability over adaptability and change. Recreation 

organizations appear to be characterized by relatively low turnover rates and long job 

tenure (Zimmerman & Allen, 2009), yet at the same time are slowly becoming more 

diverse to appropriately respond to changing consumer demographics (Lynn, 2012). 

Finally, public recreation organizations are facing escalating professionalization 

pressures that challenge traditional community and volunteer-based identities. In sum, it 

appears that public recreation organizations “have identified the need to adjust core 

thinking, but little real headway has been made” (Stanton, Markham-Starr, & 

Hodgkinson, 2013, p. 145). The recreation division at the time of this research consisted 

of nineteen recreation facilities located across the city. Data were collected over the 

course of a 15-month period.  
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Unlike quantitative research, where the reliability, validity, and robustness of 

findings usually depend on generalizability through random selection, multiple-case 

researchers purposefully select their unit of analysis based on theoretical reasoning and a-

priori specification of an appropriate population (Creswell, 2012). Accordingly, cases are 

chosen because the researcher is concerned with the specific circumstances “under which 

the construct or theory operates, not with the generalization of the findings in other 

setting” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 29, see also Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). 

Pettigrew (1990a) described this rationale for case selection as choosing those cases 

where processes of interest would be  “transparently observable” (p. 275) to the 

researcher, while also including cases that would potentially disconfirm emerging 

patterns and phenomena. In the context of the current research, then, the cases were 

selected because they represented a range of possible settings in which organizational 

change is to take place, because they offered a diverse group of participants, and because 

they allowed for the inclusion of polar types. In other words, cases were selected because 

they captured the longitudinal evolution of a multifaceted change initiative that involved 

a wide variety of individuals in relatively insulated locations within a larger parent 

organization and allowing for the potential inclusion of extreme and typical experience 

narratives. 

Furthermore, the selection of multiple cases allowed for the comparison of within-

case findings across analytic units, thereby establishing boundary conditions for some 

relationships, while disconfirming or rejecting others based on non-transferable 

idiosyncrasies (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). Such cross-case analysis adds validity and 
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precision to insight gathered based on single-within-case analysis that may on their own 

simply describe a phenomenon without generating enough detail to produce more 

generally applicable theory.  

Division directorship in the focal organization changed shortly prior to the start of 

this study and the incoming division manager initiated several changes across all city 

facilities. Changes were manifold and diverse, encompassing minor as well as major 

alterations. For instance, beyond the general insecurity inherently associated with 

leadership changes, employees had to adapt to a new dress code, attendance policy, and 

registration system. An overall push toward becoming more efficient fundamentally 

challenged traditional roles and responsibilities and the associated financial pressures 

resulted in profound challenges in program development, hiring practices, and resource 

allocation and utilization. Some facilities were given primacy over others and accorded 

greater resources and responsibilities to reflect changing community expectations within 

the city. Finally, many of the changes represented a strategic reversal of changes 

undertaken by previous management. During initial meetings with supervisors and 

executive leadership, several participants mentioned that many of these previous changes 

still affected employees and supervisors. In fact, the push for increased independence at 

the site-level constituted a loosening of what many employees felt was an overly 

centralized strategic approach implemented six years prior. The centralization and 

homogenization of procedures at that time fundamentally changed the manner in which 

the recreation facilities operated. Driven predominantly by a desire to fulfill their 
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particular neighborhood’s need, facilities, in the words of one supervisor had “pretty 

much just been doing their own thing.”  

Initial Research Design & Data Collection 

 Invoking long-standing discussions of the epistemological and ontological 

foundation of qualitative research, Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested that 

researchers should approach their case analyses with at least a rudimentary idea of 

important constructs and general research questions. Arguing that “the looser the initial 

design, the less selective the collection of data” (p. 17), they proposed that field research 

interested in the description of patterns and relationships would do well adhering to some 

form of preliminary framework to guide subsequent analysis and data collection even 

though these tentative orientations may change along the way. In other words, elements 

of deductive orientation and inductive emergence of relationships are both vital elements 

of multiple-case study research, a sentiment echoed by Eisenhardt (1989) in her seminal 

article on how to build theory from case studies.  

It should be noted that there are several tactics available to multiple-case study 

researchers to safeguard against becoming too tied to their preliminary framework. 

Baxter and Jack (2008), for example, suggested that researchers “journal their thoughts 

and decisions and discuss them with other researchers to determine if their thinking has 

become too driven by the framework” (p. 553). In other words, academics conducting 

case study research should be aware of the dangers associated with priming themselves 

for only looking for those facets of the change process that were articulated in their 

preliminary model. Journal notes should be cross-checked with interview transcripts to 
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see to what extent researchers insert their own voices into the data collection process and 

if pre-interview expectations stifle the inductive development of knowledge. Interview 

transcripts should therefore not only be transcribed but critically examined for the 

potential emergence of patterns and explanations not captured by the preliminary 

framework (i.e., disconfirming cases or alternative explanations). Furthermore, 

participants should be allowed and encouraged to explore their own experiences during 

the interview, even when their accounts deviate from the pre-scripted interview 

framework. Ultimately, the framework should serve as a pliable and evolving structure 

with enough room to explore various alternative routes. 

The issue of being too loose or too tight in the formulaic pre-contemplation of 

particular relationships becomes even more crucial in multiple-case research, where “the 

looser the initial template, the more each researcher can be receptive to local 

idiosyncrasies – but cross-case comparability will be hard to get, and the costs and the 

information load will be colossal” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 17). Put differently, 

researchers need to consider the trade-offs associated with the two extremes. At the same 

time, while a cognitive blank slate may appear as a noble aim in theory, any type of 

research needs to be guided by at least a fundamental understanding of the questions to 

ask, whom to ask, and where to look for the information needed to further illuminate the 

processes in question. To illustrate, although this research started as a change readiness 

project, various other issues emerged that captivated my interest and spurred a 

broadening of theoretical perspectives. In the following, I draw from sensemaking, the 

attention-based view of the firm, identity work, sensegiving, paradox, and change 
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readiness scholarship. In a way, as I spent more time with participants and within the 

organization, the current research grew to be increasingly ethnographic in its 

epistemological orientation, meaning that as I developed the “ethnographic record” 

(Kuper, 1994, p. 17) of the organization, I made “theoretical sense of the research puzzles 

arising in the field” (Watson & Watson, 2012, p. 685). Thus, I opened myself up to the 

issues, questions, and topics that governed participants’ realities, never quite abandoning 

my core concern for the temporal unfolding of change in a public recreation organization, 

yet often attending to themes at times far outside of change readiness. Although it would 

seem disingenuous to label this research project a true ethnography, for I did not spend 

nearly enough time “talking to people, watching them, and sharing tasks with them over a 

period of time in the varying settings or circumstances” (Watson, 2011, p. 204) germane 

to this study, the aforementioned ethnographic orientation enabled me to look beyond 

what I expected to encounter when I began this project. These organically emerging 

themes served as theoretical points of departure and provided general topic areas of 

interest while at the same time allowing for the inductive exploration of processes and 

relationships based on individual interviews. Furthermore, they helped develop additional 

general interview protocols and served as rationale for the selection of surveys. 

 The following five chapters are presented as standalone studies whose insights 

will be integrated into a more comprehensive change framework in the discussion 

section. In the tradition of bricolage, each chapter, although generally drawing from the 

same data from the same participants, can be read as a single theorized account built on 

participant’s poly-contextual experiences. Each chapter utilizes different theoretical 
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perspectives and research viewpoints that called for, at times relatively minor, 

modifications in approach, data analysis, and conceptual synthesis. As described above, 

they are roughly organized in descending order in terms of their position on the macro-

micro theorem continuum, but often draw from various frameworks linked across levels 

of analysis.  

These differences notwithstanding, on-site data collection was the same across all 

chapters and will be outlined once here to avoid unnecessary repetition. Moreover, I shall 

first briefly comment on differences in interview structure and process between 

interpretative phenomenology (Heidegger, 2008; Smith, 2010) and grounded theory 

(Glaser, 1978), for they do not require the same number of participants or the same level 

of in-depth engagement with informant accounts.  

 Interpretative phenomenology shares with grounded theory a view of researchers 

as social beings, who can never full bracket or rid themselves of theoretical 

preconceptions (cf. Husserl, 1931, 1973, 2001, 2012). At the same time, slight 

differences exist in regards to the interview process and subsequent data analysis, which 

made it necessary to incorporate both structured and unstructured elements during 

interviews and analyze data several times. Following the lead of Kreiner, Hollensbe, and 

Sheep (2006), interviews always included a set of mandatory questions the researcher 

ensured to have answered at some point. However, the manner in which participants 

constructed their narrative journey on the way to answering these questions differed 

based on the emergence of other interesting themes, stories or remarks. Put simply, with 

no time constraint on the interviews imposed by management, they offered ample 
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opportunity to elicit needed information and adapt interview questions while 

simultaneously capturing subjective experiences. During interviews, I made sure to 

revisit major themes from previous discussions and continuously added others as they 

were being mentioned by respondents. Interview transcripts were then analyzed in an 

iterative fashion, sometimes several times, depending on the topic area of interest. 

Following a series of on-boarding meetings with organizational leadership, I 

conducted individual meetings with the supervisors of all nineteen sites. The goal of these 

informal meetings was to increase buy-in, alleviate potential concerns, and improve the 

acceptance of the proposed research. These encounters were followed by a series of three 

individual meetings with each supervisor and their staff, as well as with division 

leadership. These meetings were grouped together for each site (case) and occurred 

roughly every four months. The rationale behind grouping the meetings in such a manner 

was to eliminate the potential of changing environmental conditions and context between 

individual interviews within sites. During the final interview, participants were asked to 

comment on preliminary findings and impressions gathered by the researcher. While this 

did not constitute a full-fledged individual or group member check of interpretations 

(Carlson, 2010; Doyle, 2007), it added nuance to the researcher’s interpretations and 

enhanced credibility of the findings. 

 Three short semi-structured interviews were conducted face-to-face and 

exclusively at the participants’ locales of work. Prior to the interview, subjects were 

supplied with IRB approved letters of consent. Semi-structured in nature, the interviews 

began with the researcher informing participants about the general nature of the project 
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and how their contributions were expected to advance the study. Participants were 

encouraged to ask questions throughout the interviews and to voice any concerns they 

might have regarding their participation in the study. They were assured that 

confidentiality would be maintained throughout the research process and that, while top 

level management will ultimately see the general results of the research, none of the 

answers or information will be attributable to individual participants or locations. Prior to 

the first interview, participants filled out change readiness surveys.1 In combining these 

measures into one personal encounter, I hoped to a) make the survey less intimidating to 

employees, b) make the participation in the study more personable, c) allow subjects to 

ask questions about any items they did not understand, thus limiting the danger of having 

to drop subjects simply because they did not answer all the questions. Also, I hoped to 

limit workflow interruptions to a minimum by having everything done in one meeting 

rather than having employees complete the survey after/prior to the meeting. Having the 

surveys prior to the interviews also minimized the danger of priming participants. 

Interviews were recorded digitally and then transcribed by a professional transcription 

service.2 All interview transcripts were then checked against the original recordings for 

accuracy and contextual elements such as tone of voice, non-verbal cues, and 

environmental factors were added. Numerical codes were assigned to all participants as 

identifiers. Please refer to the general interview guide in the appendix for additional 

information, and a list of sample questions. 
                                                      
1 Please refer to Chapter 3 for additional information regarding the Change Readiness 
Surveys 
2 Four of the participants chose not to be recorded; their accounts were transcribed as best 
as possible by the principal researcher 
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Finally, the researcher spent a significant amount of time collecting field notes 

while shadowing high-level managers and employees and attending meetings. Although 

the collection and writing of such notes “seems deceptively straightforward” (Wolfinger, 

2002, p. 85), fundamentally different approaches exist. Lofland and Lofland (1984), for 

example, suggested starting with a general list of areas of interest before entering the 

field. Such a list might include the names and roles of participants observed, their actions, 

suspected reasons for their behavior, and direct outcomes of their actions. In similar vein, 

Spradley (1980) advocated for a systematic account of the time, space, and event 

observed, as well as descriptions and interpretations of individuals’ behaviors. Structured 

note-taking approaches have the advantage that they do not rely on the researcher making 

subjective in-situ decisions of an event’s noteworthiness. In other words, by a priori 

forcing the note-taker to pay attention to a set variety of facets of the observed 

interactions, the potentially detrimental impact of tacit beliefs of what constitutes 

noteworthy accounts can be lessened significantly. At the same time, close attention was 

paid to potentially novel issues and concerns not previously identified. 

Table 1 on the next page provides a comprehensive overview of participants 

across all studies to illustrate the overall volume and depth of engagement of this 

research. 
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Site Participant # Interviews  Site Participant # Interviews 
1 Supervisor 4  10 Supervisor 4 
 Staff 2   Staff 2 
 Staff 2   Staff 2 
 Staff 1   Staff 1 
2 Supervisor 4  11 Supervisor 2 
 Staff 2   Staff 2 
 Staff 2   Staff 2 
 Staff 2  12 Supervisor 4 
 Staff 2   Staff 2 
 Staff 1   Staff 2 
3 Supervisor 3  13 Supervisor 4 
 Staff 3   Staff 2 
 Staff 3   Staff 2 
 Staff 1  14 Supervisor 3 
4 Supervisor 4   Staff 1 
 Staff 2  15 Supervisor 3 
 Staff 1   Staff 2 
 Staff 1   Staff 3 
5 Supervisor 4   Staff 2 
6 Supervisor 4   Staff 3 
 Staff 2  16 Supervisor 3 
 Staff 2   Staff 1 
 Staff 1   Staff 1 
 Staff 1  17 Supervisor 2 
7 Supervisor 4   Staff 1 
 Staff 2  18 Supervisor 1 
 Staff 2  19 Supervisor 1 
8 Supervisor 4  20 Manager 4 
 Staff 3  21 Manager 4 
 Staff 2  22 Manager 4 
9 Supervisor 3  23 Div. Man. 8 
 Staff 1     
 Staff 1     
 Staff 1     
 Staff 1     
 Staff 1     
 
Table 2.1: Overview of research participants  
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Chapter 3: Change Salience & Readiness During A Planned Change Initiative 

“The same intervention can be interpreted quite differently by its various 
constituencies, who ascribe divergent meanings and value even to ostensibly 
mutually beneficial initiatives.” (Bartunek, Rousseau, Rudolph, & DePalma, 
2006, p. 183) 
   
Management scholars have produced an immense body of research concerned 

with organizational change recipients’ reactions to change (Oreg et al., 2011), 

highlighting, in particular, the importance of properly preparing employees for impending 

change situations (By, 2007; Caldwell, 2013; Holt & Vardaman, 2013; Neves, 2009). As 

successful change depends on the proper execution by individuals within the organization 

(Choi, 2011; George & Jones, 2001), the creation of what has come to be known as 

change readiness or, alternatively, readiness for change (e.g., Armenakis, Harris, & 

Mossholder, 1993) has been deemed essential, for “change initiatives may not produce 

the intended results because recipients are simply not ready” (Vakola, 2013, p. 96). The 

relevance of change readiness is further echoed beyond scholarly discourse, for instance 

by a senior manager working in the UK tourism industry stating that “the likelihood of an 

organization to implement and manage change successfully without being change ready 

is arguably like a toddler trying to walk before being able to crawl: possible for some, 

impossible for most” (By, 2007, p. 6). In other words, without readiness, any attempt to 

change may be doomed to fail.  

To avoid such failure, researchers have pointed change agents toward five change 

sentiments or readiness dimensions that ostensibly affect change recipients’ support for 

or resistance to organizational change: discrepancy, efficacy, appropriateness, personal 

valence, and leadership support (Armenakis, Harris, & Feild, 1999; Armenakis et al., 
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1993). These early theoretical works have inspired diverse conceptual and empirical 

research. At the same time, it appears that the concept has thus far been applied narrowly, 

thereby undermining its potential value for both change theorists and practitioners (Holt 

& Vardaman, 2013; Stevens, 2013).  

First, the universal applicability of the five change readiness sentiments has been 

adopted somewhat unquestioningly with few efforts to empirically assess their adequacy 

in different contexts or, perhaps even more interestingly, their relative importance for 

different change recipients in different change situations (Caldwell, 2013; Neves, 2009). 

As such, contemporary change readiness research appears to be very similar to the best 

practice change management approaches popularized in the late 1990s (e.g., Kanter, 

1997; Kotter, 2012). To illustrate, change scholars have championed a plethora of 

different management strategies to turn readiness into change-supportive action (Gondo, 

Patterson, & Trujillo, 2013; Oreg et al., 2011). Suggestions for enhancing the degree of 

preparation for change in organizational members range from establishing trust (Coyle-

Shapiro & Morrow, 2003; Kiefer, 2005), to fostering group norms and in-group cohesion 

(Jimmieson, Zajdlewicz, & White, 2009), and developing systematic plans of change 

implementation (Armenakis & Harris, 2009; Holt, Helfrich, Hall, & Weiner, 2010). 

Additionally, change agents have been instructed to utilize incentives (Johnson, 2004) 

and to set clear goals (Jimmieson, Terry, & Callan, 2004; Kotter & Schlesinger, 2008) if 

they want change initiatives to succeed. Inherent to these strategies is the expectation that 

change recipients will invariably react resistant or at least ambivalently to change and 

thus need to be managed if change initiatives are to succeed (Dent & Goldberg, 1999; 
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Krantz, 1999). What remains to be ascertained is the degree to which all five sentiments 

need to be satisfied or if different changes and different context allow for more nuanced 

and directed efforts to stress certain readiness components while being able to neglect 

others. 

Second, the mechanisms through which collective readiness for change emerges 

from individual readiness are not well understood and only rudimentarily hypothesized at 

the theoretical level (Vakola, 2013). For instance, it is unclear if the change readiness of 

collectives – be it small teams, departments or the entire organization – is nothing but an 

additive outcome of individual members’ readiness or if more complex mechanisms are 

at play. Considering that the implementation of change not only requires the mobilization 

of individuals but the interactive emergence of collective support, further explication of 

these relationships holds value for both change theorists and practitioners. It also remains 

unclear who exactly creates readiness among employees; is it solely change agents tasked 

with leading the change initiative or is change readiness just as equally dependent on 

mutually constructed perceptions of readiness among members of the organization? 

Third, the temporal dimension of change readiness has yet to be properly 

understood (Stevens, 2013). So far, change readiness has predominantly been 

conceptualized as a necessary precursor to successful change. However, as change 

seldom manifests uniformly and exactly as expected, change agents often have to re-

evaluate their chosen course of action and adapt change initiatives to reflect evolving 

internal and external circumstances (Naveh, Meilich, & Marcus, 2006). Such adaptations 

to previously agreed-upon plans can cause change stress or fatigue among change 
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recipients (Bernerth, Walker, & Harris, 2011; Rafferty & Griffin, 2006) and may in turn 

negatively affect readiness. As such, it appears reasonable to expect that change 

readiness, much like other aspects of any organizational change initiative, needs to be 

monitored and facilitated not only prior to but throughout the entire duration of the 

organizational transformation (Armenakis, Harris, Cole, Fillmer, & Self, 2007). 

Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether some change readiness sentiments are more 

salient than others at different stages of a given change project.  

 Clearly, while change readiness has been widely treated as the latest panacea in 

organizational change management research, scholars and practitioners would benefit 

from a more refined conceptualization of the construct, not least for the purposes of 

considering potential caveats, boundary conditions, and limitations. Addressing these 

concerns, the present research examines differences in change readiness salience across 

hierarchical levels over the course of a 15-month period. Specifically, this chapter 

answers the following research questions: 

1. During a major change initiative, what specific components of the 

change project do recipients identify as particularly salient? 

2. What issues or concerns are identified in relation to these salient 

aspects? What makes them so salient? What readiness dimensions are 

particularly important? 

3. What differences in change salience perceptions exist between 

leadership, supervisors, and non-supervisors? 
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These research questions follow in the footsteps of prior change researchers who have 

theorized that change recipients’ experiences may differ according to change content 

(Dent & Goldberg, 1999; Piderit, 2000). At the same time, no research to date exists that 

links notions of objective and subjective change to the possibility that employees may not 

only feel differently about the impact of certain changes but that they attend to 

fundamentally different components of a broader change initiative, particularly one that 

involves the alteration of a variety of organizational features. Furthermore, these research 

questions attend to the fact that as change filters through the organization, individual 

differences and membership in particular groups may have an impact on one’s change 

experience. Finally, Stevens (2013) suggested that “a qualitative study ought to be 

conducted to identify the types of conditions that individuals find most salient during a 

change and thus are more likely to evaluate in terms of selecting an appropriate change-

supportive response” (p. 354). In this vein, this research attends to multi-case differences 

and similarities (Oreg et al., 2011), particularly as they pertain to change readiness. 

Objective Versus Subjective Change 

Organizational change often leads to new organizational configurations, 

expectations, and pressures (Bordia, Hobman, Jones, Gallois, & Callan, 2004; Kiefer, 

2005). However, the extent to which such changes in the objective reality of the 

organization correspond to subjective evaluations of one’s actual need to adapt depend on 

a variety of contextual influencing factors (Kanter et al., 1992; Oreg et al., 2011; Piderit, 

2000). For instance, as Judge, Thoresen, Pucik, and Welbourne (1999) pointed out, 

whether change initiatives are successful depends to a large extent on “the psychological 
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predispositions of individuals experiencing the change” (p. 107). As a result, 

organizational change scholars are increasingly calling for more nuanced explorations of 

“employees’ subjective experience of change, whether these are negative or positive” 

(Jones, Watson, Hobman, Bordia, Gallois, & Callan, 2008, p. 206).  

Answering, at least in part, this call, change scholarship has identified several 

factors that appear to affect employees’ subjective change experience. For example, 

synthesizing the results of 79 quantitative studies of change recipients’ reactions to 

organizational change, Oreg and colleagues (2011) distinguished between change 

recipient characteristics, internal change context, change process, perceived benefit/harm, 

and change content as significant predictors in the variation of change experience. 

Curiously, while differences in change content (what is being changed) would appear to 

be the most straightforward influencing variable to examine, only a relatively small 

number of studies has thus far endeavored to do so. Oreg et al. (2011) surmised that the 

dearth of such studies could be explained by “the greater logistic difficulties that studying 

the impact of content entail” (p. 496) and suggested that scholars should attempt to 

examine change, for example, in organizations with numerous different branches or “in 

the public sector, in which a government-initiated change simultaneously influences 

numerous organizations” (p. 515). In other words, scholars have largely neglected 

empirical investigations of change content and its impact on change recipient perceptions 

of organizational change. 

 Furthermore, even where comparisons of change content across branches exist, 

they still assume that change agents and change recipients are alike in their evaluation of 
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what is actually being changed. Such comparisons nevertheless imply that change content 

is an objective reality that will manifest in identical fashion across departments, 

hierarchical levels, and employee sub-groups. This assumption does not leave room for 

the possibility that what management perceives to be the change is not at all what 

employees perceive to be at stake after all. As change efforts often involve the 

simultaneous alteration of several organizational features and processes, individual 

employees might react more strongly to some aspects of a larger change initiative while 

remaining relatively indifferent toward others. Indeed, previous research has 

demonstrated that periods of organizational change result in feelings of “uncertainty in 

relation to a range of change-related issues” (Allen, Jimmieson, Bordia, & Irmer, 2007, 

p. 205, emphasis added by the author). As such, organizational change appears to consist 

of multiple layers that involve different perceptions and interpretations, which would 

necessitate individualized change management strategies and narratives. 

 Past research has attempted to conceptualize these differences in a variety of 

ways. As a starting point, (Bartunek & Moch, 1987) distinguished between first-order 

and second-order change. First-order change constitutes minute alterations in the 

processes and procedures of the organization without fundamentally altering its structure 

and without challenging its cohesiveness (Lyddon, 1990; Watzlawick et al., 1974). 

Conversely, second-order change presents a major shift in the organization’s system and 

strategic direction. Of note in this context is the insightful yet largely ignored idea that an 

“organization may undergo a routine (i.e., first-order) change, yet materialization of this 

relatively minor alteration may require a paradigm-shifting (i.e., second-order) change on 
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the part of some organizational members” (Nesterkin, 2013, p. 579). To illustrate, 

management may propose to introduce an electronic time-keeping system to better track 

absences and work attendance, with little expectation that this seemingly minor alteration 

will result in major challenges. Employees, on the other hand, might perceive such a 

policy as a sign of distrust and intrusion.  

 The idea that there might exist different notions of first-order and second-order 

change deserves further exploration. For example, prior research has demonstrated that 

employees differ in their subjective assessment of the same change (Dunford & Jones, 

2000). Moreover, this difference appears to be particularly pronounced between those 

who plan and devise change initiatives and those lower in the hierarchy who are affected 

by the changes (Brown & Humphries, 2000; Hill, Seo, Kang, & Taylor, 2012). Overall, 

change “poses special challenges at different levels of the organizational hierarchy, as 

different aspects of the change process may be salient to employees and may be evaluated 

quite differently” (Jones et al., 2008, p. 297). These differences have been demonstrated 

between top executives, line managers, and supervisors (Kanter et al., 1992), between 

managers, researchers, and consultants (Covin & Kilmann, 1990), and between 

supervisors and non-supervisors (Luthan & Sommer, 1999). Finally, differences in 

change experience exist even among members of the organizations’ upper echelon, 

particularly during profound organizational transformations that pose major threats to 

management’s job security (Armstrong-Stassen, 2005).   

 Notably, the aforementioned studies share a conceptual focus in that differences in 

perceptions of change are thought to result from differences in the subjective evaluation 
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of the impact of a given change initiative. In other words, studies that have examined 

differences in change content have analyzed how certain changes might be experienced 

differently by different members of the organization based on their subjective evaluation 

of what that change might mean for them in terms of job security, impact on day-to-day 

duties or future opportunities within the organization. Still absent is a systematic 

consideration of whether or not employees and managers even recognize the same 

changes to be taking place during periods of organizational transformation. In part, this 

gap in the literature can be explained by the fact that many research endeavors in this 

field seek to examine specific, narrowly defined changes such as layoffs, downsizing or 

the introduction of total quality management. In order to arrive at meaningful results, 

researchers have to make sure that all participants in fact discuss the same events or 

changes when answering questions or filling out a questionnaire (Jones et al., 2008). The 

importance of such a congruent understanding of what is being discussed is compounded 

in quantitative research endeavors with little to no room to ask clarifying questions.  

  Moreover, even when participants are given the chance to freely discuss different 

organizational changes, it is tempting to try to code and catalogue it into more easily 

generalizable categories. For instance, Self, Armenakis, and Schraeder (2007) elicited 

responses from 469 managers of a Fortune 500 telecommunications company, asking 

them to discuss a recent change within their firm. Responses were then coded according 

to three levels of job loss threat (definite, potential, none). While this allowed the 

researchers to perform hierarchical multiple regression analysis that offered valuable 

insight into the role of communication and change justification, it prevented a potentially 
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more nuance-rich examination of what kinds of change employees even pay attention to 

during tumultuous times. Considering that all members of the organization have 

“disparate experiences of the change process, which reflect differences in power, 

autonomy and influence” (Jones et al., 2008, p. 298), realizing that change initiatives may 

look completely different to different employees is a first step to developing a better 

understanding of these complicated process. Change, in other words, should maybe best 

be envisioned as a kaleidoscope. All elements are present at all times but when the 

kaleidoscope is handed from individual to individual, the elements’ configuration 

changes and people seldom see the same thing. Furthermore, as their perceptions differ, 

they will feel and cognate differently about what it takes for them to support the changes 

at hand.   

Change Readiness 

 Drawing from Lewin’s (1951) aforementioned three-stage model of change (i.e., 

unfreezing, moving, refreezing), Armenakis, et al. (1993) coined the concept of change 

readiness in change management research, preferring to use “the term readiness instead 

of resistance because … it fits better with a positive approach to framing change” 

(Armenakis & Harris, 2009, p. 132). Emphasizing the need to prepare change recipients 

for any impending changes in the organization, Armenakis et al. (1993) defined readiness 

as an individual’s “beliefs, attitudes, and intentions regarding the extent to which changes 

are needed and the organization’s capacity to successfully undertake those changes” (p. 

681). To elicit these favorable cognitive responses, the authors suggested that leadership 

in charge of the proposed changes craft change messages that address particular 
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employee concerns. Specifically, these messages should be designed to create within the 

change recipient sentiments of discrepancy and efficacy. In a later iteration of their 

model, Armenakis and colleagues (1999) added appropriateness, principal support, and 

personal valence as essential elements of change readiness. According to their model of 

change, readiness resembled Lewin’s (1951) unfreezing stage, for it is concerned with 

efforts to destabilize old habits and to signal to employees that it is time for a change. 

Lewin’s (1951) moving stage was re-envisioned by Armenakis and his colleagues as the 

adoption phase, while the final step, refreezing, comprised the commitment to and 

institutionalization of change, during which new practices are put to use and solidified.  

 Discrepancy. Armenakis et al. (1993) argued that in order for employees to 

support change, they must believe that change is actually warranted. Without a 

compelling reason to change, employees would remain skeptical, unsupportive, and 

potentially resistant. Such a compulsion to change arises in response to gaps between 

current and – yet unrealized – desired levels of organizational performance. Accordingly, 

Kotter (2012) related discrepancy to management’s ability to create a sense of urgency 

among employees and its aptness to foster a common appreciation of the need to either 

transform or perish. Similarly, Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector (1990), pointing out that 

organizational transformations often challenge established careers and hierarchies, argued 

that a universal appreciation of the need to change arises from “a clear and present 

danger: a tangible and immediate problem that must be confronted if the organization is 

to remain economically competitive” (p. 55).  
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The importance of change recipients’ discrepancy beliefs has been well-

documented in organizational change research (Armenakis, Bernerth, Pitts, & Walker, 

2007; Kotter, 2012; Pettigrew, 1987; Rafferty & Griffin, 2006). At the same time, some 

scholars (e.g., Lewis, 2011) have highlighted the danger in crafting change messages that 

are too negative. Specifically, Lewis (2011) pointed out that employees may quickly 

become dispirited, hopeless, and demotivated when faced with performance gaps 

seemingly to deep to overcome. To avoid feelings of impotence in the change recipients, 

Lewis (2011) suggested that leadership should pay particular attention to messages of 

change efficacy (discussed below).  

In the public service sector, feelings of perceived discrepancy or need to change 

are of particular interest insofar as adaptations of organizational processes often 

constitute by profound challenges to long-held modes of provision of essential public 

goods and services. Especially where organizations have relied on stability, bureaucratic 

organization, and centralized decision-making, change to any of these or other features 

will be judged against a firmly entrenched blueprint of how the organization is supposed 

to look and function.  

 Efficacy. Efficacy refers to “people’s beliefs in their capabilities to mobilize the 

motivation, cognitive resources, and courses of action needed to exercise control over 

events in their lives” (Wood & Bandura, 1989, p. 364). At the individual level, efficacy 

involves the systematic assessment of one’s desire, available resources, and potential 

behaviors to successfully perform certain tasks and respond to specific demands. At the 

collective level, it reflects a shared belief among group members that tasks can be 
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accomplished through concerted joint efforts (Lindsley, Brass, & Thomas, 1995). 

Concerned with specific tasks, efficacy is therefore not a universal trait but reflects 

judgment of one’s abilities in separate domains (Bandura, 1982). Moreover, it not only 

affects an individual’s willingness to carry out an assignment but it also determines the 

time and resources the individual will invest in the task and how long the individual will 

continue to work on the task, even in the face of difficulties (Gardner & Pierce, 1998). 

Finally, previous research has demonstrated that individuals are more likely to undertake 

activities they believe they can successfully complete and less likely to pursue those 

activities that present a perceived danger of likely underperformance (Bandura, 1986).  

In the context of organizational change, efficacy is therefore concerned with the 

question, “Can I or we as a group carry out the change successfully?” The answer to this 

question drives individual and collective responses to change, as doubts in one’s 

capabilities are thought to result in reduced levels of readiness for change. As a result, 

previous research has highlighted the need for organizations to provide appropriate 

resources and training to their employees prior to and during change efforts (Balogun & 

Hope-Hailey, 2008; Beer et. al, 1990). Some authors have focused explicitly on the role 

of organizational leadership, suggesting that the inadequate selection and training of 

managers constitutes a major impediment to guiding the rest of the organization through 

periods of organizational transformation (McCall, 1993). Echoing the importance of self-

efficacy for the development of positive change-related beliefs, Bernerth (2004) 

suggested that building these sentiments of individual and collective change capacity 

“may be the first step in creating a sense of organizational readiness” (p. 43). 
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In the public sector, sentiments of efficacy can be expected to play a particularly 

strong role. With their traditional focus on functional responsibilities and adherence to 

narrowly defined roles, public sector organizations have not tended to hire for or award 

flexibility in their employees. As such, one can expect changes to these roles to trigger 

emotional responses based on change recipients’ feelings of uncertainty, inefficacy, and 

self-doubt. Furthermore, as public service organizations depend on public fund and 

budgets – which usually tend to be relatively stringent – change and novel expectations 

will be met with worry regarding their financial feasibility. 

Appropriateness. In addition to acknowledging the need for change and holding 

positive beliefs about their ability to change, employees need to agree that the proposed 

new direction is in fact the right way to address the previously identified performance 

gaps. In other words, change recipients may agree with change agents that change is 

necessary to move the organization toward a new vision but disagree on how exactly to 

improve the current situation. Consequently, as Cole, Harris, and Bernerth (2006) 

suggested, “if the proposed change is viewed by employees as the incorrect approach to 

pursuing the vision, change targets may not be willing to ‘buy-in’ to the change or 

attempt to make it work” (p. 354). Accordingly, change recipients’ assessments of change 

appropriateness have received extensive scholarly attention, albeit not always under the 

explicit labels of change readiness or change appropriateness (see Armenakis et al., 

2007).  

For instance, using social accounts theory and motivated reasoning theory, 

Rousseau and Tijoriwala (1999) examined how a sample of 501 staff nurses interpreted 
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the reasons behind an organization-wide change initiative, irrespective of the formal 

reasons provided by management. The authors discovered that nurses at times rejected 

management’s explanations for the proposed change, often formed alternative 

explanations, and frequently doubted the proposed changes were in fact concerned with 

rectifying espoused gaps in performance.  

Conversely, Rafferty and Griffin (2006) used a repeated cross-sectional design to 

investigate change in an Australian public sector organization and concluded that planned 

change – “defined as individuals’ perception that deliberation and preparation have 

occurred prior to the implementation of change” (p. 1155) – significantly reduced 

psychological uncertainty regarding the change. Similarly, examining potential 

interaction effects of antecedents of change recipients’ reactions to change, Cole, Harris, 

and Bernerth (2006) found that perceptions of change appropriateness, along with 

perceived vision clarity and quality of change execution, predicted change recipients’ job 

satisfaction, role ambiguity, and turnover intentions. Furthermore, Neves (2009), in his 

examination of change in a public administration organization, identified a positive 

relationship between change appropriateness and employees’ turnover intentions and a 

negative relationship between change appropriateness and change recipients’ individual 

levels of change. Both relationships were found to be mediated by affective commitment 

to the change.  

Finally, sentiments of change appropriateness may be affected by change 

cynicism (Reichers, Wanous, & Austin, 1997), psychological uncertainty regarding the 

proposed change (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006), and overall change fatigue in the face of too 
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many change initiatives (Bernerth, Walker, & Harris, 2011). In sum, to be successful, 

organizational change efforts need to be carefully selected and calibrated to fit one’s 

organization and to satisfy change recipients’ notions of appropriateness (Armenakis & 

Harris, 2009). 

Some scholars have suggested that change appropriateness becomes particularly 

salient when employees face mandatory changes with little opportunity for change 

recipient input to the change process (Brown, Massey, Montoya-Weiss, & Burkman, 

2002). As such, considering that change in the public sector is often initiated by those 

higher in the organizational hierarchy or part of wider social or political reforms (By & 

Macleod, 2009; Kuipers et al., 2014; Osborne & Brown, 2005), concerns regarding the 

appropriateness of planned change can be expected to play a strong role. 

Principal support. According to Armenakis and colleagues (1999), principal 

support encompasses the provision of information to change recipients and the signaling 

to employees that organizational leadership and other informal key personnel are 

committed to successfully pursuing the proposed change effort. In a later reflection on 

their work, Armenakis and Harris (2009) added that sentiments of principal support also 

include change recipients’ expectations that the espoused change “is not going to be 

another passing fad” (p. 129) but a genuine attempt to create lasting improvements.  

How supervisors and managers treat employees during change “has been shown 

to be a powerful determinant of individuals’ reactions to organizational changes” 

(Herold, Fedor, Caldwell, & Liu, 2008, p. 348) Moreover, empirical research has 

variously demonstrated the importance of a generally supportive work environment in 
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explaining change recipients’ reactions to organizational change (cf., Oreg et al., 2011). 

Examining changing emotional responses during periods of continuous and ongoing 

change, Kiefer (2005), for example, found that change recipients whose supervisors 

fostered a fair and supportive work climate were less likely to reject the proposed 

changes or withdraw from the organization. Similarly, Logan and Ganster (2007), who 

tested the effects of a randomized empowerment initiative on unit managers of a North 

American trucking company, found a positive relationship between the initiative and 

change recipients’ feelings of self-efficacy, “but only for those managers who felt that 

their supervisors were supportive” (p. 1523). The authors surmised that increased 

supervisor support helped alleviate the cognitive and emotional burden that appeared to 

accompany unit-managers’ newly found control and decision-making autonomy. Finally, 

Amiot, Terry, Jimmieson, and Callan (2006) examined employee adjustment to a merger 

between a domestic short-haul airline and an international long-haul carrier. Their study 

findings demonstrated that change recipients’ perceptions of positive and effective 

leadership behavior prior to the merger process positively affected reported feelings of 

self-efficacy.  

Change recipients may consider sources of support beyond their immediate 

supervisors or top management. For instance, Coyle-Shapiro and Morrow (2003) 

examined variation in the adoption of a total quality management (TQM) initiative 

among 186 employees of a British supplier of engineering and electrical components to 

the automotive industry. Their results buttressed the importance of top management 

support and supervisor reinforcement but also highlighted the role of inter-colleague 
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relationships. In fact, the authors concluded that trust in one’s colleagues, considered in 

unison with affective organizational attachment and an employee’s need to attain 

achievement and satisfaction through work, were “relatively better predictors of TQM 

adoption than organizational-level factors“ (p. 320). Eby, Adams, Russell and Gaby’s 

(2000) investigation of an organization-wide transition to work teams further intimated 

the significance of peer support. Specifically, the authors found that trust in immediate 

team members, as well as the belief that the organization would accommodate the change 

with more flexible policies and procedures, shaped organizational change readiness 

beliefs.  

Finally, Holt, Self, Thal, and Lo (2003) surveyed 339 government employees in 

order to ascertain the relative importance of specific change messages in explaining 

change recipients’ perceptions of change benefits and change information quality. Their 

results, while generally supportive of previous elaborations on the importance of 

leadership support, called into “question the conventional wisdom that suggests that 

change is facilitated only when senior leaders are supportive of change” (p. 269). To the 

contrary, Holt et al. (2003) discovered that top management support played no significant 

role in affecting change benefit beliefs. They conjectured that, ultimately, employees will 

look to their immediate supervisors to make sense of impending changes instead of 

members of the top executive cadre who are often far removed from the ongoing 

struggles to implement new policies and procedures. The authors thus echoed Larkin and 

Larkin’s (1994) distinction between senior leaders who initiate change from far away and 

direct supervisors who join change recipients ‘in the thick of things.’ 
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Public sector organizations often change at the whim of newly appointed political 

office holders or as part of wide-reaching reforms. Furthermore, as described previously, 

instances of planned change appear to dominate public service organizations, while 

emergent change remains a rarity. Accordingly, change frequently occurs without the 

input of those tasked with delivering new policies and procedures to the organization’s 

constituents. To further complicate matters, one might expect change to become faddish 

in the eyes of public employees when initiated every time management or political 

appointees change. As a result, concerns regarding principal leadership’s support for 

change will play an especially important role in assessing change recipients’ reaction to 

proposed change initiatives. 

Personal valence. Derived from H. V. Vroom’s (1964) Valence – Instrumentality 

– Expectancy Model (VIE), Armenakis and his colleagues defined the final element of 

change readiness as “the belief that the change is beneficial to the change recipient” 

(Armenakis & Harris, 2009, p. 129). These beliefs about potentially beneficial change 

outcomes comprise both extrinsic and intrinsic sources of motivation to change and have 

been studied extensively in change management research. Peach, Jimmieson, and White 

(2005), for example, examined differences in underlying change beliefs and change 

support intentions among government employees faced with having to relocate to a new 

office. The authors found that those employees who intended to be supportive throughout 

the change process shared a stronger trust that the benefits of relocating would in the end 

outweigh the costs. The anticipation of generally favorable change outcomes, so the 
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authors argued, led change supporters to invest time in learning more about the change 

and aid in change-related activities.  

Conversely, Ashford (1988) analyzed how middle- and lower-level managers and 

technical employees of the Bell Telephone System coped with large-scale organizational 

changes. She discovered that employee concerns for and uncertainty regarding future 

performance appraisals, advancement criteria, and overall change impact significantly 

correlated with feelings of stress before the implementation of the change. Furthermore, 

uncertainty about performance criteria continued to affect employees and was still 

significantly related to change recipient stress six months after the organization’s 

transition. Also focusing on perceptions of job security, Näswall, Sverke, and Hellgren 

(2005) examined how a group of 400 nurses at a Swedish acute-care hospital experienced 

organizational efforts to increase cost efficiency and productivity. As new management 

practices were introduced and hospital wards either merged or closed altogether, the 

participants of this study reported increased levels of psychological strain such as 

difficulty sleeping, diminished job satisfaction or greater job-related tension. The 

relationship between change-induced job insecurity and strain remained significant even 

after controlling for personality characteristics. Providing further evidence for the 

relationship between perceived job insecurity and stress, Paulsen et al. (2005), in an 

investigation of hospital downsizing victims and survivors, found that feelings of job 

uncertainty directly impacted reported levels of emotional exhaustion and work 

satisfaction.  
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Finally, Johnson (1996) analyzed the work behaviors and attitudes of continuing 

employees after company-wide reductions in workforce eliminated over 16% of the 

members of one of the organization’s divisions. He identified five predictors of turnover 

likelihood among lay-off survivors: work satisfaction, manager communication support, 

work team communication support, career future uncertainty, and financial rewards. 

Specifically, Johnson’s (1996) analysis suggested that perceptions of adequate financial 

compensation during times of crisis mitigated some of the negative effects frequently 

associated with company-wide turnover. 

  In contrast to the aforementioned studies, Wanberg and Banas (2000) found no 

relationship between change recipients’ perceptions of personal impact of change and 

openness to change. Notwithstanding, the significant body of research that has examined 

personal valence and its relationship with work outcomes and change-related attitudes 

appears to provide ample support for this component of Armenakis and colleagues’ 

(1993, 1999, 2007) change readiness model.  

Human nature makes it inevitable for change recipients to assess the extent to 

which change will benefit them personally. In this regard, the public sector is no different 

from private industries and individual perceptions of personal valence are expected to 

play a strong role in analyzing change recipients’ reactions to change. 

To conclude, change management research is replete with empirical support for 

the five key change beliefs. Furthermore, the idiosyncratic characteristics of public 

service industries make the application of change readiness as a theoretical framework to 

map change recipients’ reactions to change intuitively appropriate. For instance, Caldwell 
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(2013, p. 33) suggested that change readiness may be particularly suitable in, and in fact 

limited to, the following change contexts: 

1. The impetus to change comes in the form of someone else’s demand 

2. Change recipients attribute change to forces inside of the organiztation 

3. Change is transactional 

4. Change recipients are affected directly 

5. Leadership is transactional  

6. Individual characteristics make recipients less likely to change on their own  

  At the same time, the foregoing discussion of the five change readiness elements 

as separate components obscures that these elements should not be considered as 

standalone pillars of successful change. Instead, change agents need to realize the 

importance of all five change sentiments as “the most important cognitive aspects of 

change” (Bernerth, 2004, p. 50). Furthermore, while the five change readiness 

components collectively offer a helpful perspective on change recipients’ reactions to 

change, “the relevance and weight of each factor may depend on the type of change 

organizations face” (Neves, 2009, p. 218). In other words, while it would appear 

reasonable to expect a certain minimum threshold of importance for each of the change 

beliefs, their relative salience should depend largely on the specific change 

circumstances. To this point, Oreg et al. (2011), tentatively suggested that whenever 

change is perceived to be beneficial, the relative importance of other change antecedents 

diminishes. Additionally, it remains to be ascertained if there exist interaction effects 

between the change sentiments. For instance, to what extent are change recipients’ 
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perceptions of the appropriateness of a particular change clouded by considerations for 

personal valence? Is there a relationship between perceptions of principal support and 

perceived self-efficacy for change? Can a change be considered the right one without also 

believing that change needs to happen in the first place?  

Finally, it should be noted that the five key change beliefs, according to 

Armenakis et al. (1993, 1999, 2009), not only affect initial cognitive evaluations of one’s 

readiness for change. Instead, since organizations, as Rowden (2001) suggested, have to 

be in a perpetual state of readiness, considerations of individual and collective change 

readiness levels also effect the adoption stage and whether or not change recipients’ 

become and remain committed to the change process. As such, it should be evident that 

readiness sentiments play a crucial role in ensuring the continued success of 

organizational change efforts. From a change agent’s perspective, managing these 

sentiments through the crafting of a thorough change message thus constitutes an 

essential element of leading and managing change. 

Brief Review of Methodology 

 The present research combined personal interviews with a variety of other 

qualitative data, as well as change readiness surveys. During the first interview, 

participants were asked to think of “the single major change or challenge that currently 

affects your work.” Based on the change or challenge identified by the participants, they 

completed the change readiness surveys. No other instructions were provided and 

participants only divulged what change they had in mind after the completion of the 

surveys. In-depth conversations about the nature of the change and how participants 
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experienced it followed. Furthermore, participants frequently discussed additional 

challenges, although a few interviewees only focused on the most salient change they 

identified first. During subsequent rounds of interviews, the researcher checked in with 

participants as to how their change perceptions and evaluations were developing. I 

interviewed four members of the division’s executive team, nineteen supervisors, and 

forty-three non-supervisors.  

 The combination of both quantitative and qualitative data is especially valuable in 

situations where one type of evidence is insufficient to fully elucidate the phenomenon in 

question. For instance, Eisenhardt (1989) suggested that the collection, consideration, and 

analysis of quantitative data can prevent the researcher from becoming too close to the 

qualitative aspects of the research project and falling prey to overly exciting but 

misleading impressions. Conversely, qualitative information can add layers of context 

and process unobtainable through a pure quantification of constructs (Creswell & Plano 

Clark, 2007). Generally, the synergistic combination of both data types collected from 

different sources, although arguably more difficult to conduct than single method 

approaches, can result in very powerful holistic depictions of multifaceted complex 

realities (Jick, 1979) and is thus favored in the current research. Put differently, data from 

multiple origins “are then converged in the analysis process rather than handled 

individually. Each data source is one piece of the “puzzle,” with each piece contributing 

to the researcher’s understanding of the whole phenomenon” (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 

554).  
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 This research used the Readiness for Change Questionnaire (Holt, Armenakis, 

Feild, & Harris, 2007) and the Organizational Readiness for Implementing Change 

(ORIC) scale (Shea et al., 2014) as quantitative complements to qualitative change 

readiness sentiments. Combined, the two instruments yielded a 37-item survey that 

tapped into both individual and collective dimensions of change readiness. Considered 

together, these measures offered an unambiguous, numerical benchmark of change 

readiness across sites, as well as a central quantitative counterweight to other, 

predominantly qualitative, data collected.  

The choice of the right instrument is of paramount importance in social science 

research and, although the validity of the aforementioned instruments has been 

demonstrated in use, I would be remiss not to comment on potential issues of validity 

when applying instruments in new contexts. As Anastas (2012) pointed out, psychometric 

properties like reliability and validity “are not necessarily the same under different 

conditions of use” (p. 400), and instruments applied to settings other than those for which 

they were developed may “yield meaningless results” (Eaton, De Silve, Rojas, & Patel, 

2013, p. 328). At the same time, researchers usually discourage the proprietary 

development of new instruments, particularly when other instruments are readily 

available and the concepts under interest are complex and multifaceted (e.g., Wood & 

Ross-Kerr, 2006). Generally, adopting or adapting existing instruments is considered 

preferable to attempting to develop new measurements. The organizational context of this 

study differed only very slightly to previously investigated settings and the authors of the 

proposed measures conceptualized change readiness in a manner consistent with my 
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proposed working definition (i.e., a general subjective attitude rather than specific 

responses to highly idiosyncratic circumstances). Therefore, a panel of experts judged the 

conceptual appropriateness of the proposed instruments but, given the close 

representativeness of the previously used instruments, no further validation was deemed 

necessary prior to administering the surveys. However, throughout the research process, 

close attention was be paid to response patterns that may indicate violations of validity 

assumptions. 

Findings 

Change n = 66 … mentioned by % 
of respondents 

(1) Dress code 20 30.30 
(2) New position  7 10.61 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 6 9.09 
(4) Cost-recovery model  4 6.06 
(5) New division manager 4 6.06 
(6) Reorganization of recreation centers 4 6.06 
(7) Everyday challenges  4 4.06 
(8) Introduction of education component  3 4.55 
(9) Wage increase 3 4.55 
(10) Moving employees 3 4.55 
(11) Work time policy 3 4.55 
(12) Online registration system 1 1.52 
(13) Performance management system 1 1.52 
(14) Too much administrative work 1 1.52 
(15) Centralized programming for the summer 1 1.52 
(16) Demographic changes 1 1.52 
 
Table 3.1: Most salient changes identified by participants 
 

Given the opportunity to speak freely on their change experience, participants 

identified a wide variety of changes and challenges that affected their work. Table 1 lists 

frequencies of the single most salient challenge identified by each participant during the 

first interview, while Table 2 lists the frequencies of additional changes mentioned during 
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interviews and Table 3 the combined frequencies. Table 4 provides brief explanations for 

each change.  

Change n = 90 … mentioned by % 
of respondents 

(1) Dress code 21 23.33 
(2) New position  0 0.00 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 1 1.11 
(4) Cost-recovery model  3 3.33 
(5) New division manager 6 6.67 
(6) Reorganization of recreation centers 5 5.55 
(7) Everyday challenges  4 4.44 
(8) Introduction of education component  0 0.00 
(9) Wage increase 16 17.78 
(10) Moving employees 4 4.44 
(11) Work time policy 16 17.78 
(12) Online registration system 2 2.22 
(13) Performance management system 2 2.22 
(14) Too much administrative work 3 3.33 
(15) Centralized programming for the summer 2 2.22 
(16) Demographic changes 5 5.55 
 
Table 3.2: Additional changes identified by participants 
 

Participants identified sixteen distinct changes. Comparing Tables 1 and 2, it 

becomes evident that some changes were more salient than others. For example, nineteen 

of the sixty-three participants identified the dress code as the most impactful challenge 

they were dealing with at the time. Twenty-one additional participants during their 

interviews also eventually discussed this issue, making it the most salient change across 

all participants, regardless of whether it was mentioned first or later during conversations. 

Conversely, some changes were either mentioned right away or barely at all, chiefly 

among them having just been moved or hired, frequent leadership changes, the 

introduction of the education component to recreational programming, the online 

registration system, the performance management system, and having a centralized 
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program task force for summer camps. Finally, two of the changes, while only playing a 

minor role among initial mentions, eventually rose to much stronger prominence. These 

changes were the wage increase for seasonal and temporal employees and the work time 

policy. Overall, the three most frequently cited changes – dress code, wage increase, and 

work time policy – accounted for around half of all the changes identified. 

Change n = 158 … mentioned by % 
of respondents 

(1) Dress code 40 25.32 
(2) New position  6 3.80 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 6 3.80 
(4) Cost-recovery model  7 4.43 
(5) New division manager 10 6.33 
(6) Reorganization of recreation centers 9 5.70 
(7) Everyday challenges  8 5.06 
(8) Introduction of education component  3 1.90 
(9) Wage increase 19 12.03 
(10) Moving employees 7 4.43 
(11) Work time policy 19 12.03 
(12) Online registration system 3 1.90 
(13) Performance management system 3 1.90 
(14) Too much administrative work 4 2.53 
(15) Centralized programming for the summer 3 1.90 
(16) Demographic changes 6 3.80 
(17) Degrees & competencies 5 3.16 
 
Table 3.3: All changes identified by participants 
 

In sum, these initial results provide tentative evidence of change being a highly 

personal experience that differs across recipients irrespective of management’s best 

efforts to advance a cohesive change agenda around a limited set of organizational 

adaptations. Furthermore, change can be very impactful to some while having hardly any 

bearing on others’ change initiative perceptions. In similar vein, some participants 

discussed challenges that did not arise from managerial attempts to influence the 
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department’s status quo but instead reflected on the impact of external forces or past 

occurrences that still affected their work . Moreover, except for a select few members of 

the upper management team, no participant appeared to “connect the dots” (Supervisor) 

between different changes and no participant except the division manager discussed their 

focal change within the broader context of the organization moving toward a new overall 

strategic direction. Instead, respondents treated the issues they discussed as isolated 

incidents. 

Change Definition/Explanation 
(1) Dress code Acceptable attire included either khaki pants and blue/white polo 

shirt with organization logo or business casual. Previously, 
different recreation centers had been free to select their own 
colors and were free to wear shorts, sneakers, and t-shirts 
irrespective of level of interaction with customers or participants. 

(2) New position  To support the reorganization of recreation centers, new staff was 
hired. Some staff members were moved between recreation 
centers at their request/after applying for supervisor positions. 

(3) Frequent 
leadership changes 

Over the past five to seven years, the organization had undergone 
several leadership changes. Some of those consisted of outside 
hires, others constituted internal advancements. 

(4) Cost-recovery 
model  

Data-based setting of fees based on expenses needed to provide 
the particular program or service. Goal was to become more 
financially viable and ensure prudent use of public funds 

(5) New division 
manager 

A 13-year veteran with the organization, the new division 
manager was the main driver behind the changes examined in this 
study. 

(6) Reorganization 
of recreation centers 

Five of the twenty recreation centers began to open their doors 
seven days a week. Additional resources, staff, and expectations 
regarding programming for their communities accompanied this 
change. 

(7) Everyday 
challenges  

Dealing with customers, keeping facilities clean, making sure 
everything is working, other menial and custodial tasks. 

(8) Introduction of 
education 
component  

Introduction of education components into traditional sport-based 
recreational programs, such as science education or computer 
classes. 

 
Table 3.4: Salient changes and challenges explained 
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(9) Wage increase Temporal and seasonal employees were given a wage increase 
from around $8 to $13.03. Soon thereafter, management realized 
the budget would not allow for such a division-wide wage 
increase and the rate was reduced again. 

(10) Moving 
employees 

In order to promote unity among recreation centers, previous 
leadership systematically moved employees between sites. While 
current leadership abandoned this policy, ramifications could still 
be felt and were mentioned frequently as negative. 

(11) Work time 
policy 

Systematic tracking of absences and tardiness; explicit articulation 
of expectations regarding when and whom to call in case of 
emergencies; institution of three-strike policy. 

(12) Online 
registration system 

Offer a more convenient way to register participants. Appeared to 
have the unintended side effect of shifting demographic makeup 
of participants toward those with internet access at the detriment 
of those used to registering in person at the recreation center. 

(13) Performance 
management system 

Tracking of facility usage and community participation. 

(14) Too much 
administrative work 

As recreation professionals, participants were critical of the 
amount of paperwork and other administrative matter to which 
they had to attend. From their perspective, too much time was 
being lost that way that could be more efficiently used for 
programming, interacting with the community, and recruiting 
participants. 

(15) Centralized 
programming for the 
summer 

In order to aid individual recreation centers in the development of 
attractive summer offerings, a task force was created that provided 
ideas. 

(16) Demographic 
changes 

Gentrification processes were changing the demographic makeup 
of neighborhoods. 

(17) Degrees & 
competencies 

Trend to hire people with advanced degrees in recreation 
management and/or increased management skills and capabilities 
in existing employees. 

 
Table 3.4: Continued  

Finally, ten participants framed having a new division manager as a major change 

that was not captured by any of the things this new leader actually initiated. Specifically 

participants referred to such diffuse issues as having to adapt to a new management style 

or a new organizational culture without. At the same time, interviewees repeatedly 
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indicated that the new division head was a familiar face which meant they did not have to 

fear any surprises: 

It comes from new management and a lot of the stuff, the small things, like 

attendance policy and the dress code will come from our new program manager 

who has been with the department for a long time. We’re all familiar with him 

and we knew eventually if he got a position like this, it would come down to 

where we had to adjust ... and it’s just somebody putting their methods through. 

(13_1_1) 

With the change frequencies as a first piece of the puzzle, the question remained 

why participants discussed the changes they discussed and what change readiness 

dimensions and potential additional change sentiments affect change recipients’ personal 

change evaluations. A subsequent joint analysis of change readiness surveys and content 

coding of interviews emerged as a fruitful avenue to address these concerns. 

Change sentiments and attitudes. Forty-three of the sixty-three participants 

returned completed change readiness surveys. Table 3 provides an overview of the 

change readiness survey results associated with the most salient changes mentioned by 

the participants. To reiterate, means and standard deviations for individual change 

readiness are based on a seven-point Likert scale. Means and standard deviations for 

collective change readiness are based on a five-point Likert scale. The total mean for 

individual change readiness across various changes was 4.89, with a standard deviation of 

.64. The overall mean for collective change readiness was 3.51, with a standard deviation 

of .77. Hence, participants close to “somewhat agreed” with the individual change 
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readiness questions as they pertained to their focal change. Respondents scored right in 

the middle between neutral responses and “somewhat agree” for the collective readiness 

dimension. In other words, participants evidenced moderate only moderate levels of 

individual change readiness and less than moderate levels of collective change readiness. 

Notably, scores for the individual readiness dimension clustered more closely around its 

average score than did corresponding scores for the collective readiness dimensions. Put 

differently, on average there appeared to be slightly stronger agreement on one’s own 

readiness versus faith in the division’s readiness. 

   IR  CR 
Change n  Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) Dress code 13  4.92 .56  3.58 .88 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 4  4.81 .34  3.04 .80 
(4) Cost-recovery model  4  4.54 .61  3.71 .79 
(5) New division manager 4  5.43 .44  3.82 .41 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 3  5.19 .62  3.92 .22 
(8) Education component  3  4.69 .53  2.86 .63 
(9) Wage increase 2  4.66 .76  3.25 .95 
(10) Moving employees 3  3.99 .32  3.31 .77 
(11) Work time policy 2  5.52 .11  2.84 .23 
(12) Online registration system 1  5.52 -  5.00 - 
(13) Performance mgmt. system 1  6.32 -  4.08 - 
(14) Too much admin. work 1  3.88 -  3.42 - 
(15) Central. Summer programming 1  4.56 -  2.80 - 
(16) Demographic changes 1  4.80 -  4.50 - 
∑ 43       
Ø   4.89 .64  3.51 .77 
IR = Individual change readiness 
CR = Collective change readiness 
 
Table 3.5: Individual and collective change readiness for most salient changes 

While insightful, the change readiness scores displayed above tell only a partial 

story. First, they represent readiness levels of forty-three participants as related to what 

they perceived to be the most impactful challenge at the time. As such, no additional 
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changes were captured. Second, while generally informative, collecting survey data for 

different changes weakens the informative power of average scores. Third, aggregate 

scores hide potential differences in individual change readiness dimensions. Fourth, such 

scores also obscure differences between participant groups, particularly between 

managers, supervisors, and non-supervisors. Finally, survey scores do not allow for a 

more nuanced exploration of specific change concerns beyond those explicitly referenced 

in the questionnaires. As a first remedial step, Table 6 lists participant scores for 

individual change readiness dimensions associated with different changes. 

 D  E  A  S  V 
 Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) 4.33 1.20  5.35 .83  5.04 1.10  5.04 .93  4.72 .77 
(3) 4.00 1.47  5.42 .44  4.25 .78  5.08 .22  4.75 .65 
(4) 4.25 2.13  5.17 1.25  4.25 1.07  4.75 .63  4.04 1.44 
(5) 5.25 .65  6.38 .40  5.17 .79  4.58 .65  5.59 .82 
(6) 5.25 1.64  6.44 .10  4.56 1.17  4.94 .34  4.44 1.42 
(8) 4.25 .66  5.28 .54  5.22 .19  4.44 1.27  4.39 1.00 
(9) 4.88 1.94  5.50 .24  4.67 .47  4.17 1.18  4.17 1.18 
(10) 2.75 .43  5.17 .58  3.00 1.73  5.05 1.25  3.06 .10 
(11) 5.88 1.23  5.75 .11  5.67 .47  5.08 .35  5.42 .12 
(12) 6.00 -  5.83 -  5.67 -  4.50 -  5.83 - 
(13) 6.50 -  6.17 -  6.00 -  6.17 -  6.67 - 
(14) 2.00 -  5.83 -  2.67 -  5.17 -  2.50 - 
(15) 6.25 -  5.00 -  4.67 -  3.00 -  4.50 - 
(16) 5.00 -  6.00 -  5.00 -  5.17 -  3.00 - 
Ø 4.52 1.43  5.57 .75  4.72 1.12  4.86 .83  4.56 1.10 
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
 
Table 3.6: Change readiness dimensions 

As evidenced in Table 3, differences existed between individual change readiness 

subscale means. Participants scored highest overall on the efficacy dimension (M = 5.57; 
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SD = .75) and lowest on the discrepancy dimension (M = 4.52; SD = 1.43). In other 

words, participants on average exhibited much greater faith in their ability to adjust and 

implement change than they believed that change was in fact necessary. To further 

explore participants’ personal evaluations of their change experience, I analyzed what 

issues and concerns featured most prominently on respondents’ minds. Table 7 indicates 

the frequencies of change sentiments that emerged during conversations with the forty-

three participants who also completed the change readiness survey. Table 8 indicates 

whether change readiness sentiments were framed positively, negatively or in a neutral 

manner. Additionally, I provide corresponding information for all the changes discussed 

in Tables 9 and 10. 

 Change sentiments  
Change D E A S V O ∑ 
(1) Dress code 2 - 5 3 4 11 25 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 1 - 2 - - - 3 
(4) Cost-recovery model  1  1 - 2 3 7 
(5) New division manager 4 1 2 1 2 - 10 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 1 - 1 4 2 - 8 
(8) Education component  1 1 2 3 - - 7 
(9) Wage increase 1 - 1 - 1 - 3 
(10) Moving employees 2 - 1 - 2 1 6 
(11) Work time policy - 1 2 1 5 - 9 
(12) Online registration system 1 1 - 1 1 - 4 
(13) Performance mgmt. system 2 - - - - - 2 
(14) Too much admin. work 1 - - - - - 1 
(15) Central. Summer progr. 1 - - - 1 - 2 
(16) Demographic changes - - - - - - 0 
∑ 18 4 17 13 20 15 87 
% 20.69 4.60 19.54 6.95 22.99 17.24  
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
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O = Obligation 
 
Table 3.7: Frequencies of change readiness sentiments of survey participants 
 
 N % of change sentiment % of attitude category 
Discrepancy      

+ 12 66.67 46.15 
– 2 11.11 5.71 
0 4 22.22 15.38 

Efficacy      
+ 2 50.00 7.69 
– 2 50.00 5.71 
0 0 0.00 0.00 

Appropriateness      
+ 5 29.41 19.23 
– 11 64.71 31.43 
0 1 5.88 3.85 

Support      
+ 1 7.69 3.85 
– 7 53.85 20.00 
0 5 38.46 19.23 

Valence      
+ 6 30.00 23.08 
– 8 40.00 22.86 
0 6 30.00 23.08 

Obligation      
+ 0 0.00 0.00 
– 5 33.33 14.29 
0 10 66.67 38.46 

Total      
+ 26 29.89 100.00 
– 35 40.23 100.00 
0 26 29.89 100.00 

 
Table 3.8: Survey participants’ change sentiment attitudes 

 Considered in unison, Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 allow for a more nuanced 

analysis of participants’ change experience. First, except for efficacy, participant 

accounts reflected all five change readiness dimensions to similar extent (Table 7). 

Although participants scored highest on the survey’s efficacy questions, this particular 
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change readiness dimension hardly played any role during conversations. Moreover, of 

the four statements made in regards to respondents’ perceived ability to implement and 

execute change, two indicated negative, non-supportive sentiments. Second, whereas 

participants’ survey scores were lowest on the discrepancy dimension, their 

corresponding verbatim statements were predominantly positive and in support of the 

need for change (Table 8). Furthermore, positive discrepancy statements accounted for 

almost half of all positive statements made throughout the interviews. Third, sentiments 

of change appropriateness were framed much more negatively than what the 

comparatively moderate survey score would have led the casual observer to believe. This 

is particularly noteworthy vis-à-vis the relatively strong agreement with the general need 

for change displayed by the participants. Fourth, participants for the most part described 

leadership support in either unfavorable or neutral terms. Only one statement was made 

that attested management a strong change leadership role and agenda. Fifth, valence 

statements reflected disagreements regarding the personal impact of change. Whereas 

some participants were energized by the potential opportunities, others feared for their 

status and position while yet others remained ambivalent or neutral. Finally, I identified 

an additional theme – obligation. This sentiment reflected repeated references made to 

the idea that “it doesn’t matter what I think about the change; it’s my job so I do it” 

(6_4_1). Although frequently negative, obligation sentiments were not entirely perceived 

as inescapable pressures to comply with unwanted changes. Two thirds of the 

respondents in this category remained dispassionate despite feeling forced to follow 

orders from above.  
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Overall, then, negative sentiments dominated during the interviews, while 

negative and neutral statements occurred to almost equal degrees. The predominantly 

negative outlook on change coincides with the low to moderate change readiness survey 

results. At the same time, the interviews allowed for a more elaborate analysis of 

individual change readiness dimensions as perceived by survey participants.   

 Change sentiments  
Change D E A S V O ∑ 
(1) Dress code 9 1 13 7 10 18 58 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 2 - 1 - 3 - 6 
(4) Cost-recovery model  4 2 2 1 4 4 17 
(5) New division manager 7 3 4 1 3 - 18 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 3 - 2 4 4 - 13 
(8) Education component  1 1 2 3 - - 7 
(9) Wage increase 3 - 1 - 7 - 11 
(10) Moving employees 2 - 2 - 3 1 8 
(11) Work time policy - 1 3 4 8 - 16 
(12) Online registration system 1 1 - 1 1 - 4 
(13) Performance mgmt. system 2 - - - 1 - 3 
(14) Too much admin. work 1 - 1 - 3 - 5 
(15) Central. Summer progr. 1 - - - 2 - 3 
(16) Demographic changes - 2 - - - - 2 
(17) Degrees & competencies 3 - 2 - 2 - 7 
∑ 39 11 33 21 51 23 178 
% 21.91 6.18 18.54 11.80 28.65 12.92  
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
O = Obligation 
 
Table 3.9: Frequencies of change sentiments for all changes  

 Table 9 lists the frequencies of change sentiments across all participants and all 

changes mentioned during discussions with change agents and recipients. Except for the 

dress code, interviewees tended to discuss their focal change in terms of but one change 
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sentiment. Some changes were merely mentioned without further elaboration of how 

those challenges impacted respondents (cf. Table 3.3 on p. 87). More importantly, Table 

9 attests to a distinct hierarchy of change sentiments. Participants, in descending order of 

relevance, predominantly focused on personal valence, discrepancy, and appropriateness 

issues, while paying limited attention to obligation, principal support or efficacy. The low 

rate of occurrence of efficacy statements stands out in particular, as it contradicts 

previous research who has described efficacy as the most essential element of change 

evaluations (cf. Bandura, 1982; Bernerth, 2004). As such, it becomes evident that the 

respondents did not attend to all change readiness dimensions in equal measure and that a 

small, albeit significant, portion of their change attention was driven by obligation 

beliefs. Furthermore, respondent groups differed markedly in their focal dimensions and 

change narratives, which prompted a separate consideration of change sentiments evoked 

by upper management, supervisors, and non-supervisors. 

Management. Tables 10 and 11 list change readiness survey scores for both 

individual and collective readiness for members of the management team. Participants 

showed a moderately high level of individual readiness and a moderate to moderately low 

level of collective readiness. The only disagreement arose between the two participants 

who discussed frequent changes of leadership.  

  IR  CR 
Change N = 4 Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) Dress code 1 6.00 -  3.83 - 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 2 4.88 .57  2.50 .82 
(13) Performance mgmt. system 1 6.32 -  4.08  
Ø  5.52 .82  3.23 .97 
IR = Individual change readiness 
CR = Collective change readiness 
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Table 3.10: Individual and collective change readiness for most salient changes 
discussed by management  
 

 D  E  A  S  V 
 Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) 6.25 -  6.17 -  6.00 -  5.17 -  6.50 - 
(3) 4.25 2.48  5.33 .71  4.50 1.17  5.00 .24  4.92 1.06 
(13) 6.50 -  6.17 -  6.00 -  6.17 -  6.67 - 
Ø 5.31 1.89  5.75 .63  5.25 1.10  5.34 .58  5.75 1.14 
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
 
Table 3.11: Individual change readiness dimensions for management 

One participant viewed these recurring changes as decidedly negative, whereas 

the other perceived them to be comparatively positive. A look at the individual change 

readiness dimensions revealed no significant outliers or surprises. 

A more nuanced picture emerged when analyzing the different change sentiments 

that management discussed during their interviews. As shown in Table 12, members of 

the division’s leadership team above all couched their evaluation of change in 

discrepancy and appropriateness statements. In other words, they largely attended to the 

organization’s need to change and to whether or not particular adaptations served their 

espoused purpose. Not surprisingly, then, in their interviews they predominantly focused 

on changes and challenges with greater strategic importance, such as frequent changes in 

the department’s leadership, the reorganization of recreation centers, and the introduction 

of performance management tracking mechanisms. Moreover, even a seemingly minor 
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issue like the dress code carried with it elements of strategic importance. To this point, 

the division manager during one of the interviews remarked: 

In a way, dress code is a way to standardize things across the division and make it 

be more of a divisional thing, rather than an independent center philosophy. 

There’s a lot of different ways that we’re doing it, trying to build a culture of team 

first, division first, kind of trust in the process. Can be difficult. (21_1_2_) 

 Change sentiments  
Change D E A S V O ∑ 
(1) Dress code 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 2 - 1 - - - 3 
(4) Cost-recovery model  - - - - - - 0 
(5) New division manager - - - - - - 0 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 2 - 1 - - - 3 
(8) Education component  - - - - - - 0 
(9) Wage increase - - - - - - 0 
(10) Moving employees - - - - - - 0 
(11) Work time policy - - - - - - 0 
(12) Online registration system - - - - - - 0 
(13) Performance mgmt. system 2 - - - 1 - 3 
(14) Too much admin. work - - - - - - 0 
(15) Central. Summer progr. - - - - - - 0 
(16) Demographic changes - - - - - - 0 
(17) Degrees & competencies 3 - - - - - 3 
∑ 10 1 4 1 2 1 19 
% 52.63 5.26 21.05 5.26 10.53 5.26  
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
O = Obligation 
 
Table 3.12: Frequencies of change readiness sentiments mentioned by management 

 At first glance, members of the management team generally exhibited positive 

change sentiment attitudes during their interviews that accorded with their change 
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readiness survey results. As Table 13 shows, participants of this employee group were 

particularly adamant about the department’s need to change. Curiously, however, some of 

them remained critical of the extent to which particular changes actually achieved their 

objectives, perhaps most astutely captured by the following statement: 

The other thing is, we work in recreation. We got a new manager that had this 

new dress code idea and he’s giving the staff that don’t even really know him or 

know his style this document about business casual that comes from the school of 

business. A lot of what it was presenting was really coming from that rigid 

corporate standard of dress code where business casual was khaki, and business is 

black. There are a lot of things in there that really aren’t conducive for you, for us 

to be active and involved in the community, it’s kind of hard to do that, to run 

around with kids with your shirt tucked in. (22_1_1) 

 N % of change sentiment % of attitude category 
Discrepancy      

+ 9 90.00 75.00 
– 1 10.00 14.29 

Efficacy      
+ 0 0.00 0.00 
– 1 100.00 14.29 

Appropriateness      
+ 1 25.00 8.33 
– 3 75.00 42.86 

Support      
+ 0 0.00 0.00 
– 1 100.00 14.29 

Valence      
+ 1 50.00 8.33 
– 1 50.00 14.29 

Obligation      
+ 1 50.00 8.33 
– 1 50.00 14.29 

Total      
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+ 12 63.16 100.00 
– 7 36.84 100.00 

Table 3.13: Management’s change sentiment attitudes  
* no neutral statements made  

In other words, a shared agreement on the need to address particular issues is not 

equivalent to agreeing with the specific steps taken to close these performance gaps, nor 

does it speak to a uniformly positive change experience in general. For instance, 

reflecting on previous changes within the organization, this participant indicated 

frustration with the change process and the degree to which it actually served the 

department’s needs: 

There has been so much change over the last ... Oh, God. Six years, six or seven 

years ... That it’s almost become comical. As the organization as a whole, I think 

that people just don’t even care anymore. They don’t even take notice of it 

because whatever the wind blows today, it doesn’t matter, because tomorrow, it’s 

going to be different. That’s just what I hear, because people come and they talk 

to me, and I know that’s how people feel. As a manager that’s supposed to be 

pushing these changes, it’s almost hard for me to grasp that. I think we’ve come 

almost full circle to where we started six or seven years ago. (23_1_1) 

Such statements indicate a more diverse and varied change experience than that 

captured by change readiness sentiments. In fact, issues of change fatigue emerged as one 

of the most pertinent concerns among change recipients in this study, most notably 

among supervisors.  

Supervisors. Tables 14 and 15 list change readiness survey scores for both 

individual and collective readiness for recreation center supervisors. Compared to 
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members of the management team, supervisors scored considerably lower on individual 

change readiness (4.92 vs. 5.52) and slightly higher on collective change readiness (3.48 

vs. 3.23). Moreover, supervisors scored significantly lower on all change readiness 

dimension except for efficacy (5.81 vs. 5.75). 

  IR  CR 
Change N = 14 Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) Dress code 1 4.36 -  3.67 - 
(4) Cost-recovery model  2      
(5) New division manager 3 5.28 .40  3.70 .41 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 3 5.19 .62  3.92 .22 
(8) Education component  2 4.46 .48  2.50 .11 
(11) Work time policy 1 5.60 -  2.67 - 
(12) Online registration system 1 5.52 -  5.83 - 
(14) Too much admin. work 1 3.88 -  3.42 - 
Ø  4.92 .67  3.48 .71 
IR = Individual change readiness 
CR = Collective change readiness 
 
Table 3.14: Individual and collective change readiness for most salient changes 
discussed by supervisors   
 
 D  E  A  S  V 
 Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) 3.50 -  6.50 -  3.67 -  3.17 -  4.33 - 
(4) 5.63 .88  4.43 1.18  4.17 1.18  5.00 .24  4.00 2.12 
(5) 5.17 .76  6.39 .48  4.89 .70  4.50 .76  5.22 .48 
(6) 5.25 .62  6.44 .10  4.56 1.17  4.94 .34  4.44 1.42 
(8) 4.13 .88  5.17 .71  5.17 .23  3.75 .59  4.33 1.41 
(11) 6.75 -  5.67 -  6.00 -  4.83 -  5.33 - 
(12) 6.00   5.83 -  5.67 -  4.50 -  5.83 - 
(14) 2.00 -  5.83 -  2.67 -  5.17 -  2.50 - 
Ø 4.93 1.41  5.81 .89  4.64 1.04  4.54 .70  4.55 1.23 
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
 
Table 3.15: Individual change readiness dimensions for supervisors 
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Although these results should be considered cautiously given the very low number 

of responses, they point toward potential differences in change experience between 

management and supervisors that materialized more explicitly after analyzing 

supervisor’s change sentiment statements (Table 16). 

 Change sentiments  
Change D E A S V O ∑ 
(1) Dress code 2 - 5 4 4 2 17 
(3) Frequent leadership changes - - - - - - 0 
(4) Cost-recovery model  3 - 1 1 3 - 8 
(5) New division manager 7 2 3 1 2 - 15 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers 1 - 1 4 4 - 10 
(8) Education component  1 1 2 2 - - 6 
(9) Wage increase 1 - - - 3 - 4 
(10) Moving employees - - 1 - - - 1 
(11) Work time policy - 1 2 4 3 - 10 
(12) Online registration system 1 1 - 1 1 - 4 
(13) Performance mgmt. system - - - - - - 0 
(14) Too much admin. work 1 - - - 1 - 2 
(15) Central. Summer progr. - - - - 1 - 1 
(16) Demographic changes - 1 - - - - 1 
(17) Degrees & competencies - - - - - - 0 
∑ 17 6 15 17 22 2 79 
% 21.52 7.59 18.99 21.52 27.85 2.53  
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
O = Obligation 
 
Table 3.16: Frequencies of change readiness sentiments mentioned by supervisors 

 Supervisors appeared to interpret changes within the organization predominantly 

based on personal valence, discrepancy beliefs, leadership support, and appropriateness. 

Efficacy or obligation did not play a major role in supervisors’ reflections on change. 
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Upon closer inspection, however, supervisors’ statements revealed extremely critical 

attitudes of the change process within the organization.  

 N % of change sentiment % of attitude category 
Discrepancy      

+ 11 64.71 37.93 
– 3 17.65 8.82 
0 3 17.65 18.75 

Efficacy      
+ 2 33.33 6.90 
– 2 33.33 5.88 
0 2 33.33 12.50 

Appropriateness      
+ 8 53.33 27.59 
– 7 46.67 20.59 
0 0 0.00 0.00 

Support      
+ 1 5.88 3.45 
– 12 70.59 35.29 
0 4 23.53 25.00 

Valence      
+ 7 31.82 24.14 
– 10 45.45 29.41 
0 5 22.73 31.25 

Obligation      
+ 0 0.00 0.00 
– 0 0.00 0.00 
0 2 100.00 0.00 

Total      
+ 29 36.71 100.00 
– 34 43.04 100.00 
0 16 20.25 100.00 

 
Table 3.17: Supervisors’ change sentiment attitudes 

On the one hand, as evidenced in Table 17, supervisors shared a strong belief that 

change needed to happen to advance the department, particular under consideration of the 

increasingly diverse recreational alternatives available to the organization’s customers: 
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I think reorganizing is a great idea. I’ve been here for a long time so I’ve seen 

when the sites were open seven days a week and community use of the facilities 

was much greater. There’s so much more to do in these communities than there 

was twenty years ago. There’s competition everywhere, everyone’s doing what 

parks and rec does. I think it’s a great idea; at least we should be able to have one 

park in every major center of the city that is available for folks seven days a week. 

(15_1_1) 

Furthermore, positive discrepancy beliefs largely revolved around support for the 

general culture shift brought on by the new division manager: 

We recently got a new division manager who has a different vision for our area. 

The old division manager is about to retire and they have two very different ways 

of managing the staff and seeing the vision. The new manager has just a new 

outlook on where we’re going and fresh ideas and trying to re-energize us, and the 

old manager was just kind of doing the status quo because he’s got one foot out 

the door. (4_2_1) 

Additionally, supervisors to some extent conceded that changes like the work time 

policy or introduction of education-based recreation improved the organization’s ability 

to function and serve their communities.  

On the other hand, some supervisors did not believe that changes like the dress 

code or reorganization of recreation centers would benefit them in the future. This 

particular supervisor, while acknowledging the need to adapt, voiced concerns about her 

own role within the organization: 
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New customers, trying to figure that out, plus the old customers. Keeping the old 

customers happy. Trying to program for the new customers because we really 

don’t know the new customers. I’m getting the sense that they don’t really 

necessarily need us to actually provide a program. They just want our facility and 

our park. They just, like today, I noticed the lady with her dog in the ball field. 

Yeah, they just do their own walking, running, and just run throughout the park. 

(12_1_2) 

Most crucially, supervisors were frustrated and disillusioned with the 

department’s change leadership. In fact, interviews were rife with references made to the 

lack of proper change agency, dearth of concisely articulated vision, and absence of 

explicit expectations. Moreover, change was often described as being arbitrarily tied to 

personal whims of those higher in the organizational hierarchy: 

Then there are times when policy chances where we have a discussion at a certain 

level and feel that we’re hitting all of the marks. Then someone else from a 

different area could be brought in and then all of a sudden our whole discussion 

gets thrown out the door because there’s this one new perspective that came from 

a higher level. Yeah, discussions happen, it doesn’t necessarily mean that they’re 

going to go buy into what was discussed because they’re always subject to 

change. (6_1_2) 

In similar vein, participants felt disconnected from the change process, which they 

perceived to be obscure and limited to a few select individuals. As a result, some 

admitted to being hesitant to share their concerns with management or even colleagues: 
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It’s a move that’s going to be made regardless of what I share with people so 

instead of just putting my opinion out there, I just let it happen, and then we roll 

with the punches and take it just like we have been doing for the past fifteen 

years. There is no reason for me just to add fuel to the fire. Because then at that 

time, if they see that I’m not for it … I don’t want to get on anybody’s bad side at 

all. So I know it’s something happening regardless of what I say. (13_1_2) 

In sum, supervisors’ change evaluations and personal experiences appeared to be 

very different from those of management. Most notably, supervisors’ accounts were 

dominated by a strong disconnect between agreement with the need to change and 

disagreement with the majority of specific steps taken by the department’s leadership. 

Furthermore, supervisors interpreted their change experience as a process they shared 

with their superiors, albeit one that left them frustrated with the absence of a clearly 

articulated change agenda. In the words of this supervisor,  

Why can’t we just say hey, you’re going here? What’s the big deal? Show me 

your vision. Show me your vision; we buy into it. I think people will buy into 

your vision. I think we’ll go a whole lot further. There’ll be less rumbles of 

confusion that goes around. People just don’t know, people are guessing, people 

are gossiping. (16_1_1) 

 Curiously, those at the very bottom of the organizational hierarchy did not share 

such concerns. In fact, as I will show next, non-supervisory employees focused on yet 

another entirely different set of change sentiments and concerns. 
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Non-supervisors. Tables 18 and 19 list change readiness survey scores for both 

individual and collective readiness for non-supervisors. Compared to the corresponding 

survey results for management (5.52) and supervisors (4.92), these participants on 

average had the lowest individual readiness score. At the same time, they scored highest 

(3.58) out of the three participant groups for collective change readiness. Furthermore, 

they scored significantly lower than management on all individual change readiness 

dimensions and considerably lagged supervisors in change discrepancy and efficacy. 

Notably, however, while their appropriateness and valence scores were within range of 

their supervisor counterparts, non-supervisors in fact scored higher on the change valence 

dimension.  Finally, it should be noted that some changes elicited extremely divergent 

responses from participants, most notably the cost recovery model and the moving of 

employees between recreation centers. 

  IR  CR 
Change N = 25 Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) Dress code 11 4.56 1.08  3.49 1.07 
(3) Frequent leadership changes 2 4.74 .31  3.59 .23 
(4) Cost-recovery model  2 4.48 .28  4.38 .06 
(5) New division manager 1 5.88 -  6.67 4.17 
(8) Education component  1 5.16 -  3.58 - 
(9) Wage increase 2 4.66 .76  3.25 .95 
(10) Moving employees 3 3.99 .32  3.31 .77 
(11) Work time policy 1 5.44 -  3.00 - 
(15) Central. Summer progr. 1 4.56 -  2.83 - 
(16) Demographic changes 1 4.80 -  4.50 - 
Ø  4.77 .55  3.58 .79 
IR = Individual change readiness 
CR = Collective change readiness 
 
Table 3.18: Individual and collective change readiness for most salient changes 
discussed by non-supervisors   
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 D  E  A  S  V 
 Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD 
(1) 4.11 1.14  5.06 .77  4.69 1.08  4.74 .81  4.21 .60 
(3) 3.75 .35  5.50 .24  4.00 .47  5.17 .23  4.59 .12 
(4) 2.88 2.30  6.00 .71  4.33 1.41  4.50 .95  4.09 1.29 
(5) 5.50 -  6.33 -  6.00 -  4.83 -  6.67 - 
(8) 4.50 -  5.50 -  5.33 -  5.83 -  4.50 - 
(9) 4.88 1.94  5.50 .24  4.67 .47  4.17 1.18  4.17 1.18 
(10) 2.75 .43  5.17 .58  3.00 1.73  5.05 1.25  3.06 .98 
(11) 5.00 -  5.83 -  5.33 -  5.33 -  5.50 - 
(15) 6.25 -  6.00 -  4.67 -  3.00 -  4.50 - 
(16) 5.00 -  6.00 -  5.00 -  5.17 -  3.00 - 
Ø 4.16 1.30  5.40 .66  4.69 1.19  4.97 .90  4.38 .94 
D = Discrepancy 
E = Efficacy 
A = Appropriateness 
S = Leadership support 
V = Personal valence 
 
Table 3.19: Individual change readiness dimensions for non-supervisors 

 Table 20 summarizes the frequencies of non-supervisors’ change sentiments. 

Similar to management and supervisors, non-supervisors hardly reflected on efficacy-

related change concerns. Furthermore, appropriateness sentiments’ share of all non-

supervisors’ statement roughly equaled that of management and supervisors. At the same 

time, non-supervisors showed slightly fewer concerns for change discrepancy than their 

superiors. Moreover, they exhibited an almost non-existent occupation with leadership 

support. Most notably, non-supervisors predominantly framed change as a matter of 

personal valence or inescapable force. Together, valence and obligation sentiments 

accounted for 58.75% of all change sentiments. As such, it appeared that non-

supervisors’ change experience is yet again distinct from other members of the 

organization. For additional insight, I again tabulated participant’s change sentiment 

attitudes, which can be found in Table 21.   
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 Change sentiments  
Change D E A S V O ∑ 
(1) Dress code 6 - 6 2 5 15 34 
(3) Frequent leadership changes - - - - 3 - 3 
(4) Cost-recovery model  1 2 1 - 1 4 9 
(5) New division manager - 1 1 - 1 - 3 
(6) Reorg. of recreation centers - - - - - - 0 
(8) Education component  - - - 1 - - 1 
(9) Wage increase 2 - 1 - 4 - 7 
(10) Moving employees 2 - 1 - 3 1 7 
(11) Work time policy - - 1 - 5 - 6 
(12) Online registration system - - - - - - 0 
(13) Performance mgmt. system - - - - - - 0 
(14) Too much admin. work - - 1 - 2 - 3 
(15) Central. Summer progr. 1 - - - 1 - 2 
(16) Demographic changes - 1 - - - - 1 
(17) Degrees & competencies - - 2 - 2 - 4 
∑ 12 4 14 3 27 20 80 
% 15.00 5.00 17.50 3.75 33.75 25.00  
Table 3.20: Frequencies of change readiness sentiments mentioned by non-supervisors 

 As evidenced in Table 21, non-supervisors perceived changes within the 

departments as mostly negative. They appeared to be especially concerned with what 

they experienced as largely negative personal ramifications of change. Furthermore, they 

were not convinced that particular changes initiated by upper management were indeed 

successfully achieving their stated objectives. Finally, while it should be noted that non-

supervisors, much like their superiors, agreed with the overall need for change, they also 

displayed the highest degree of acquiescence and apathy. In sum, then, change from the 

perspective of non-supervisors manifested as a misdirected effort to address much needed 

change within the department that held little to no promise for future personal benefits. 

At the same time, non-supervisors often simply accepted change as an inevitable force 

from above, either for fear of job-loss or other negative repercussions.         
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 N % of change sentiment % of attitude category 
Discrepancy      

+ 9 75.00 39.13 
– 3 25.00 7.14 
0 0  0.00 

Efficacy      
+ 2 50.00 8.70 
– 1 25.00 2.38 
0 1  6.67 

Appropriateness      
+ 3 21.43 13.04 
– 11 78.57 26.19 
0 0 0.00 0.00 

Support      
+ 0 0.00 0.00 
– 3 100.00 7.14 
0 0 0.00 0.00 

Valence      
+ 4 14.81 17.39 
– 17 62.96 40.48 
0 6 22.22 40.00 

Obligation      
+ 5 25.00 21.74 
– 7 35.00 16.67 
0 8 40.00 53.33 

Total      
+ 23 28.75 100.00 
– 42 52.5 100.00 
0 15 18.75 100.00 

Table 3.21: Non-supervisors’ change sentiment attitudes 

Participant statement thus revealed a deep chasm between non-supervisors and 

other members of the organization. However, it would be misguided to interpret non-

supervisors’ negative stance toward the departmental changes as blind resistance. To the 

contrary, non-supervisors repeatedly acknowledged the necessity of change and voiced 

great concern for the organization’s mission and its constituents. As such, change 

concerns were often framed as worries about not appropriately serving surrounding 

communities and wasting precious resources: 
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When you’re on the inside looking at it and you’re like, all these shirts, they all 

cost money, and you’re like, “We could have bought a van, we could have paid 

for transportation for kids in the summertime.” I’m doing my budget right now for 

our summer camp, and to rent a van for ten weeks, it’s going to cost me $1,000, 

and I’m like, “Wow.” (6_4_1) 

Moreover, participants indicated that adherence to a dress code would undermine 

their ability to interact and relate to their most important customers: 

We’re a recreation center. To me, I’m limited to what I can do with kids. I know 

we can wear shorts but, still, the polo… I feel like I’m tied down because the kids 

... I used to dress like the kids did. They liked that because they had somebody 

they could relate to. Gym shorts. I used to wear Jordans and all that. Now the kids 

feel like, “What’s going on?” To me, we’ve lost a lot of kids because of the 

changes. In general, I like the kids to relate to you. I just wanted them to feel like, 

“Hey man, I can talk to somebody.” (10_3_1) 

 Furthermore, non-supervisors often mentioned feeling disconnected from the 

change process: 

I don’t know how these guys feel because nobody ever talks to us. Management 

won’t come and say, “You know what guys? Let’s have a meeting. Let’s talk 

about this.” It’s, “This is what we’re going to do and that’s it.” At least have the 

decency or the respect to come tell us, the whole everybody, that way at least we 

know how our employees feel. (10_3_1) 
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Non-supervisors also described feeling helpless and frustrated when their voices 

were not heard and their input not considered:  

I think being able to provide new programs the way that the city wants us to, and 

to do certain things the way that council wants us to do, I feel like there’s a huge 

disconnect from what they’re asking us to do and what we’re capable of doing. 

They’re the ones that are giving us the money. They don’t understand that with 

what they’re giving us, we can’t do or provide what they’re asking of us. 

(12_2_2) 

For many non-supervisors, the only way to deal with change was to accept it as 

part of the job, an inevitable feat of life that might not always make sense but that 

nonetheless required them to play along: 

Your guess is better than mine. I don’t know if it’s the time or the leadership. I 

guess once you know that things change like that, and they go up and down, then 

you kind of can feel it and know when it’s coming. Seventeen years I’ve been 

here and we go through it, and then we come down, and we go through it. It’s like 

valleys and you have to expect it. That’s what I tell everybody anyways, “Expect 

change, it’s okay, it’s going to happen. We might end up doing what we did in the 

beginning but it’s okay, just go with it, or you’re going stress out. Take it how it 

is. (7_1_1) 

Discussion 

During a complex change project, “not all changes initiated are required or even 

in the best interest of an organization but are based on personal/political interests” 
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(Neves, 2009, p. 228). As employees differ in their individual and collective perceptions 

of different changes, the need for tailored and inclusive change narratives to foster 

change supportive attitudes and behavior becomes apparent. The change readiness 

framework applied in this research is one way to aid theorists and practitioners in the 

development of such personalized and differentiated messages based on variations in 

change readiness dimension salience.  

To some extent, findings accorded with previous research that has “highlighted 

the need for change agents to understand the different needs of various groups” and that 

suggested that “executives may be more concerned with broader organization-wide 

issues, supervisors with intra-organization and departmental issues, and non-supervisors 

may focus on their own job” (Jones et al., 2008, p. 311). However, the present research 

complements prior work by exploring possible reasons for these discrepancies, while also 

offering alternative perspectives on prior empirical studies.  

First, this study contradicts previous scholarship that has emphasized in particular 

the importance of efficacy concerns for the successful implementation of organizational 

change (Bernerth, 2004; Neves, 2009). In other words, as observed herein, change can be 

challenging and even frustrating although its implementation is simple and 

straightforward. Participants across all groups scored highest on the change readiness 

survey’s efficacy scale and seldom framed their change experience in terms of genuine 

concerns regarding their capacities to actually enact any of the given changes. Thus, their 

nonetheless generally negative change experience might be indicative of a change 

readiness sentiment hierarchy, in which some dimensions impact participant experience 
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only through their absence. Put differently, difficult change will always present a 

challenge for employees, whereas change that is easily accomplished will not necessarily 

improve recipients’ change experience and may even free up their cognitive and affective 

attention to attend to other, even more important, concerns that in turn will have a 

negative effect on their holistic change evaluation. 

Second, principal support may have to be more actively managed and tailored 

than previously thought. Generally, prior scholarship has highlighted the importance of 

leadership and immediate supervisor assistance in affecting change recipient change 

experience (Amiot et al., 2006; Eby et al., 2000; Holt et al., 2003). In the present case, 

principal support was lowest for middle managers, while highest for upper level 

management. Front-line employees evaluated division leadership’s support as somewhere 

in between the two. These differences reflect variations in change experience as well as 

contrasting perceptions of the behaviors required as the result of a given change. To 

illustrate, with the change underway, division leadership needed recreation center 

supervisors to both follow orders and translate the new directives into actionable and 

understandable steps for front line employees. As a result, recreation center supervisors 

became proxy creators of the overall change experience for those lower in the 

organizational hierarchy, while still struggling to make sense of their own experience. 

Most notably, supervisors frequently voiced concerns about having change wrongly 

attributed to them and in turn blamed upper level management for not taking stronger 

ownership in their change ideas vis-à-vis everybody within the organization.   
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Third, the present research documents a uniformly shared concern of all 

employees about the need to change. It thus contextualizes prior scholarship that has 

painted especially front-line employees’ change attention and experience in a relatively 

narrow way. Where employees of all levels share a concern for the organization’s general 

direction, the occupation with change discrepancy concerns will be relatively similar in 

its overall intensity, yet its character can be expected to differ based on variations in what 

individuals perceive to be the actual performance gaps. This holds especially true in 

public recreation organizations where those lowest in the organizational hierarchy often 

have the most entrenched views of what their organization is supposed to accomplish in 

their communities.  

To illustrate this point further, frequently having grown up in the very 

neighborhood or recreation center they now serve, these individuals often have a much 

stronger sense of discrepancy violation than their direct superiors, let alone upper level 

management. Moreover, as ascendance in the organizational hierarchy is tied to 

expectations regarding levels of education, training, and certification, hierarchical 

differences will also be tied to variations in performance horizons and definitions. But, to 

reiterate, the notion that front-line employees only care about their daily job duties in 

evaluating change (cf. Jones et al., 2008) falls short in accurately capturing the very 

strong emotional attachment public service professionals have to their organization and 

communities. 

Fourth, change does not have to be objectively impactful to disrupt organizational 

peace and engender resistant behaviors. In fact, this study points toward the difficulties 
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surrounding the proper ‘packaging’ of proposed adaptations in the absence of a clearly 

agreed-upon definition of how seriously the change actually is and how profoundly it 

affects change recipients’ lives. Thus, it empirically buttresses the idea that “no 

organizational change is to be taken lightly” (Self, Armenakis, & Schraeder, 2007, p. 

213) and reaffirms our understanding of change’s personal and subjective character 

beyond definitive outcomes such as, for example, the threat of losing one’s job. This 

latter point becomes particularly important in public recreation where employees enjoy 

relatively strong levels of job security based on their status as civil servants.  

All things considered, then, for change agents it is important to develop a more 

clearly refined awareness of what elements of change readiness drive change recipient 

change experience and how such an understanding can be translated into appropriately 

personalized change readiness communication in order to maximize change support or at 

the very least minimize negative change attitudes (Armenakis et al., 1999; 2007). As 

such, instead of arguing that “none of these elements should be left aside when planning 

change” (Neves, 2009, p. 227), I instead argue for more deliberately crafted change 

messages that emphasize some aspects over others under consideration of change 

recipients’ specific change concerns. In other words, not everybody cares about 

everything and particularly when speed of execution and implementation is of the 

essence, change agents through careful prior planning can save communication efforts 

and resources by astutely addressing only those concerns that need addressing. 

Practical recommendations for public recreation professionals are thus as follows. 

Most crucially, change leaders need to be cognizant of individual change recipient needs 
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and expectations. Prior to the implementation of any change, but particularly a planned, 

complex transformation initiative involving a wide number of changes, leaders are thus 

encouraged to develop an understanding of how their employees would likely react. 

Especially in public recreation, with its long decision-making processes and strongly 

path-dependent change trajectories that are difficult to alter once underway, the adage of 

‘better safe than sorry’ should be change agents’ guiding operating principle. Therefore, 

once a set of potential adaptations has been identified, change recipients should be given 

the change, for example via pilot locations or cross-hierarchical focus groups, to 

experience or discuss change with a change to provide feedback based on the change 

readiness dimensions discussed in this research. Using such an approach, change 

recipients could experience espoused change benefits first-hand, instead of having to 

solely rely on managers to “emphasize the anticipated benefits resulting from the change 

process in all their communications” (Drzensky, Egold, van Dick, 2012, p. 107). 

In the case of change agents worrying about opening up change planning 

processes to employees because it might create unsubstantiated expectations about how 

strongly recipient input will be considered, change leaders need to over-communicate 

recipient-group specific change readiness dimensions. Specifically, where members of 

the organization remain largely excluded from planning and implementation processes, as 

is often the case in public services, public recreation officials in particular need to deliver 

in regards to connecting proposed changes to the need to change in order to improve the 

organization’s capability to fulfill its mission and objectives. Discrepancy and 

appropriateness considerations are thus of utmost importance in crafting readiness 
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messages that can appeal to public service employees altruistic identities as stewards of 

their neighborhoods and communities. Additionally, it is important for change agents to 

retain information control as change filters throughout the organization. Legg, Snelgrove, 

and Wood (2016) demonstrated the need for youth sport actors to “strategically control 

the flow of information and seek to be the dominant voice when educating and 

communicating about the theoretical justifications for change and the new procedures to 

be followed” (p. 379). Maintaining this dominance and sustaining a cohesive 

understanding of the need for change is thus paramount. 

Future research is necessary to further explore the delicate interplay between 

change readiness dimension salience and employee perceptions of change. Clearly, not 

all dimensions are important to everyone at all time, but additional studies are necessary 

to – perhaps quantitatively – connected readiness importance to generalizable change 

content features, organizational characteristics or employee traits. Moreover, the idea that 

change recipients might deliberately be excluded from the planning processes for the sake 

of reducing pre-change dissonance and increasing overall speed and efficiency in an 

already inherently lengthy process deserves closer empirical and conceptual attention. 

Generally, investing these processes in different contexts and under different change 

circumstances will further aid in the development of a richer and more nuanced change 

readiness agenda that in turn will benefit public recreation and other change agents. 
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Chapter 4: Exploring Dynamic Paradoxical Sensegiving in a 

Public Recreation Organization 

“The assumption is often that the public sector should adopt management 
principles from the private sector to increase management effectiveness and 
productivity. On the other hand, an assumption is made that management 
principles in the private sector cannot be applied to public institutions as is.” 
(van der Waldt & du Toit, 1999, p. 282) 
 
Public management reforms – “deliberate changes to the structures and processes 

of public sector organizations with the objective of getting them (in some sense) to run 

better” (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011, p. 2) – have forced many public sector organizations 

to justify their behavior based on objective productivity and performance indicators (Van 

Thiel & Leeuw, 2002). The accompanying shift in organizing and operating expectations 

has in turn had a profound effect on public sector employees, particularly upper and 

middle managers. As agents and recipients of change, these organizational members are 

tasked with devising and implementing initiatives aimed at improving efficiency while 

simultaneously upholding the mission of their organization as provider of essential public 

benefits. In doing so, they have to acquiesce to technical demands by powerful internal 

and external stakeholders and concurrently position these demands in relation to 

prevalent and/or shifting institutional logics. Whereas prior scholarship has highlighted 

the incompatibility of these demands, the present study explores these issues through a 

paradox lens (Denison, Hooijberg & Quinn, 1995; Seo & Creed, 2002; Smith & Lewis, 

2011). Specifically, combining the theory of paradox with a sensegiving perspective 

(Gioia & Chittipeddi, (1991) the present research offers an empirical account of how 

change agents at various organizational levels deconstruct paradoxical tensions, how 
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nested paradoxes interact with each other, and how change agents draw upon their own 

sensemaking practices to explain these tensions to their subordinates and peers.  

 My goal is to extend extant scholarship in three areas. First, I add to the emerging 

empirical literature on paradox, answering recent calls for research that attends to the 

dynamic, relational, and discursive nature of paradox and its management in 

organizations (Putnam, Fairhurst, & Banghart, 2016; Schad, Lewis, Raisch, & Smith, 

2016). Second, I advance our understanding of how public recreation managers make 

sense of shifting organizational realities and how, if at all, they pass on their 

understanding to others in order to facilitate the sedimentation of these new organizing 

principles. The present study thus elaborates on how sensegiving strategies are employed 

by upper management and supervisors throughout a major complex change initiative. 

Specifically, this study examines how these strategies differ between hierarchical levels 

and how they change over the course of time as participants are faced with evolving 

change circumstances. Furthermore, it juxtaposes the various influencing strategies 

available to upper and middle managers in order to elucidate how the content of change, 

direction of influence, and influence target characteristics affect differences in their 

selection. Additionally, it specifically pays attention to the dissonant and paradoxical 

experience of having to advocate undesired change.   

The remainder of this research is structured as follows: in the next section, I 

review the literatures on paradox and sensegiving. I then describe data collection and 

analysis methods and introduce the multiple-case study that forms the basis of this 

research. Subsequently, I discuss first and second-order interpretations before concluding 
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by providing theoretical and practical implications, as well as by addressing limitations 

and areas of future research.  

Organizational Paradox 

Faced with escalating pressures to conform to competing and seemingly 

incompatible institutional and organizational demands, managers increasingly find 

themselves trapped among paradoxical tensions (Cameron & Quinn, 1999; Poole & Van 

de Ven, 1989; Smith & Berg, 1987). Accordingly, scholarly interest in how to work 

through these contradictory yet often closely intertwined expectations has accelerated 

over the past two decades (Lewis & Smith, 2014; Schad et al., 2016; Smith & Lewis, 

2011). Paradox, as a “meta-theory offers a powerful lens for management science, 

providing deeper understandings of constructs, relationships, and dynamics surrounding 

organizational tensions, while also enriching extant theories and processes of theorizing” 

(Schad et al., 2016, p. 7). At the same time, conceptual and empirical progress in this area 

appears to have advanced in a lopsided manner, with relatively less attention paid to the 

dynamic and temporal character of paradoxes during periods of organizational change 

and transitions. As comprehensive in-depth reviews of prior and current paradox 

literature are available elsewhere (Schad et al., 2016), the following overview focuses 

exclusively on areas of potential empirical extension and expansion where the unfolding 

of paradox over time and across organizational levels is concerned. 

Lewis (2000) defined paradox as “contradictory yet inter-related elements – 

elements that seem logical in isolation but absurd and irrational when appearing 

simultaneously” (p. 760). Unlike dilemmas or dialectics, paradoxical organizational 
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tensions are synergetic elements of a broader system characterized by enduring 

inconsistency (Smith & Lewis, 2011). However, both dilemmas and dialectics may prove 

to be paradoxical under the right conditions. Lüscher, Lewis, and Ingram (2006) 

identified three groups of paradoxes within organizations, those of performing, 

belonging, and organizing. According to the authors, whereas paradoxes of belonging 

related to actors’ changing relationships and paradoxes of organizing to macro-level 

changes in organizational objectives, paradoxes of performing connected to 

“organizational actors and their sense of self; a sense of self created through an 

understanding of their roles and performance expectations” (p. 495). Further extending 

this line of research, Lüscher and Lewis (2008) contended that when faced with 

paradoxes of performing, actors responded by splitting (i.e., the temporal and/or spatial 

separation of conflicting roles and their corresponding enactment). Thus bracketed into 

co-existing yet non-threatening identity expectations, actors achieved “a more workable 

certainty” (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008, p. 234), without actually having to resolve the 

underlying paradoxical situation. 

Beech, Burns, de Caestecker, MacIntosh, and MacLean (2004) examined how 

healthcare professionals reacted to shifting organizing logics and pressures to adopt 

alternative healthcare models. Based on the insights gathered during their action research, 

the authors contended that paradoxes can be held open by engaging with them through 

what they referred to as serious play. As a complement to predominantly rational 

strategies aimed at resolving paradoxical tension (e.g., Van de Ven & Poole, 1989), 

serious play entails affect-driven creative experimentation with different meanings, rules, 
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and boundaries. It is predicated on embracing paradox as a continuous opportunity to 

engage with divergent forces and on providing the necessary room for those affected by 

these forces to creatively work through their ambivalence and concerns. Through such 

play, attention is suggested to shift away from seemingly irreconcilable pressures toward 

acknowledging potential areas for synthesis without ever fully resolving the underlying 

tensions. Paralysis is thus replaced by productive action, yet without having to resolve the 

paradox itself 

In the context of organizational ambidexterity, O’Reilly and Tushman (2008) 

advanced the notion that firms can simultaneously exploit existing assets and explore 

novel opportunities for value creation. Instead of conceiving of these activities as 

mutually exclusive, the authors contended that they can be used to each other’s 

advantage, as long as leadership possesses the necessary acumen to manage them in a 

synergistic manner aimed at long-term success. Adding empirical insight, Andriopoulos 

and Lewis (2009) conducted a comparative case study of five ambidextrous product 

design firms to better understand how high-performing organizations manage tensions 

between exploitation and exploration. The authors found evidence of participants 

conceiving of these tensions as nested “paradoxes – not as either/or dilemmas or trade-

offs, but as synergistic and interwoven polarities” (p. 701). To resolve these paradoxes, 

organizational members described both integration and differentiation strategies aimed at 

embracing tensions and directing actions and resources toward each activity.  

Jay (2013) conducted an ethnographic field study in a hybrid organization 

concerned with the promotion of energy efficiency and developed a process model of 
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paradoxical sensemaking. The author argued that organizations frequently encounter 

latent paradoxical tensions as a result of combining competing institutional logics. 

Specifically, in his case of a private-public hybrid, Jay (2013) suggested that actors 

struggled with the post-hoc realization of paradoxes of performing (Smith & Lewis, 

2011) – that their actions satisfied one organizing logic while failing to adhere to the 

other. In order to retroactively make sense of these paradoxical realizations, actors 

reframed their organization’s identity and thus engendered the emergence of a new 

institutional logic.  

Drawing from data from five global high-performing firms, Lewis, Andriopoulos, 

and Smith (2014) identified five strategic leadership behaviors aimed at engaging 

paradox in a productive manner in order to increase organizational strategic capabilities. 

First, executives embraced paradox and competing demands as inevitable and paramount 

for sustained firm performance. Second, leaders proactively sought to identify tensions 

and paradoxical demands. To illustrate, the authors recounted the example of LEGO CEO 

Kristiansen, who challenged his managers to look beyond simple solutions based on 

trade-off and either/or beliefs and to instead pursue both/and perspectives. Third, 

managers led by instilling confidence in their employees and by reducing anxiety and 

fear surrounding paradox. Fourth, leaders made it a point to persistently remind 

organizational members to pursue both/and solutions and welcome paradox as 

opportunities for creativity, profit, and growth. Fifth, successful organizations separated 

activities in a way that enabled the concurrent pursuit of divergent goals. Reminiscent of 

the aforementioned organizational ambidexterity literature, these firms utilized separate 
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departments and functions while fostering differential learning opportunities across 

various contexts and levels 

 Dameron and Torset (2014) interviewed 68 strategy practitioners and analyzed 

their discursive identity construction through a paradox lens. The authors identified four 

identity tensions that informed the work of strategists: social tension, focus tension, 

cognitive tension, and time tension. Social tension reflected participants’ sense of 

strategic decision making being a process that requires the solicitation of information 

from others while simultaneously leaving the strategist feeling left alone with the burden 

of having to make the final decision. Focus tension refered to the gravitational pull 

betweens internal and external foci when making decisions. On the one hand, strategists 

have to consider a plethora of external factors when analyzing their competitive situation. 

On the other hand, their decisions are inevitably connected to internally held beliefs and 

value systems that operate independently of environmental forces. Cognitive tension 

described the interplay between rationality and intuition when faced with important 

decisions. Finally, time tension highlights the paradoxical relationship between taking the 

necessary time to reflect on a proper course of action and facing urgent problems head-on 

without spending too much time on deliberating the pros and cons of every conceivable 

alternative. Based on their interview data, Dameron and Torset (2014) contended that 

strategists engaged with paradoxical experiences through transcendent and immanent 

views on strategy that involved both deliberate decision making and retrospective 

sensemaking of speculative activities. In other words, strategists worked through tension 

by embracing the benefits of both views on their own strategic behaviors. 
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Michaud (2014) examined paradoxical board-management dynamics over the 

course of ten years. Conducting an ethnographic case study, the author documented how 

numbers – “successively related to start-up objectives, problematic financial results, 

democracy, compensation, benefits, and finally to different performance indicators 

ranging from financial to demographic and web-related figures” (p.   96) – served as 

mediation objects through which the board members of a third-sector co-operative were 

able to embrace divergent multi-stakeholder expectations. Specifically, numbers enabled 

board members to more closely control management while at the same time providing 

management with the tools to ensure continued collaboration by the board as long as the 

numbers used supported their actions.  

Ashforth and Reingen (2014), reporting the results of their 23-month ethnographic 

study, documented the existence of an irreconcilable identity duality within a natural food 

co-operative. As the food co-operative “harbored the hybrid elements of idealism and 

pragmatism” (p. 502), organizational members incorporated within themselves elements 

of both, accepting the organization’s logic duality not only as inevitable, but as 

constitutive of the co-operative’s success. Thus, even where clear preferences for one 

identity existed, at least parts of the other remained firmly entrenched as opposite sides of 

the same coin. Whenever contested issues made the oppositional character of these logics 

sufficiently salient, distinct groups formed around them and inter-group conflict ensued. 

Here, logic conflicts thus shifted from within the individual to the group level, as 

opposing collectives served as powerful antitheses. At the same time, idealists remained 

fundamentally appreciative of pragmatist views, and vice versa. Ashforth and Reingen 
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(2014) described these group dynamics as attempts to alleviate feeling of dissonance 

“through projective identification with the identity foil” (p. 504). Moreover, 

organizational members engaged in deliberate efforts to keep conflicts from getting out of 

hand and appeared to trade power and influence back and forth so to sustain both 

foundational elements of the organization’s identity.  

Barge, Lee, Maddux, Nabring, and Townsend (2008) examined dualities during a 

planned change initiative aimed at introducing information technology to Native 

American communities. The authors found that agents managed dualities using 

connection strategies aimed at contextualizing change and emphasizing compatible 

duality elements where possible. Moreover, change agents focused on the mutually 

reinforcing character of the dualities at play and reflexively engaged with change 

recipients in order to make salient potential ways to reconcile seemingly insurmountable 

tensions between polarities. Similarly focusing on a planned change initiative, Stoltzfus, 

Stohl, and Seibold (2011) documented the emergence of various paradoxes and showed 

how managerial responses further solidified these tensions instead of resolving them.    

 Vince and Broussine (1996) contended that “change depends as much on 

comprehending and managing emotional relatedness as it does on employing rationality 

or logic to solve problems” (p. 4). Drawing from the works of Oldham and Kleiner 

(1990), as well as Kets de Vries and Miller (1985), these authors articulated five 

emotional defensive mechanisms: the repression of unwelcome memories; the regression 

to what has previously been found to be helpful and safe understandings; the projection 
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of one’s own deficiencies and insecurities onto others; the reaction formation of clinging 

to feelings and beliefs that oppose the threatening change; and the denial of threat.  

Overall, a paradox lens aimed at understanding how organizations and individuals 

can create “workable certainties to enable learning and motivate even greater engagement 

with competing demands” (Schad et al., 2016, p. 43-44), offers a promising complement 

to theories emphasizing change agent efforts to either resolve or ignore competing 

tensions. Although progress has been made in matching empirical insight with theoretical 

propositions, additional empirical work is needed to understand how exactly paradox 

unfolds across hierarchical levels, how it evolves over time, and how change agents and 

recipients engage with its nested nature. Thus, it enables a meta-theoretical re-

imagination of prior scholarship that has stressed the importance of creating certainty and 

unequivocal truths during organizational change efforts. In the present research, I focus 

on sensegiving activities through which change agents – at times unwittingly – create and 

sustain paradox.     

 Sensegiving 

 Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) defined sensegiving as the “process of attempting to 

influence the sensemaking and meaning construction of others toward a preferred 

redefinition of organizational reality” (p. 442). Along with sensebreaking (Pratt, 2000), 

sensegiving has emerged as a much-studied sensemaking-related concept aimed at further 

delineating the processes through which organizational members deconstruct and 

interpret environmental cues (Matlis & Christianson, 2014).  
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Notably, as Sonenshein (2010) pointed out, sensegiving has predominantly been 

studied as deliberate managerial action carried out by change agents, organizational 

leadership, and other powerful stakeholders in order to engender specific change recipient 

reactions. Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991), for example, conducted an ethnographic study of 

a strategic change in a large public university. The authors identified sequential and 

reciprocal sensemaking and sensegiving process and highlighted, in particular, the 

important role played by the university’s president who “was taking staged actions that 

conveyed to the university the nature of his vision, the values underlying it, and the actual 

changes he wanted to achieve as a result” (p. 443). In other words, organizational 

leadership assumed responsibility for providing essential cues to those lower in the 

organizational hierarchy via signaling and organized meaning transfers. Although the 

authors conceded that lower level sensegiving might result in the potential modification 

of leadership’s strategic vision, their general emphasis was on the CEO as symbolic and 

instrumental creator of meaning, thus very much “exhibiting a ‘sender’ orientation” that 

would be called into question by Sonenshein (2010) almost two decades later.  

Corley and Gioia (2004) examined organizational identity issues as a result of 

spinning off a Fortune 100’s company’s business unit. The authors found that senior 

leadership reacted to the arising identity ambiguity among employees by redefining the 

organization’s mission and strategy, internal branding, and modeling of desired 

behaviors. Much like Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991), Corley and Gioia (2004) emphasized 

the importance of organizational leadership in providing information to subordinates and 

other stakeholders during times of identity disruption and organizational change, pointing 
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toward the “strategic importance of a clear organizational identity and the sensegiving 

imperative” (p. 200), particularly during later stages of the spin-off process.  

Focusing on middle manager sensegiving, Balogun (2003) emphasized the 

strategic role these ‘intermediaries’ play during strategic organizational change. Arguing 

that middle managers had previously been unfairly depicted as self-interested 

impediments to necessary organizational adaptation, Balogun (2003) studied their role 

during the implementation of major change initiative in a recently privatized U.K. utility 

company. Her findings, so Balugon (2003), suggested that middle managers enact a 

number of essential activities in enacting and interpreting top-down change directives. 

Specifically, they aided in the transition via role modeling behaviors and guiding their 

teams during times of uncertainty.    

Further elaborating on this issue, Balogun and Johnson (2005), argued that “the 

rationalistic, objective tradition within the strategy field, which views strategic action 

primarily in top-down terms with an implication that practice flows naturally from policy, 

is questionable” (p. 1573). Accordingly, the authors examined how middle managers 

through their sensemaking behaviors shaped the implementation of a planned change 

initiative in recently privatized utility firm. Their real-time longitudinal study showed that 

middle managers served as mediators of the change process and that they transformed the 

planned change initiative into an unpredictable series of emergent events based on their 

own interpretations and interactions amongst themselves. As a result, Balogun & Johnson 

(2005) stressed the potential fallibility of top-down change processes, urging theorists 

and practitioners to abandon the idealized notion of manageable planned change. Rather, 
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so the authors, change unfolds as defined and interpreted by those enacting it on a daily 

basis. In turn, these definitions and interpretations are themselves subject to change, 

further complicating sensemaking and sensegiving processes. 

Maitlis (2005) studied sensemaking and sensegiving processes in three British 

symphony orchestras. After collecting qualitative data for over two years, the author 

concluded that both organizational leadership and external stakeholder engaged in either 

high or low levels of sensegiving efforts. Combining these levels in a 2x2 matrix, Maitlis 

(2005) identified four resulting sensegiving forms that differed in process characteristics 

and outcomes. To illustrate, low levels of leader and stakeholder sensegiving, for 

example, were suggested to result in minimal organizational sensemaking efforts, where 

“each party tended to await others' interpretations of an issue, which typically came in 

response to some external trigger” (Maitlis, 2005, p. 42). As few stakeholders were 

concerned with the issue at hand, and as leaders let sensemaking processes unfold in a 

relatively uncontrolled manner, only token understandings developed that neither 

synthesized divergent perspectives nor provided strongly-articulated reason for 

subsequent action. Instead, organizational members formulated compromises that served 

as temporary fixes to seemingly non-pressing problems. At the other end of the spectrum, 

guided organizational sensemaking described instances where stakeholders and leaders 

acted as highly active sensegivers. While the former exercised systematic and organized 

control over the flow of information, the latter endeavored to shape collective 

sensemaking by pressuring to be considered as vital parts of the interpretation process. As 

a result, issue knowledge was shared widely among organizational members and change 
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recipients developed nuanced and rich change accounts that considered divergent 

perspectives. At the same time, these accounts were actively shaped by organizational 

leadership and ultimately reformulated into an internally consistent vision that enabled 

continuous rather than single-episodic behaviors. The other two forms of sensemaking, 

restricted and fragmented, arose in response to high leader and low stakeholder 

sensegiving and vice versa. 

 Suggesting that “equivocality is central to its very essence, creating a particularly 

challenging environment for leaders” (p. 42), Humphreys, Ucbasaran, and Lockett (2011) 

examined sensegiving activities within jazz music. Drawing from ethnographic 

fieldwork, the authors presented an in-depth account of how jazz musicians use stories, 

tales, and narratives to organize their individual roles and collective sense of self as jazz 

artists. Specifically, the authors documented two forms of leadership storytelling, namely 

orchestration and education. Within the former, band leaders evoked legendary jazz 

players of the past in order to lend credence to the way they attempted to reconcile 

tensions between individual artistic creativity and the need to adhere to stringent 

preconceived patterns of play with multi-player ensembles. Within the latter, band 

leaders utilized these powerful narratives of the past to define archetypical notions of 

what they believed it means to be a jazz player in the first place. Whereas stories of 

orchestration were found to be congruent with contemporary jazz discourse, stories of 

education appeared to “sit less comfortably within the dominant discourse of jazz because 

they have a strong normative element, and emphasize prescription and conformity above 

originality and freedom of expression” (Humphreys et al., 2011, p. 54). As a result, 
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education narratives proved more controversial and more heavily contested than tales of 

orchestration, for they utilized tales of the past to re-shape the future of organizing within 

jazz in a manner incongruent with beliefs held by the majority of its constituents. The 

authors concluded by pointing toward the selective and at times contradictory use of 

stories of the past as potentially powerful, yet more prone to be contested, strategies for 

leaders to shape present organizational discourse and sensemaking processes.  

Synthesizing prior sensegiving literature, several areas for potential expansion 

become apparent. For one, although some scholars (e.g., Vlaar, van Fenema, & Tiwari, 

2008) have examined its unfolding among non-leaders, sensegiving for the most part 

appears to remain firmly associated with managerial attempts to influence others’ beliefs, 

perceptions, and behaviors, particularly “during chaotic experiences and in contexts that 

are highly emotional” (Scarduzio & Tracy, 2015, p. 334). Conversely, where scholars 

have expanded their work to include non-leaders, they have predominantly focused on 

middle managers, “who often lack the formal authority of those more typically associated 

with strategic work, such as members of the upper echelon” (Rouleau & Balogun, 2011, 

p. 956). Thus a bifurcated image of sensegiving emerges. On the one hand, it appears to 

be an essential leadership or stakeholder activity, enacted by powerful individuals and/or 

collectives facing other equally powerful actors with potentially divergent views and 

perspectives. On the other hand, it appears to be a proxy behavior that serves as a 

substitute for formal means of control, specifically lack of control by middle managers 

who are often portrayed as having “neither the capacity nor the mandate to actively 

influence the tactical and strategic decision-making processes of the firm” (Styhre & 
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Josephson, 2006, p. 522) – despite their documented importance in executing 

organizational change.  

 Additionally, as sensegiving research owes its foundational tenets to 

investigations of strategic leadership behavior, it presupposes a congruence between 

sense made and sense given. In other words, sensegivers are assumed to structure their 

influencing attempts in ways reflective of their own beliefs and idealized notions of novel 

circumstances. But what happens when one has to enact change that runs counter to one’s 

own beliefs? How do middle managers, for example, escape the dissonant experience of 

having to sell change with which they do not agree? As managers serve as crucial 

sensemaking conduits during times of ambiguity and change (Stensaker, Falkenberg, & 

Gronhaug, 2008), further explorations into the micro-level processes underlying their 

sensemaking and sensegiving behaviors seems paramount, particular in light of previous 

research that has shown middle managers to sometimes diverge from what can be 

described as the organizational ‘party line’ when effectuating top-down change initiatives 

(Hoon, 2007; Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007).  

Finally, although sensegiving scholarship has expanded its scope to include both 

reciprocal and multi-directional influencing processes in at times non-traditional 

organizational contexts (see the aforementioned examples drawn from symphony 

orchestras and jazz), sense givers and what can be described as sense takers are often 

relatively homogenous. Particularly where research has examined these processes in 

traditional for profit enterprises, little variability between these groups exists beyond their 

hierarchical differences. Thus, it remains to be seen to what extent sensegiving might or 
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might not take place in organizations characterized by greater employee stratification 

based on, for example, race or education level.  

In related fashion, more can be learned studying these processes vis-à-vis other 

potential means of affecting other organizational members’ opinions, such as formal or 

informal power. Reflecting on the latter, Hope (2010) conducted a qualitative study of 

insurance company middle managers. Framing organizational change as a “power 

struggle … where individuals and groups seek legitimacy to gain power …, either as a 

reinforced power or redistributed power” (p. 210), Hope (2010) contended that middle 

managers influence meaning and sensemaking by exercising control over expertise, 

relationships, and access to decision-making processes. Further research is needed to 

elucidate under what circumstances change agents and recipients utilize sensegiving 

through discourse, when they utilize other power sources without any effort to articulate 

their meaning to others, and the extent to which they differ in their utilization of these 

strategies based on their target audience.    

Previous research has pointed out that organizational leaders and managers are 

facing increasingly complex and at times paradoxical work environments (Smith & 

Lewis, 2011). While these paradoxical tensions can be a result of diametrically opposed 

ideas of organizing and operating (e.g., Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Smith & Tushman, 

2005), they can also arise from situations where “many phenomena may in fact fit 

multiple opposing categories simultaneously” (Denison, Hooijberg, & Quinn, 1995, p. 

525). Change agents need to make sense of these categories, both for themselves and for 

others. Sharma and Good (2013) theorized that they do so either through differentiated or 
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integrated discursive framings, as well as through formal structures. However, it is 

unclear to what extent one may be more appropriate than the other under certain 

circumstances. 

Accordingly, the present research offers a holistic perspective on sensegiving and 

paradox during times of organizational change. Specifically, it presents change as 

contested terrain, carefully navigated by managers tasked with promoting and 

spearheading change with which they disagree. Moreover, it explores the differences 

between various influencing techniques and strategies during a major organizational 

change initiative, focusing in particular on how change content, direction of influence, 

and influence target affect middle managers’ choice of control and their associated 

sensegiving and paradox management strategies.  

Brief Review of Methodology 

 This research is part of a larger 15-month multiple-case study project. For this 

particular study, I draw from personal in-depth interviews with change agents from three 

hierarchical levels, as well as from meeting observations, internal correspondence, and 

general field notes. Data collection took place at the focal organization, a major public 

parks and recreation department in a large North-American city. Upon the arrival of a 

new division manager, various changes were initiated under the umbrella of what 

informally became known as the “Playful Professionals” initiative. Changes were 

manifold, ranging from a novel dress code to reorganizing the division’s recreation 

centers and restructuring resource allocation and performance measures.  
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To analyze participant interview data, I followed the “two types of coding in a 

classic grounded theory study: substantive coding, which includes both open and 

selective coding procedures, and theoretical coding” (Holton, 2010, p. 21). It should be 

noted that while these coding stages will be presented separately for clarity’s sake, “they 

are not entirely sequential” (Bulawa, 2014, p. 159). For instance, as I will describe in 

further detail below, later coding stages frequently necessitated the iterative revisiting of 

previous codes and themes in order to ultimately arrive at theoretic fit between 

constructs, processes, and relationships. 

 During open coding, each line, sentence, and paragraph of the transcripts was read 

closely with the goal of identifying, labeling, and categorizing the general phenomena 

described in the text (Corbin & Strauss, 2014; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In the words of 

Holton (2010), data was coded “in every way possible” (p. 24) in order to allow for the 

emergent fit between data, codes, and general area under study. Coding for as many 

different categories as emerged from the transcripts, during this coding stage the 

researcher aimed at verifying and saturating the developing concepts. 

 During selective coding, I began to code “only variables that relate to the core 

variable in significant ways to be used in parsimonious theory” (Glaser, 1978, p. 61). In 

other words, at this point, categories and overarching themes were “integrated to form a 

larger theoretical scheme for the research findings to take the form of theory” (Bulawa, 

2014, p. 157). As such, during the selective coding stage, a core category will be 

identified to which all other categories can be related. The goal is to develop a single 
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storyline that capture the essence of the phenomena and relations described by the data 

(Böhm, 2004).  

 As indicated above, the two coding stages are not necessarily as distinct as the 

foregoing discussion might indicate. Throughout both stages, the researcher constantly 

compared data and categories (Boeje, 2002; Fram, 2013) in order to eventually elaborate 

theoretical relationships, saturate and delimit categories, and densify concepts (Holton, 

2010). Some initial codes were eventually rejected, while others were expanded or 

grouped into larger overarching concepts. The coding process comprised numerous 

iterations and repeated reorganizations of categories. Finally, coding took place while 

data collection was ongoing, which allowed for the theoretical sampling of information as 

the research project developed. Substantive coding ceased when categories were 

sufficiently buttressed with codes and no new information emerged from the data 

(Holton, 2010). Then, the researcher moved onto the final coding stage, namely 

theoretical coding, with the goal to “weave the fractured story back together again” 

(Glaser, 1978, p. 72). 

 The purpose of the theoretical coding phase is to denote theoretical relationships 

between two or more substantive categories (Hernandez, 2009). These relationships 

provide meaning between otherwise merely descriptive and theoretically meaningless 

constructs. It is paramount to understand that a theoretical code merely provides an 

integrative depiction of the relationship between substantive categories; it is not a new 

construct. At the same time, researchers have to let these codes emerge from the data and 

not view their “research data through the blinder of a pet category” (Hernandez, 2009, p. 
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55). The point is to develop parsimonious theory that provides insight beyond 

idiosyncratic experiences and to limit the theory to only include constructs that “earn 

their relevance in the theory by systematic generation and analysis of data” (Holton, 

2010, p. 28). Glaser (1978) identified no less than eighten theoretical coding families (pp. 

73-82), each comprising a wide variety of different concepts (See Appendix A). 

Once data were coded, I wrote interim case summaries, as well as short yet 

informative case histories (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Furthermore, I 

developed basic within-case displays. Most importantly, I conducted cross-case analyses 

using matrices, case-ordered displays, and other cell designs to elucidate potential 

relationships and compare cases across a wide number of potential dimensions (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). The purpose of such a cross-analysis is to enhance the applicability of 

findings. Moreover, forming clusters of cases and inspecting them in unison, along with a 

consideration of within-case factors, aided in forming a more holistic impression of the 

organizational change investigated in this study. While the case pairings and potential 

permutations are theoretically infinite, the number of constructs and themes to be 

compared and analyzed in this fashion was limited by the semi-structured nature of the 

interviews, the stringent coding of responses, and carefully weighing the uniqueness of 

individual cases against the development a general understanding of more universally 

valid processes. Once again this process took place in an iterative fashion during which I 

repeatedly moved back and forth between data and developing theory. Constructs and 

relationships were constantly refined, which was then in turn compared to both 

supporting and potentially disconfirming extant literature to “highlight similarities and 
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differences, strengthen the internal validity of findings, sharpen construct definitions and 

measures, and raise the generalizability of the emergent theory” (Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 

2009, p. 253). 

 The presentation of the results will be divided between first-order and second-

order interpretations (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The former tells the story of organizational 

actors managed paradox during a major change initiative. The latter extrapolates the 

study’s specific insights to answer the theoretical questions outlined above. 

Findings 

 The change project initiated by the new division manager triggered various 

interpretation and sensegiving processes among organizational actors. Whereas the 

change initiative’s paradoxical nature was ubiquitously acknowledged, differences in 

organizational level shaped the type of paradox identified, as well as subsequent 

sensegiving efforts aimed at explaining shifting expectations to others within the 

organization. Actors thus re-imagined paradoxical tensions as they filtered through the 

organization, which in turn affected how these tensions were subsequently enacted in 

practice. 

 Paradox management among recreation professionals. Assuming his position, 

the new division manager faced various paradoxical tensions. These tensions 

predominantly manifested as organizing paradoxes, questions of how to best implement 

novel structures and procedures that could reinforce each other and strengthen the 

organization’s mandate of providing public leisure at a low cost. Among these paradoxes, 

several issues stood out as particularly noteworthy. First, the division manager had to 
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reconcile external and internal demands for improved performance measures with the 

unintended consequence that recreation center supervisors would have to spend 

comparatively more time on implementing and running these technology-assisted tools 

than on actually interacting with community constituents. In other words, as the emphasis 

on tracking recreation center success escalated, most supervisors believed that achieving 

said success was made more difficult.  

 Second, the division manager implemented a more stringent dress code aimed at 

improving external branding and customer relations. Paradoxically, while engendering a 

sense of professionalism among members of the organization, the introduction of what 

effectively constituted a uniform ran counter to the organization’s focus on active 

engagement with its participants and to some undermined its long-standing emphasis on 

community relationships and benevolent neighborhood stewardship. 

 Third, the change initiative was accompanied by a strengthened focus on hiring, 

and particularly promoting, only employees with higher education degrees. Whereas the 

organization had traditionally hired members from their constituent communities who 

had “grown up” in their respective recreation centers, shifts in institutional and 

organizational logics had led to greater expectations of formal education. However, many 

of the tenured employees, often without bachelor’s or master’s degrees, viewed these 

shifts critically, frequently implying that formal education was no substitute for having 

practical experience and intimately knowing one’s community. The division manager’s 

change project’s focus on professionalism resurfaced and partly exacerbated these latent 

tensions and potential sources for inter-organizational conflict. 
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Fourth, with limited funds available, the division manager endeavored to match 

resource allocation more closely with recreation center size and degree of community 

utilization and participation rates. In connection with improved participation tracking 

tools, the accompanying reorganization of recreation centers culminated in changed 

opening hours, more staff, and increased expectations for five of the nineteen recreation 

centers. Not surprisingly, these developments were viewed with suspicion by many 

within the organization, mostly for its data-driven rationale and apparent rejection of 

community-based, altruistic, public service principles. Moreover, smaller sites were 

worried that they would be relegated to the sidelines and eventually shut down. Tensions 

therefore arose from the apparent disconnect between strengthening a subset of facilities 

to improve collective performance and the resulting negative effects on a limited group of 

smaller recreation centers. 

Fifth, among the most fundamental changes, the new division manager had to 

work through standardizing services and fees while simultaneously acknowledging 

localized differences in needs and financial means among constituent communities. 

Tensions inevitably arose throughout the process, for more affluent neighborhoods 

benefited from lowered rates whereas the very same fees at times still proved to be too 

expensive for poorer areas. At the same time, aligning participation fees served to 

eliminate what several members of the organization described as “rec center shopping,” 

where participants with greater mobility would drive their children to recreation centers 

that offered similar services at lower costs than the centers in their immediate 

neighborhoods. Paradoxical tensions thus developed over which elements of the 
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organization and process to standardize and which should be catered to specific 

neighborhood needs.   

Finally, the manager’s push toward improving the division’s overall team 

mentality clashed with entrenched modes of thinking that had viewed individual 

recreation centers as independent silos free from oversight and control. As the division 

manager explained during one of the interview meetings, previously,   

Each center operated as its own little business. It’s been, especially for the old 

time employees, I think it’s been more difficult because you’re seeing that control 

and power that you had and established go. If I wanted to open my building and 

operate these hours, I could do it. If I wanted to wear t-shirt and basketball shorts 

to work, I could do it. I don’t think the change is great for the individual but it was 

what was needed for the division. (21_1_5)          

The strong insular focus on one’s own immediate community prevented the 

majority of recreation center supervisors to view the new division manager’s changes as 

effective means to attain a greater common good. Solely concerned with how the change 

project would affect their recreation centers, these supervisors perceived it as threats to 

their autonomy and decision-making authority. 

To complicate matters even further, contradictions arose between various 

elements of the change initiative. For example, a majority of the respondents pointed out 

the apparent disconnect between being expected to save money and be frugal with 

taxpayer funds while at the same time having to buy new uniforms when a wide variety 

of seemingly perfectly appropriate outfits already existed. 
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The division manager dealt with the paradoxes in different ways, utilizing both 

defensive and active responses, at times sequentially and sometimes simultaneously. 

Ironically, as the change project evolved, attempts to reconcile and manage paradoxical 

tensions often resulted in merely shifting the problem from an organizing to belonging 

and performing paradoxes. Additionally, the strategies utilized by the division manager 

became themselves paradoxical in nature, which in turn led to contradicting 

interpretations and ambivalence among site supervisors who then passed on their 

interpretations to their direct subordinates. Hence, the desire to embrace paradox at the 

leadership level over time led to a diffused picture of the change initiative as a whole and 

undermined its effective implementation while also not fully capitalizing on the 

transformational power of paradox. To make matters worse, the division manager had to 

deal with paradoxical tensions that resulted from his predecessor’s actions. Three distinct 

paradox management and response patterns emerged, which will be discussed below. 

 Paradox as discovery process. The change initiative covered in this research was 

not the first attempt made by the organization to instill business principles in its 

operations and make their employees embrace private-sector notions of professionalism. 

In fact, a large part of the new division manager’s efforts were directed at undoing the 

harm done by his predecessor’s overly zealous pursuit of efficiency-oriented 

managerialist strategies and finding a more mutually accommodating way to pattern his 

strategic decision-making under consideration of the organization’s past: 

I would’ve never thought, 19-20 years ago, that the family atmosphere that I fell 

in love with would have been gone. When we got him [previous division 
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manager], he made a lot of, what do you call it ... just changes within the 

department. Movements of people and their positions. Just lots of different things. 

It just kind of started all ... I think ... I’m a firm believer in how the boss reacts, 

the rest of the people follow. I think how he handled it, it just trickled down, and it 

was lost. (12_1_2) 

  Having been part of the organization during these times, the new division 

manager in his preparation for the change initiative knew that he could not repeat these 

mistakes if he wanted his ideas to be welcomed and put into action: 

There’s a lot of different ways that we’re doing it, trying to build a culture of team 

first, division first, kind of trust in the process. Can be difficult. One of the 

strategies that the former division manager took initially, when it was still 

allowed, was to shake things up at the staffing level, like rotate folks around. 

While nice in theory, some of the repercussions were that we had folks in centers 

that didn’t know the intricacies of the buildings and didn’t have relationships 

within that community.  

Faced with contradicting demands, previous leadership had relied on selection 

strategies, an emphasis “of one pole and denial of the dichotomous one” (Seo, Putnam, & 

Bartunek, 2004, p. 100). Although professionalism and community-based public service 

were not viewed by leadership as incompatible per se, the enactment of change ideas in 

practice conveyed a clear hierarchy of goals and ideals to employees, which was 

perceived as a rejection of familiar principles and values: 
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He [previous division manager] had done a pretty good job of trying to build on 

professionalism, but I think one of the things we lost was our ability to kind of 

have, maybe not lost, but had dwindled, was the ability to kind of have fun at 

work or think it was going to be stressful all the time. I’ve tried to reinforce that 

it’s okay to have a good time at work. (Division manager; 22_1_4) 

Responding to the seeming denial of the organization’s long-standing culture, 

values, and beliefs, members reacted with opposition, which in turn resulted in regression 

to familiar structures and processes to avoid further contradiction and conflict (Lewis, 

2000; Vince & Broussine, 1989). Figuratively speaking, as the pendulum swung too far 

in favor of disbanding everything the organization had previously stood for, change 

recipients’ reactions were just as forceful. Thus, when the new division manager initiated 

his change project, based on members’ previous experiences, positions were even further 

solidified and entrenched than before the previous head of the division had attempted to 

initiate change. 

Hence, as a first step, the new manager engaged some aspects of the paradoxes he 

encountered in the form of suppression, which “involved a relatively one-sided power 

dynamic, as the objectives pertaining to one pole of the paradox were suppressed in favor 

of the other objectives” (Jarzabkowski, Lê, & Van de Ven, 2013, p. 9). Instead of wholly 

rejecting one side of the contradicting duality, he pushed toward greater professionalism 

in structure, processes, and appearance, while maintaining some minor elements of the 

previous logic:  
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We’ve invested a lot of money already in the navy blue stuff, royal blue. Allowing 

people to wear either/or color or a combination to me is more of a branding thing. 

It doesn't always have to be the same shirt that people are wearing. I think the 

executive team really wanted it to be that everyone’s wearing this shirt or 

everyone’s wearing XYZ, and my goal was to have us comfortable, find 

something to fit you that's comfortable but makes a brand.  

 

It’s about standardizing the hours of operation at those five big centers. One of the 

things that is striking is when you put our hours of operation of all the centers on 

one sheet of paper, I would guess that maybe five have the same. Everyone else is 

different in some way. It is about, on some levels, having everyone be the same 

and building a brand. That ties into dress code, having everyone appear similar. 

Out of everything, I’m trying to be a little bit consistent and fair, and drive the 

point home that things need to be the same. In this respect, different but at least 

we’re trying to classify how it’s different. 

Evident in these statements is the paradoxical desire of wanting to standardize 

recreation centers and services, yet somehow maintaining differentiation opportunities. 

However, the division manager clearly exhibited a distinct vision and favoring of one 

side of the paradox, namely standardization and professional business practices. Thus, in 

his sensegiving efforts, he focused on emphasizing the need for change, utilizing external 

data and consultants, as well as describing the desired final result of his envisioned 

transformation initiative. To him, the change project was still a paradox of organizing, a 
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structural puzzle to be solved by mechanistic applications and power-focused top-down 

directives aimed at soliciting buy-in and compliance. 

Effectively, this resulted in change recipient perceptions very similar to those 

developed in response to previous leadership’s selection strategies: 

I think more and more is just dumped on the plate of the recreation folks. Which 

in turn makes this job a lot harder, because I can’t do  ... not that I need to be in 

ratio with kids or always in a community meeting or something, but we’ve turned 

into ... this [points at the three computer screens on his desk]. Something different 

on all screens so maybe that’s where we’re going. Probably a year before you got 

on board, year and a half, we were headed in a completely different direction. 

(15_2_1) 

As a result, steps taken to account for divergent perspectives and concerns were 

perceived as lip service or superficial: 

Yeah, it was pretty much “This is how it’s going to be.” We may have talked 

about it, but it’s not really that input from the supervisor really matters. It’s going 

to be this way no matter what. That’s usually how it is. They just tell us. (8_1_1) 

 

Yeah just go along with it and eventually it’s going to change. Sorry, change has 

been ... we just know. For the people who’ve been here in the department for a 

long time, 15 years myself, people that I look at as mentors, they’re the same 

actually. That’s where I get my attitude from. Just go along with it, eventually it’s 
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going to change again or they’re just going to forget about the whole thing 

altogether. (13_1_1) 

Thus, suppression strategies did not result in favorable reception of the new 

division manager’s ideas, despite being objectively more accommodating than his 

predecessor’s selection tactics. At the same time, whereas previous wholesale change 

attempts had been met with heartfelt resistance, the slightly more inclusive change 

communication techniques by the new division manager opened up the opportunity for 

feedback and productive change discourse. To evoke the image of the pendulum once 

more, the reduced force with which it swung in one direction elicited an equally softened 

counter-response by change recipients. Furthermore, the increased interaction and 

discourse broadened the division manager’s perspective to realize extant paradoxes not 

only as issues of organizing but as paradoxes of performing and, particularly, belonging. 

This shift resulted in heightened holistic paradox awareness, a broadening of change 

communication and sensegiving efforts, and a transition from defensive to active paradox 

management strategies. In this final stage of the change process, management actively 

engaged with the discovered performing and belonging paradoxes through integration 

and acceptance: 

I would say that in the past folks have been made promises or we said we were 

going to do one thing and we go back on that. I would say that was maybe not a 

common occurrence but a regular occurrence in the past. One of the things I’ve 

tried to do is one, hold off on disseminating information until I have a full story to 
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tell. Two when I tell the story to try and use as much logic and background 

information to explain the decision and why it was made. (22_1_7) 

To illustrate, of the many meetings attended during this research, one exemplifies 

the evolving awareness displayed by the division manager developed in response to 

feedback received by area managers and site supervisors. Shortly prior to this meeting, 

one of the area managers made the following statement: 

I feel like things are not always evenly distributed. Like with the new positions 

that we got. I don’t feel like that was evenly distributed. I know he [division 

manager] has got a master plan in his head and all that but I don’t know. At first, I 

felt like we were making decisions as a group, and that was really because we 

didn’t have a division manager, and then now that he is in here, I think he is 

making a lot of decisions himself and not consulting his team ...  (22_1_1) 

In turn, the division manager during a personal interview confided that he had 

been made aware of these concerns and had been working on addressing them:  

I’ve also been getting feedback that sometimes, at least from my managers who 

interact with me a little bit more, that I don’t get all the information out of my 

head verbally to them. They said, “We understand what you are thinking, and we 

can fill in those gaps kind of because we work with you, and we know what 

you’re alluding to, but for people who don’t work with you on a daily basis, you 

need to verbalize what’s going on in your head. (22_1_6) 
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During the meeting with managers and site supervisors, the division manager tried 

his hands at a different approach, focusing more on the delivery of his message and the 

underlying meaning his changes might have for other members of the organization: 

I made a conscious effort last time to kind of sit down and have more discussion 

points at the meeting. I feel like I came in and I wanted to stand up in front of the 

group and be, not so much authoritative, but just ... I don’t want to say a presence 

either, but you know, it’s a long table. Being able to stand up and see everyone, 

and look everyone kind of around the table, I wanted to kind of connect with them 

that way. The feedback that I was receiving as well, you know, “We don’t feel 

like we can say as much in those meetings, or speak our mind really, because we 

feel like you’re pretty much dictating stuff to us.” Not in a bad way, but that's just 

the way it comes across. Maybe not up for discussion. 

Responding to these concerns, in his update on the change process, he addressed 

various fears and uncertainties and took the time to answer detailed questions about 

progress that had been made up to that point. In his framing of the necessity to adapt, 

instead of stressing economic necessities, he focused on ideological reasons to provide 

better services and how these changes would result in improved customer experience. 

Moreover, he described how the proposed changes would benefit the organization at 

large and how they fit with its general culture and values. As one supervisor recalled 

afterwards, these changes were welcomed and improved the change implementation: 

No deal, you don’t need no detail, and all that kind of stuff. Just listen and move 

on. If you get ground ... Luckily, he got to the level. He sat down, and he started 
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looking ... He was looking at our eyes, but he sat down, leveled, and said, “Hey, 

this is why we’re doing it.” There was no, you know, other motivating factors 

other than, ‘This is why we’re doing it,” which makes sense. If he would’ve said 

that from the beginning, it would’ve ... You know. Everybody was like, “Yeah, 

that's good.” … Then, the ones that had questions, because I looked around for the 

ones that had questions, none. They said “Thank you,” I said “Thank you,” that 

was it. Let’s move on. (14_1_2) 

Acceptance in the present case did not necessarily resolve the underlying tensions 

between the old and the new. However, it offered a venting and engagement mechanism 

through which both sides could productively engage with each other and find a joint path 

that promised a workable solution. As such, through repeat cycles of non-productive 

strategies, division leadership eventually managed to maintain the paradox and work 

through accompanying issues. In this sense, the final coping stage resembled what Beech 

et al. (2004) described as a period of serious playfulness. Actors may not be entirely on 

the same page regarding the direction they would like their organization to take but by 

ensuring that all sides are being heard and providing insight into rationale and vision 

behind leadership behavior, paradoxical tensions are more likely to be embraced. To get 

to this stage, however, can take multiple rounds of trials and tribulations. At the same 

time, unlike the “vicious cycles’ described by Smith and Lewis (2011), actors in the 

present case were capable of escaping these non-productive interaction patterns and 

gradually move toward discourse and exchange that favored an open mind toward the 

opposition’s viewpoints and concerns. Therein lies the first contribution of this research, 
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namely the description of yet another dynamic process of paradox engagement, one 

through which organizational members can slowly overcome the problems associated 

with defensive paradox management strategies even when engaging in initially 

detrimental adherence to entrenched beliefs. In the present case then, rather than cycles, 

the dynamic paradox engagement took the form of a narrowing spiral on which actors 

gradually honed in on an acceptable and workable alternative to contestation or 

resolution. 

Strategy combination to achieve paradox transcendence. Whereas the previous 

paradox management process was characterized by iterative modifications akin to inching 

closer to an acceptable balance of tensions, the second pattern identified in this research 

achieved paradox management’s holiest grail, transcendence. Through the simultaneous 

application of splitting and acceptance tactics, the new division manager overcame initial 

shortcomings associated with attempts at integrating competing dualities.  

 Wanting to implement more stringent performance measurement systems, 

division leadership in the beginning sought to integrate community servant logics and 

managerial competencies by broadening role description and expectations. To this end, 

site supervisors had to learn a wide swath of computer-aided membership and budgeting 

tools and develop regular habits of maintaining and disseminating data. Used to having 

greater control over their respective facilities, these supervisors now faced increased 

oversight and scrutiny: 

Say for example in my district, there’s monthly deliverables that are due. Let's 

start, like say, the 3rd of the month. You’ve got performance measures reports, the 
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10th you’ve got your monthly expense budget report, the 11th you’ve got the 

credit card reports then on the ... Then go the facility management side, on the 1st 

you’ve got your facility housekeeping checklist, then on the 15th you’ve got your 

facility audit report. These are standing deliverables that are due every month. In 

addition to whatever other high priority assignments that come down from our 

executives, where they need a quick turnaround of information or whatever or 

input. (24_1_1) 

To the supervisors, these additional expectations manifested as distractions from 

their regular work. Moreover, to many, they constituted challenges to their very identity 

as recreation professionals: 

It was just like another thing that we’ve got to do, another document that we’ve 

got to deal with. This is something that I’ve learned because I’ve been in the 

private sector and the public sector, I’ve worked for various types of agencies and 

this is one that’s interesting to me because what I’ve learnt is that the recreation 

administration degree doesn’t spend much time on budget management or 

administrative types of courses. (24_1_2) 

With a lack of formal training in the deliverables and reports now expected from 

them, supervisors who had risen through the ranks after joining the organization at a 

younger age realized that their skills were not sufficient anymore: 

You’ve got people going into the field that have these degrees in recreation 

administration and the focus is on programming. It’s not on administration or 

necessarily management. There’s not even a management course in there about 
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what it is to manage resources. Then they get these positions and then they’re in 

the position and they’re like, “Oh, wait a minute, I was spending 80% of my time 

on administration. I thought I was here to develop programs …” but it’s part of 

the job and it’s a huge part of the job and failure to meet the requirements has 

severe consequences because it’s almost 80% of your job. (22_2_2) 

 

I’m not the type that is going to sit behind the desk and just stay here, I got to get 

out and meet the customers. I don’t believe in phone calls, I don’t believe in doing 

the email stuff. I can, but I like to talk face to face, I’m a visual person. So that 

takes some of my time, talking to people, going out in the community, instead of 

just sitting behind a desk and just having stuff do this here. (7_3_1) 

Thus, whereas supervisors experienced being pulled between opposite poles as 

related to their duties and identity, division leadership merely viewed these issues as 

organizing paradoxes. As a result, strategies to manage paradox at first remained limited 

to attempts to providing employees with training and development opportunities to 

overcome these tensions: 

We’re looking to hire people with college degrees in recreation or business or 

public affairs. That have kind of done the work and understand the theory behind 

it. Whereas 20 years ago, there wasn’t a recreational professional, right? Along 

with a lot of folks that we hired started off working in a rec center, were hired, I 

mean started as teenagers helping out or participants that moved up the chain. The 

business is no longer like that but some of those folks still work for us. We may 
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have to help them kind of in their development as professionals. That's one of the 

things that we could do, coupled with hiring people as they leave. (21_1_9) 

In addressing the organizing paradox without simultaneously attending to the 

accompanying performing and belonging paradoxes, leadership created a complex stand-

off between opposing positions. On the one hand, management believed it was making 

strides in aiding supervisors to work through contradicting demands. On the other hand, 

supervisors perceived of these endeavors as exacerbating role and identity conflicts: 

We have these conversations all the time. When people have to ... when their job 

is an easy job, and they know it like the back of their hand, and they’ve done it for 

years, and then you say, “Oh, we're going to take that away from you. You really 

need to concentrate on these other things over here.” They're like, “Ah, I don't 

know how to do that. That's work.” Nine times out of ten, just because it’s work, 

doesn’t mean that it’s not doable, or you can't learn something from it. We had 

this budget assignment, last couple of days. I was like, “I don't want to do it. It’s 

work.” (12_1_3) 

 

One of the big things that we’ve complained about consistently is trainings. We’re 

required to have these trainings. We love going to them. It keeps us on our toes, 

keeps us up to date, especially for accreditation. We want to be in the know. We 

want to be ready for what happens but you’re scheduling this training between the 

hours of twelve and four. You’re scheduling these trainings between our prime 
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program hours and you expect us to be there and still supervise your own 

programs. It’s stuff like that that doesn't really make sense. (12_2_1) 

Moreover, these conflicts spilled over into projecting the discontent with work 

practices onto particular members of the organization, thus further complicating 

paradoxical tensions: 

These are the people that came in from out of state. It’s great. We need diversity. 

We need new people, but if they’re not going to take the time to learn how 

programs work and how each community center is different, it’s just like “What 

are you doing?!” I appreciate the help. I love the training. I love the offering of 

these hours and getting us accredited for all kinds of stuff. It’s just, you have to 

work with us. (12_2_1) 

Tensions thus arose not only based on conflicting expectations but from negative 

responses related to who was calling for these adjusted work behaviors. Put differently, 

questions of “how can this be asked of us” morphed into “how do they not get this?” 

Paradoxical demands, in other words, turned out to be nested across several dimensions 

(Smith & Lewis, 2011), with inappropriate management strategies at one level deepening 

the chasm between oppositional pulls at others. Specifically, the notion of integrating the 

present organizing paradox resulted in solutions that contained elements from both sides 

without effectively according either its appropriate place. As a result, the new division 

manager embraced a dual strategy of both defensive and active elements, namely splitting 

the organizing paradox while engaging the performing and belonging tensions. 
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 Specifically, upon realizing that administrative tasks, paperwork, and performance 

tracking took away too much time from recreation professionals doing their actual job, 

the division head re-classified vacant positions and re-allocated resources toward the 

hiring of administrative assistants: 

One of the plans related to that would be something I said early on, is that we’re 

taking instructor level positions and as they become vacant, turning them into 

admin positions. We’ve hired our first couple of administrative assistants six 

months later. I haven’t seen a tremendous amount of action now as these positions 

start to fall into place. I’m hoping that they will see the benefits of that change, 

but then also start to see the benefits of some of the other changes. (21_1_2) 

Accordingly, tensions were transferred from the recreation professionals to 

administrative staff. In addition to providing supervisors with assistance and support, the 

hiring of administrative staff sent a signal to organizational members that division 

leadership was for once acknowledging supervisors’ and recreation programmers’ true 

purpose and importance for their communities. Importantly, however, this 

acknowledgement did not constitute a regression to previous organizational arrangements 

under which supervisors did not have to care about efficiency or performance at all. 

Instead, it emerged in the form of a transcendent vision that conceived of supervisors as 

self-sufficient yet inter-dependent team players that were left to put into practice global 

expectations under consideration of their particular organizational realities and 

community idiosyncrasies: 
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The division manager at that level, he’s been doing real great to make sure we get 

what we need. That’s coming from an ink pen, to permanent positions, to admin 

positions which we pretty much never had. He’s doing a great job making sure 

that we have the tools to do these things here. He’s not just saying, “Y’all do it in 

... Do a lot, but little, do a lot with less.” He’s making sure we have the tools to 

make these things happen. (7_3_2) 

The process outlined above illuminates in further detail the possible combination 

and sequencing of different paradox management strategies. In the present case, whereas 

the organizing paradox could be managed by the defensive splitting of responsibilities, 

the accompanying performing and belonging paradoxes had to be engaged more actively. 

It thus appears that wholesale skepticism regarding the utility of defensive strategies like 

splitting, suppression, projection or repression might be unfounded and can instead be 

effectively combined with active management techniques, depending on the paradox. 

Mutually undermining paradoxes. Not all paradox management processes 

ultimately resulted in productive work arrangements. Specifically, where leadership only 

attended to paradoxical surface tensions without simultaneously managing related nested 

paradoxes, solutions remained wanting of ubiquitous acceptance and productive 

engagement with underlying contradictions. Changes in hiring practices and increased 

emphasis of formal education shall illustrate these issues. 

In the eyes of division leadership, the lack of employees’ formal education 

presented itself first and foremost as an organizing paradox:  
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I think the major thing that I’d like to tweak is more infusing our supervisors with 

a level of business savvy that they didn’t have as a department 15 or 20 years ago, 

when we made hiring decisions. We’ve had a lot of people promoted to global 

supervisor. We have very good programmers, meaning especially in the 

community, it’s operating, networking with families and parents and getting kids 

together and running sports leagues. They didn’t have a sound concept of the 

financial side of things, they didn’t know how much things cost, all they would 

know is “I have been given x number of dollars to do this and I’m going to scrap 

and fight and get there however I can.”(21_1_1)  

  

“Well, I grew up in a rec center and I got a part time job at the rec center and I got 

hired on full-time, never went to college.” That was our model employee for the 

entirety of the 70s and 80s and 90s. As that degree program has come to be 

offered at more universities, as an actual profession now, our hiring practices have 

changed. I’ve got a couple of manager postings and I’m looking for preferred 

qualifications of people not only with an undergraduate degree but with a graduate 

degree now. (21_1_8) 

 

To alleviate resulting feelings of unease and frustration among employees without 

those preferred qualifications, leadership focused on offering training and development 

opportunities in the form of certifications:  
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I try to say, again, “The city will reimburse you to go back to school. The city will 

reimburse you for your CPRP,” which is a Certified Parks and Recreation 

Professional test. But at some point, I can only encourage people to do so much. 

They have to take the initiative on their own. I think that recognizing that I’m 

going to continue to try and hire the best and the brightest people, I think is the 

approach that I’ve had and just knowing that some of them are not going to make 

it and leave. (21_1_9) 

Ironically, these certifications were taken up by several employees as more 

valuable indicators of one’s qualifications than formal university education. In other 

words, in an attempt to smooth out differences in training, leadership involuntarily 

created two classes of employees, both convinced of the benefits of their respective 

background:  

In this field, degrees don’t matter. I have a degree in kinesiology and I feel I make 

more money than people who have their master’s. In our field that we have, I 

think our CPRP is more important than a master’s because that means you have a 

certificate of actually, basically, mastering what Parks and Recreation is. That's on 

a national level. I’ll take somebody with 15 years of experience in this business 

over somebody that has a masters and all that stuff with no experience. (16_1_3) 

 

I may not have a college degree or anything like that, but I have a doctorate in 

community service and people skills and logics. I grew up poor. I know what the 

city is. This is my city and it’s not what I used to think it was anymore. I would 
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talk about, “You might have a master’s and a bachelor’s and everything else, but I 

have a doctorate in life and I have more skills than you do.” They don't like that. 

(3_3_3) 

Hence, without simultaneously paying attention to nested issues of performing 

and belonging, leadership’s engagement strategy during which it embraced the 

paradoxical tensions associated with the education-experience continuum failed to result 

in mutually accepting solutions. On the contrary, tensions between the opposing sides and 

their proponents intensified and negative stereotypical projections began to develop 

toward the end of the research project. 

Discussion 

Middle managers “stand in a unique organizational position. They are close to 

day-to-day operations, customers, and frontline employees, so they know where the 

problems are, but they are far enough from frontline work to see the big picture” (Kumar 

& Meenakshi, 2009, p. 480). As mid-level change agents are tasked with affecting 

change in their subordinates under the watchful eye of their superiors, little is known how 

they balance these activities while simultaneously attempting to balance their own 

ambiguous experience. 

In this study, I sought to empirically explicate the fragile and multi-layered nature 

of nested paradox during a major organizational change initiative. Although empirical 

studies have begun to attend to the interwoven character of different paradoxes, how 

exactly they evolve and affect each other over time “remains a conundrum” 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2013, p. 5). Paradoxical tensions in the organization under study 
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were both latent and directly induced by the change project. Division leadership 

conceived of these contradictory pulls mainly as organizing paradoxes, whereas those 

lower on the organizational hierarchy described a richer and more complex change 

experience. For supervisors – the division’s middle managers – and front line employees, 

paradoxical expectations affected their performance and identity. Notably, actors showed 

limited awareness or recognition of their peers’ efforts in either resolving or working 

through divergent logics or expectations. Instead, one’s personal experience was often 

perceived as prototypical.  

Thus, as paradoxes appear to indeed be nested and connected across 

organizational levels, their resolution as well relies on a multi-directional effort to 

achieve workable harmony between seemingly divergent tensions at various layers of the 

organization. Extending prior paradox literature, I identified three distinct paradox 

evolution patterns: paradox discovery, strategic paradox combination, and mutual 

paradox exclusivity. Paradox discovery manifested as repeat cycles of non-productive 

engagement attempts that served as trial opportunities for the joint development of more 

productive discourse and exchange between organizational actors. Unlike the “vicious 

cycles’ described by Smith and Lewis (2011), actors in the present case were capable of 

escaping these non-productive interaction patterns and gradually move toward a 

broadened appreciation of the opposition’s viewpoints and concerns. I thus empirically 

demonstrate that the degree to which particular paradox management strategies are 

suitable to achieve their objective may in fact depend on the time horizon of their 

application. In the present case, given enough time and opportunity to engage in back-
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and-forth sensemaking, what may otherwise have prevented the organization from 

accepting contradictory tensions, eventually allowed the realization of a workable status 

quo. As such, the present research echoes prior work that has cautioned scholars to “be 

mindful of the time horizon within which they explore responses to tensions” (Smith, 

2014, p. 16) and highlights potential differences between short and long-term paradoxes.  

The strategic combination of defensive and active paradox management strategies 

described in this study stands in contrast to prior research arguing that organizational 

dialogue and engagement are more likely to be achieved when “defensive responses are 

not built into the organizational procedures that shape how actors subsequently interact” 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2013, p. 23). Instead, the value of particular strategies to work 

through paradoxical tensions may depend on the nature of the underlying paradox and on 

change recipients’ holistic experience over time. In other words, some paradoxes may 

only require short-term bracketing to make room for more time-consuming and 

demanding active engagement with more deeply rooted contradictions. Hence, it appears 

that as paradoxes differ in their impact, salience, and importance, management might 

enjoy greater decision-making latitude in their choice of paradox engagement tactics. In 

the present case, while performing and belonging paradoxes necessitated engagement and 

integration to engender ultimate acceptance and transcendence, organizing paradox could 

often be shifted elsewhere. Such a combination of layered paradox engagement strategies 

deserves additional attention in future research. 

Finally, I empirically show that paradoxes need to be managed across all nested 

levels. Indeed, this study documents the dangers of exacerbating one paradox by 
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attending, however productively, to another. Specifically, working through organizing 

paradoxes without the simultaneous active engagement of accompanying performing and 

belonging tensions can reasonably be assumed to be doomed to fail, particularly where 

entrenched values, beliefs, and identities have led to strong skepticism of opposing 

viewpoints. 

It should be noted that the likelihood of success of any positive paradox 

management trajectory is most likely contingent on certain leadership qualities. For 

example, Zhang, Waldman, Han, and Li (2015) proposed the concept of paradoxical 

leader behavior, with a particular emphasis on how well leaders are able to balance 

employee autonomy and independence with maintaining ultimate decision-making 

authority. Putting their framework to the test, the authors found that such leader behavior 

was positively affected by managers’ propensity for holistic thinking and ability to 

integrate complex information. Similarly, Hahn, Preuss, Pinkse, and Figge (2014) 

suggested that managers’ cognitive frames would affect their information seeking and 

interpretation. Yet more importantly, Hahn and colleagues (2014) raised the question of 

the origin of such cognitive frames: “future research into the antecedents of the business 

case frame and paradoxical frame will help us to understand who the managers are that 

are more likely to adopt a pragmatic or a prudent stance” (p. 481). One can only 

conjecture about these issues in the present case. Still, the question arises whether it may 

not be the division leader’s management training so reviled by many of the organization’s 

members that enabled him to productively engage with the paradoxes he encountered 

during the planning and implementation of his change initiative. In other words, paradox 
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management may not only require paradoxical strategies (Zhan et al., 2015) but 

paradoxical choice of strategists who span the boundaries of contradictory logics and 

choices through their experience, training, and personality.   

At the onset of this study, I also briefly commented on prior change scholarship 

having largely overlooked the dissonant experience of having to make sense of and 

enforce undesired change. The results of this research provided glimpses into these 

processes, albeit only to the extent that they allow for cautious conjecture. As middle 

managers worked through their paradoxical experience, they utilized a very narrow set of 

tension management and sensegiving strategies. Notably, they were much less 

accommodating in their explanations of change to their subordinates than the division 

manager was in his interactions with them. Put differently, whereas division leadership 

evolved in his sensegiving efforts over the course of time, middle managers confined 

themselves to the utilization of hierarchical power tactics to engender compliance in 

frontline employees:  

They’re going to moan and groan, but they have to understand that we are here to 

provide a service. Nobody said we work Monday through Friday, nine to five. 

They come in with this mentality, “I don't work weekends.” They are going to 

complain, “Oh we ain't got a life.” With parks and recreation, who has a life? 

They are going to moan and groan, but hey, it comes with it when you apply for 

that position. We ask you that question. “Work holidays and weekends, do you 

have a problem with that?” Go back to your application, you said no. That is it. 

They are going to complain but hey, that's the job; either that or get out. (7_1_2) 
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Furthermore, supervisors in their explanations usually attributed change to either 

external forces or inescapable forces located beyond their control. Thus, they called onto 

frontline employees to comply with new rules and regulations while simultaneously 

deflecting responsibility for changes in which they did not have any input.  

Adding to paradox theory and scholarship, then, this research documents the 

utilization of various paradox management strategies in practice, highlights possible 

opportunities and limitations for their sequencing and combination, and, finally, suggests 

a hierarchy of paradox salience and importance that in turn requires organizational 

leadership to match their change and tension management tactics with nested 

expectations and contradictions. For change managers concerned with implementing 

change, I offer insight into the dangers of believing into an objective change reality that 

can be managed uniformly across change recipient groups. Rather, change, however 

seemingly straightforward it may appear to organizational leadership, often results in 

unanticipated ambivalent experiences for employees. Specifically, planned change 

initiatives may surface latent tensions and paradoxes that have been dormant. Change 

communication and sensegiving efforts thus need to be tailored not only according to 

change content but with attention paid to underlying oppositional pulls felt by change 

recipients. The goal is not necessarily to resolve all issues but to develop mutually 

beneficial accommodations that can eventually culminate in transcendent solutions with 

joint benefits to leadership, middle managers, and front line employees.  

Additionally, the present study shows that paradoxical tensions can arise even in 

traditionally very stable environments, such as public recreation organizations. As these 
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organizations experience shifting demands and accelerated competition, change agents 

not only have to manage paradoxical tensions for and among their employees but are 

equally challenged in adapting their own outdated beliefs and management principles. 

Paradox management is thus not only layered across hierarchical levels but the very need 

to actively engage contradictory expectations is in itself a paradoxical experience for 

change agents used to the relative stability and sanctity of planned top-down decision 

making processes. Thus, paradox might require not only an expanded understanding of 

how to work through seemingly incompatible demands but the hiring and development of 

a new type of recreation professional, trained and well-versed in leading people through 

these tensions yet with strong footing in the industry’s community-based logic of 

altruistic service provision for otherwise underserved and under-cherished communities. 

Productive paradox engagement for public recreation organization thus may have to start 

far prior to the actual in-situ paradox encounter. 

In addition to contradictory demands resulting from the desire to adapt to 

competitive pressures, opposing tensions for public recreation leaders and change agents 

will manifest according to varying expectations how to engage with these issues. To 

illustrate, in the present study, not all participants valued a participative problem solving 

and decision making approach, feeling it decreased efficiency and weakened the change 

agents position vis-à-vis other members of the organization. Paradox thus arises from the 

layers of a change: the change itself, change leadership personnel, and the handling of the 

change process.  
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Finally, several limitations should be addressed. Focusing on a single 

organization, even under consideration of different organizational branches and localized 

contexts, limits the statistical generalizability of my findings. Furthermore, although I 

spent approximately 15 months within the organization, it is possible that an expanded 

timeframe would have led to the discovery of different paradox management trajectories. 

Moreover, while corroborated by numerous participants, evidence of previous division 

leadership’s selection strategies consisted exclusively of ex-post recollections and 

memories. Although unlikely given the consistency of these accounts, it remains possible 

that in-situ examinations of these processes would have affected my analysis and 

interpretations. Additional research could trace organizational development, paradox 

management, and sensegiving strategies over longer time periods and potentially utilize 

quantitative data in addition to interviews and ethnographic field notes.   
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Chapter 5: Attention-based Sensemaking of Change in a 

Public Recreation Organization 

 “… in contrast to previous studies about organizational change in which there 
have been calls for the researcher to be attentive to the context of the study and 
bring that context in (Gray et al., 2012; Pettigrew, 1987), we find that there is no 
the context out there as a given.” (Norbäck, Helin, & Raviola, 2014. 450) 
 
Change in public service organizations has become an increasingly attractive topic 

of study for management scholars (Kuipers et al., 2014; Rainey, 2014; van der Voet et al., 

2014, 2015; Wright et al., 2013). However, typically, “there is a strong tradition of 

writing about public-sector change under the heading of ‘administrative reform’” 

(Stewart & Kringas, 2003, p. 675), while according comparatively limited attention to 

less dramatic changes or – more crucially – mixed-type changes that involve both 

behavioral-social and technical-structural adaptations (Waldersee & Griffiths, 2004; 

Lofquist, 2011). Additionally, much of the literature on change in the public sector 

appears to be preoccupied with firmly situating itself either in support of, or contrary, to 

scholars who argue that public management deserves special consideration as a distinct 

management discipline vis-à-vis the management of private sector organizations. As a 

result of the accompanying desire to produce widely generalizable insight, and as 

preemptively generated monolithic imaginations of how public organizations behave 

dominate scholarship, few attempts at in-depth inductive accounts of change processes in 

public service firms exist (Kickert, 2010). Such an omission is unfortunate, considering 

that organizational, institutional, socio-cultural, and dispositional contingencies place 

important boundary conditions on the applicability and transferability of change 

processes and strategies.  
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Additionally, no studies to date have examined change in the context of public 

recreation, despite the fact that public recreation programs for youth and adults are an 

integral part of the contemporary sporting landscape (Pedersen & Thibault, 2014). 

Children and teenagers in particular benefit from these sport offerings, for “it is typically 

the context in which many individuals first experience sport as a precursor to elite sport 

involvement or lifelong participation” (Legg, Snelgrove, & Wood, 2016, p. 370). 

Moreover, public sport programs have been hailed for their health benefits (Librett, 

Henderson, Godbey, & Morrow, 2007), while access to organized sport and recreation 

has been linked to lower crime rates (Hartmann & Depro, 2008) and improved levels of 

perceived social support and self-efficacy (Hooker et al., 2005).  

Despite the importance of public organizations in the development of sport and 

life skills, scholarly examinations of this context are scarce. Prior sport-related change 

management research has focused predominantly on elite level sport or national 

governing bodies (for exceptions see Stenling, 2013, 2014). Such a narrow view, 

reflecting, in part, “a far more focused representation of sport management” (Bowers, 

Green, & Seifried, 2014, p. 566) than promoted by NASSM’s very own constitution, does 

not adequately capture the manifold nature of sport and play available to consumers 

today. Moreover, it misses opportunities for contextualized theoretical expansion through 

sport-based inquiry into unique challenges faced by organizations at the nexus of sport 

and public service. These challenges include, for example, budgetary constraints while 

being expected to expand sport programming (Kraus & Curtis, 2000; Pitas, Mowen, 

Liechty, & Trauntvein, 2015), as well as having to adapt to evolving and diverse 
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consumer preferences that oppose traditional models of public organization, which have 

favored rigid structures and stability over adaptability and change. Sport and recreation 

professionals have tried to address these issues, but it appears that “little real headway 

has been made” (Stanton, Markham-Starr, & Hodgkinson, 2013, p. 145). In other words, 

how public service employees experience such opposing forces for change under 

consideration of a multifaceted organizational culture and personalized contexts still 

remains unclear.  

 Thus, drawing on Ocasio’s (1997) attention-based view of the firm, sensemaking 

perspectives, and narrative analysis, this study contributes to change management 

scholarship by examining change in-situ over the course of a 15-month period in nineteen 

public recreation facilities. In accordance with recent scholarship that has highlighted the 

importance of subjective contextualization processes that extend beyond objective 

situational contingencies (Norbäck, Helin, & Raviola, 2014), this study imagines change 

as a deeply personal experience that is in turn dependent on different mental models of 

organizational realities. From this psychological change perspective, “the most important 

dimension of change is found in personal and individual experience” (Graetz & Smith, 

2010, p. 144). As organizations change through their members (Bartunek, 1984), these 

experiences form the basis of collective reactions to change (George & Jones, 2001; 

Weick, 1995). As such, the present research aspires to present an extension of contextual, 

historical, and processual (Pettigrew, 1985, 1987, 2012) multi-level accounts of change at 

the nexus of public governance and sport. Instead of abiding by the still prevalent 

dichotomous imagination of change as contested processes between well-meaning change 
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agents and resistant change recipients (Ford, Ford, & D’Amelio 2008; Piderit, 2000; 

Thomas & Hardy, 2011), this study examines multifaceted and divergent change 

experiences that do not neatly fall into pre-conceived categories of advocacy or rejection 

(Gray et al., 2012).  

The goal of this study is to further our understanding about how change processes 

evolve in an under-researched context, how these insights connect to previous 

elaborations on change in public services, how and if they are reflective of espoused 

differences between private and public sector organizations, and how they manifest as 

subjective challenges to or support of established mental models of change held by 

members of the organization. In other words, I seek to answer the following questions: 

1. How can complex change in a public recreation organization be 

characterized? 

2. How do change recipients contextualize their personal change experience?  

3. How does the change experience differ between individual employees and 

between groups of change recipients? 

Its most important contribution lies in this study’s understanding of change within 

the context of public recreation not as an isolated incident but as a process with no clear 

beginning or end, haunted by the ghosts of the organization’s past while simultaneously 

driven by multiple imaginations of its present and future. In other words, this study 

connects its examination of change to the focal organization’s external and internal 

characteristics, specifically vis-à-vis previous theoretical and empirical elaborations on 

change within the public sector. Considered in unison, these research foci aim to bridge 
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gaps in existing change management research, particularly as it relates to contextual 

explorations of change in the public recreation sector, sensemaking, and narrative theory. 

Furthermore, by visually mapping emergent mental models of change recipients’ change 

imaginations, this study attends to differences in change participants’ imaginations of 

change and its associated processes and outcomes. These differences only emerged over 

time, thus further highlighting the importance of analyzing change as a temporal 

phenomenon and not as an insular occurrence.  

In the next section, I present a brief overview of the theoretical background of this 

research. In the third section, I elaborate on methodological considerations. The fourth 

section focuses on the results, before the fifth and sixth section provide a discussion and 

conclusion. 

Attention-based View of the Firm 

 Organizational change is a messy, continuous process, during which “one must 

allow for emergence and surprise” (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002, p. 568). As it involves 

numerous actors across multiple levels from within and outside of the organization, it is 

easily misunderstood and even more difficult to sustain (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; 

Mantere, Schildt, & Sillince, 2012). Furthermore, change requires continued attention 

under consideration of its delicate interplay with stability and continuity (Barley, 1990; 

Nasim & Sushil, 2011). Finally, given its often ambiguous and multifaceted nature, 

change is rarely perceived uniformly by all members of the organization, in turn lending 

itself to fragmented, diverse, and at times conflicting change interpretations and 
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experiences. In part, the variation in subjective change perceptions is dependent on 

difference in attention paid to various elements of the overall change at hand. 

 Recognizing this, Ocasio (1997) called for greater attention to how organizational 

structures and socially regulated patterns of attention distribution and allocation affect 

decision-makers’ contexts and the associated recognition of problems and solutions. 

Drawing from Herbert Simon’s (1947) thoughts on bounded rationality, Ocasio (1997) 

endeavored to “explicitly link structure and cognition into an attention-based view of the 

firm” (p. 188) and suggested that decision-makers actions depended on their focus of 

attention, which in turn was affected by their specific circumstances, which were 

dependent on the extent to which organizational configurations favored certain 

procedures and organizational behaviors over others. These “attention structures” 

included formally and informally agreed upon standards of appropriate conduct, the 

influence of particular individuals over others’ issue perceptions, specialized and 

functionally different roles, and the organization’s resources. Together, these four 

interconnected factors, so Ocasio (1997), influence attention and subsequent action by 

legitimizing certain behaviors, regulating decision-making processes, and emphasizing 

specific interests and identities at the expense of others. 

 Applications of Ocasio’s (1997) attention-based view of the firm have 

spearheaded an increased interest in the role of attention in organizational decision-

making processes (Ocasio, 2011). Whereas the attention-based view itself has been 

applied in the contexts of mergers and acquisitions (Yu, Engleman, & Van de Ven, 

2005), CEO succession (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999), strategic planning (Ocasio & Joseph, 
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2008), and managerial opportunity beliefs (Shepherd, McMullen, & Ocasio, 2016), 

concepts such as Cyert & March’s (1967) behavioral theory of the firm or issue selling 

(Dörrenbächer & Gammelgaard, 2016; Dutton & Ashford, 1993; Dutton, Ashford, 

O’Neill, & Lawrence, 2001) have also found widespread application. Among this latter 

group of theories and perspectives, senesemaking (Weick, 1995) in particular has 

emerged as a dominant lens for understanding cognition and behavior in organizations. 

Sensemaking 

Conceptually, sensemaking describes “the process by which organizational 

situations are framed, narrated or categorized through the words or bodily gestures of 

agents-in-contexts, and how these structure subsequent perceptions” (Holt & Cornelissen, 

2014, p. 525). Widely acknowledged to be an “enormously influential perspective” 

(Brown, Colville, & Pye, 2015, p. 266), sensemaking involves the construction and 

deconstruction of meaning and order in social situations, thereby giving rise to contextual 

understandings that form the basis of subsequent action (Taylor & Van Every, 2000). 

These sensemaking processes are, as the process label implies, enduring features of 

organizational life and therefore “central in the determination of human behavior”  

(Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005, p. 409). Inextricably linked to organizational 

members’ identities, sensemaking provides individuals with frames of reference to 

understand novel circumstances (Gioia, Thomas, Clark, & Chittipeddi, 1994), simplify 

and categorize otherwise chaotic and undifferentiated situations (Chia, 2000), and give 

meaning to paradoxical experiences (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008). Most crucially for the 

current research, sensemaking relates to change recipients dealing with what they 
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perceive as breaches of continuity and normalcy within their organization (Weick & 

Sutcliffe, 2001; Weick et al., 2005). The application of sensemaking in the context of 

episodic interruptions of the organizational equilibrium has a long tradition in 

organizational scholarship (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; 

Malsch, Tremblay, & Gendron, 2012; Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007).  

 Common to the Weickerian tradition of sensemaking is the assumption that novel 

encounters can be understood and enacted through retrospective engagements with one’s 

past (Colville, Pye, & Brown, 2016). In others words, individuals and organizations learn 

from what they have seen before and use these experiences to navigate the present. This 

assumption of linear continuity and applicability of past experiences has recently come 

under scrutiny and criticism (Colville et al., 2016; Holt & Cornelissen, 2014; Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2015). Arguing that such backward-looking deliberations fail to capture 

contemporary dynamic organizational realities, Colville et al. (2016), for example, 

suggested amending conceptualizations of sensemaking to include a more flexible, 

process-oriented appreciation of the potential fallibility of previously held mental models: 

But what happens when we live in times characterized by dynamic complexity? 

When change is not only discontinuous, but continuously discontinuous? When 

the assumptions on which yesterday rested are exposed as non-sense? In short, 

when effective sensemaking is not reflected in something that has happened 

before. Does this mean that the sensemaking model has outlived its usefulness? 

Our argument is that is has not, but that it requires amendments. (Colville et al., 

2016, p. 5) 
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In similar vein, Holt and Cornelissen (2014) surmised that the very theory of 

sensemaking has itself been reified and become overly concerned with narrowly defined 

patterns of retrospective organization of meaning and the subsequent exploitation of these 

meaning patterns for improving organizational effectiveness. Connecting sensemaking to 

Martin Heidegger’s phenomenological exploits, the authors suggested that sensemaking 

also occurs in less structured fashion, absent particular triggers, and without clear 

indication as to how these processes can be used to foster organizational restoration and 

advancement. Arguing that, “where instrumental, cognitively expressed and retrospective 

sensemaking aims at preserving or reinvigorating bounded systems through new forms of 

organizing, … sensemaking might also bring to the fore our relationship with the world 

as such” (p. 537), Holt and Cornelissen (2014) thus highlighted the need for a 

sensemaking agenda that focuses less on the deliberate cognitive detection of the familiar 

in extraordinary circumstances. Sensemaking scholarship would instead benefit from a 

research agenda that is attuned to affect-based creations of emergent meaning during 

encounters with novel situations. This line of argument accords with Sandberg and 

Tsoukas’ (2015) observation that sensemaking scholarship has been driven by cognitivist 

approaches that have equated the process of making sense of an event with attempts to 

reestablish mental order amidst chaos and disruption.  

Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015), who reviewed 147 articles published in nine of the 

preeminent academic management and organization science outlets, also attested the field 

an undue emphasis on retrospective accounts, as well as an overly strong focus on major 

episodic interruptions of order and stability. Additionally, they concluded that the actual 
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processes of how sensemaking unfolds remain largely unarticulated. Moreover, the 

concept of sense itself is suggested to remain unclear, particularly insofar as the role of 

perception through bodily senses is concerned. Finally, Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015) 

pointed toward a dearth of research into how sensemaking is affected by broader 

institutional contexts and into considerations of epistemic rules and assumptions.  

Among the few who have attended to these considerations, some have attempted 

to identify specific mechanisms through which institutions – collectively shared 

assumptions “that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within 

some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman, 

1995, p. 574) – affect sensemaking processes. For example, Weber & Glynn (2006) 

described these mechanisms in terms of provision and patterning of social cues (priming), 

policing of behaviors deviant from institutional norms (editing), and making salient of 

contradictions and ambiguities (triggering). Nigam and Ocasio (2010), employing 

narrative and content analyses of attention paid to President Clinton’s healthcare reform 

in the early 1990s, presented a process model of how collective sensemaking mechanisms 

may lead to the development of new or resurgence of old institutional logics in the health 

care sector. Specifically, the authors documented how new logics emerged as the result of 

specific trigger events that prompted institutional actors to engage in recursive 

sensemaking and theorization activities during prolonged periods of uncertainty. 

Furthermore, Nigam & Ocasio (2010) showed how actors attended to different facets of 

the emergent logics, thus over time forming an amalgamated understanding based on 

collective theorizing.  
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Finally, Malsch, Tremblay, and Gendron (2012) examined the impact of cultural 

biases and expectations on compensation committee members’ sensemaking, particularly 

the process of determining what is considered an acceptable level of executive 

remuneration. Their results showed that members of compensation committees in their 

work draw from a variety of culturally formed mental models, which in turn fall “within 

the boundaries of the individualistic and hierarchical cultural schemes” (p. 391). 

Committee members operating within an individualistic scheme viewed the setting of 

executive pay merely as an extended function of broader market principles, thus 

perceiving of inequalities and high rewards as but representative of free and fair 

economic competition. Committee members with a predominantly hierarchical 

orientation accepted inequalities as normal features of a social organizing mode that is 

interested in the stabilization of control within certain individuals or groups of authority. 

Considered in unison, these mental modes reflected prevalent and central mental biases 

within the broader socio-cultural context of the organization, as members’ interpretations 

of their own roles closely followed morality-based principles held by society at large. As 

such, organizations and their members appear not to make sense of internal changes in a 

vacuum but, as open systems, are inevitably influenced and constrained by broader norms 

that deserve closer attention. 

In sum, it appears that sensemaking research would benefit from expanded 

considerations of less dramatic organizational changes, for “only 17 percent of the 

sensemaking studies reviewed have taken minor planned/unplanned events as their point 

of departure for investigating specific sensemaking episodes” (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 
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2015, p. S13). Furthermore, the study of more diverse contexts would enrich theorizing 

about organizational and individual sensemaking processes insofar as different 

organizations draw upon different arrays of meaning-given stimuli that aid in the 

construction of collective understanding (Abolafia, 2010). Finally, as sensemaking is 

inherently predicated on the recursive occupation with environmental cues (Maitlis & 

Christianson, 2014), further contextual analysis of the exact nature and origin of these 

cues seems warranted, especially where differences in the salience of institutional logics 

and their impact on change-related sensemaking processes are concerned (Weber & 

Glynn, 2006). Thus, a concerted analysis based on the attention-based view and the 

sensemaking perspective appears promising and has in fact been successfully employed 

elsewhere (Yu et al., 2005). To further strengthen the present analysis, I specifically 

considered the role of narratives. 

 As Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015) pointed out, sensemaking takes place via the 

construction of language-based accounts. These narratives are “language’s natural 

provision for making sense of both individual experience and social interaction” 

(Robichaud, Giroux, & Taylor, 2004, p. 619). Scholarly occupation with the topic has 

bourgeoned to the point where some researchers have equated narrative with 

sensemaking per se (cf. Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Others have highlighted its 

widespread appeal to management theory in general (Rhodes & Brown, 2005). Fenton 

and Langley (2011), for example, suggested that narratives constituted impactful 

elements in the creation and maintenance of organizational strategy, identity, and 

purpose. Sohnenshein (2010) found that managers and change recipients tell 
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heterogeneous and at times conflicting change narratives when making sense of 

organizational change processes. Specifically, he showed that narratives clustered along 

positive-negative and significant-insignificant continuums, which in turn appeared to be 

related to subsequent change responses. Finally, whereas Brown (1998) stressed the 

importance of narratives for collective sensemaking processes during periods of 

legitimacy contestation, Brown, Stacey, and Nandhakumar (2008) cautioned “we need 

first to take seriously the proposition that sensemaking occurs in the context of 

individuals’ idiosyncratic efforts at identity construction” (p. 1035). The latter group of 

authors conducted a longitudinal analysis of sensemaking among project team members 

in the computer gaming industry and demonstrated how actors are first and foremost 

concerned with the construction of narratives that preserved their perceptions of self and 

their role in the work group. 

 This argument accords with more general concerns that “… strategy cannot be 

understood as the product of more or less accurate forecasting without considering the 

multiple interpretations of present concerns and historical trajectories that help to 

constitute those forecasts” (Kaplan & Orlikowski, 2013, p. 965). In other words, as 

individuals are confronted with change, they first make sense of these challenges on their 

own, under consideration of their particular contexts and situation, before engaging in 

consensual development of shared or multivocal understandings (Orbuch, 1997). 

Moreover, since change usually involves proximate consequences for relatively routine 

behaviors, organizational members are bound to evaluate it predominantly based on its 

impact on everyday activities (Kuhn & Corman, 2003), meaning that personal and 
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subjective interpretations of change will differ between individuals based on differences 

in valence, salience or causal attribution (Lau & Woodman, 1995). These interpretations 

will occur inevitably, even in the face of seemingly clearly defined structural changes, 

for, as Mantere, Schildt, and Sillince (2012) pointed out, changes in organizational 

structure and strategy always involve a “layer of interpretive change in which meaning is 

destroyed, created, and reconstructed around the change endeavor” (p. 173). In other 

words, change is never taken at face value but always bound to subjective negotiations 

and interpretations that culminate in powerful narratives at both the individual and 

collective level. 

 The pluralism of change narratives in organizations thus remains an important 

topic of research, albeit one that has been analyzed predominantly in retrospective 

fashion. Hence, in-situ examinations of the emergence, maintenance, and power of these 

narratives hold value for change management research insofar as they enable a closer 

look at how these narratives are constructed at the individual level, what factors play into 

their construction, and how they are defended against challenges from other narratives, 

particularly those that espouse or support prevalent managerial top-down change 

accounts (Fenton & Langlet, 2011).   

In sum, the general research agenda for the present study can then be formulated 

as follows: IF individual narratives and internal sensemaking efforts form the basis of 

subsequent individual and collective action AND these narratives depend on highly 

personal and contextual factors AND are inextricably linked to issues of attention 

formation and identity, THEN how do change recipients organize their narrative response 
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patterns in the public recreation sector where multiple identities collide and compete for 

hegemony during times of fundamental structural and interpretive change under 

consideration of context-specific factors? Furthermore, what biases are reflected in the 

discourses, narratives, and mental maps expressed by supervisors when attempting to 

make sense of ongoing organizational change?  

Brief Review of Methodology 

This research is based on a l5-month multiple-case study of nineteen public 

recreation centers under the umbrella of a major North-American city’s parks and 

recreation department. Upon the internal hiring of a new division manager – himself a 

thirteen-year veteran with the organization – the recreation division initiated a 

widespread change initiative aimed at improving organizational efficiency and delivery 

quality of recreational opportunities to communities around town. Changes were 

manifold and ranged from the introduction of a new dress code, transitioning into online-

based customer registration and employee performance tracking systems, to the 

reorganization of recreation centers and accompanying changes to resources allocations 

and employee roles and responsibilities. In part, the changes were introduced in response 

to demographic pressures. As neighborhoods had become increasingly gentrified over 

previous years, the parks and recreation division saw an imbalance between the services 

offered and the services engaged in by community constituents. At the same time, the 

changes stemmed from what the new division manager perceived to be a need for an 

overhaul of the organizational culture. Specifically, he envisioned a more professional 
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organization that engendered greater employee commitment, collaboration among 

individuals, and openness to change.  

This research is concerned with one particular aspect of the change initiative, 

namely the reorganization of recreation centers. This change involved elevating the status 

of five of the nineteen centers to major district sites or hubs, while relegating the others to 

the status of smaller neighborhood centers. The district sites were provided with 

additional staff, increased hours, and resources to better serve larger population segments 

in key areas of the city. The smaller centers saw their roles diminished, as resources were 

redistributed toward the larger sites. 

 To analyze these changes, this research used narrative analysis (Riessman, 1993) 

to trace how individuals framed their experiences. Qualitative in nature, it was well suited 

to examine complex processes as they happened within the organization and as they were 

perceived and framed by participants (Langley & Dennis, 2006). Specifically, I 

triangulated participants’ change experience via three waves of personal in-depth 

interviews, the collection of observational field notes, and the analysis of internal and 

external correspondence. For additional context, data were supplemented with 

information on demographic developments, changes in the city’s civil servant code, and 

broader trends in recreation and leisure consumption.   

 To map participants’ narratives, I first constructed individual change narratives 

based on personal interviews and participant behavior during formal and informal 

meetings. After coding these narratives, I discerned key patterns based on the frequency 

and the temporal location of particularly salient issues and concepts on the study’s 
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timeline. Based on these similarities, I formed composite accounts of three distinct 

groups of employees based on their narratives and associated change-related response 

patterns. To visualize these patterns, I used Gephi, a social network analysis program to 

develop concept maps of narratives (Trochim, Cook, & Setze, 1994). A “schematic 

device for representing a set of concept meanings embedded in a framework of 

propositions” (Novak and Gowin, 1984, p. 15) concept maps have been championed by 

qualitative researchers for the usefulness in framing research questions, reducing data, 

analyzing emergent themes and concepts, and presenting findings (Daley, 2004; 

Wheeldon & Faubert, 2009). As no explicit definition of concept maps exists, different 

variations of these ways to model relationships and integrate knowledge have found 

widespread application in social science research (Nesbit & Adescope, 2006), particularly 

in the form of maps generated by participants themselves. However, different forms of 

cognitive mapping of narratives as done by the researcher have also been used (Hunter, 

2014). Bingham and Kahl (2014), for example, applied text network analysis (Carley, 

1993, 1997; Carley & Palmquist, 1992) and examined schema emergence in the life 

insurance industry during times of major technological change. In the present research, 

thematic maps were constructed by treating themes as actors or nodes in a network and 

counting how often participants evoked particular themes. Multiple counts resulted from 

participants mentioning the same concepts at different times during the interview. In 

other words, concept dominance occurred based on repeatedly returning to the same 

concepts.  
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 In the next section, three illustrative examples of participants’ change experience 

accounts are presented. In choosing these three representative vignettes, “rather than 

listing several different one-voiced accounts” (Norbäck, Helin, & Raviola, 2014, p. 443), 

I followed recent exemplars of organizational theory and behavior scholarship, that 

utilized highly contextualized portrayals of single or small groups of respondents to 

create nuanced appreciations of individuals’ subjective yet quintessential experiences 

(Carroll & Levy, 2008; Down & Reveley, 2009; Simpson & Carroll, 2008). 

Findings: Three Mental Change Models 

 Participants’ reactions to the proposed change initiative were classified as 

supportive, ambivalent, or negative. Each group evidenced distinct patterns of issues 

attention and framing of the change process. Results revealed how organizational 

communication practices and structural configurations framed change recipients’ 

sensemaking processes by providing reference points for issue and answer distribution 

and allocation. Supervisors with the closest spatial proximity to and highest frequency of 

interaction with those who were bound to benefit the most from the change exhibited the 

strongest level of support. More interestingly, attention to this particular aspect of the 

change initiative overrode uniform acknowledgement of the organization’s problematic 

history of restricting the participation in decision-making processes to a small leadership 

group at the very top of the department.  

 Change support. The following supportive statement was made by a supervisor 

of one of the smaller neighborhood sites during on of the on-site interviews conducted by 

the principal researcher: 
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There’s been little hints at it here and there, and a line said here and there about it. 

You know, the district parts, but this was kind of the first time in which the 

division manager went into depth about what the purpose was, and this tends to 

happen quite a bit, which is ... In terms of, “Hey, there’s this new change, or 

there’s this new way we’re going to do business,” or whatever it might be, but 

there’s no story behind it. There’s no telling to us, like, what’s the meaning? 

What’s the intent? What’s the goal? What are we trying to gain from this? When 

you don’t get that, you know, it leaves you guessing why, and then your staff has 

questions. Communication gets lost because you don’t even fully understand what 

you’re talking about. But, yeah, just initial processing of it, it makes sense. 

Definitely trying to look at it from more of a strategic standpoint, what the 

directors are looking at. Probably, they have more information than we do, 

obviously, and when he outlined it, it made sense. Yeah, I’m on board with it. I 

mean, I understand it. They cover a lot of ground. Big communities. They service 

a lot more people, so, you know, it makes sense for them to have expanded 

operating hours, expanded programs and stuff like that. It’s just that we’ve shifted 

over the last couple of years from being the sort of recreation centers who each do 

our own thing to this standardization process, and so now we’ve gone from us all 

kind of looking alike to now we’re going to have these five different sites that are 

not going to be anything like some of us. Which may cause equity concerns. But I 

see the purpose, and it makes sense, so I don’t have any real concerns at this point. 

Being a recreation professional with a graduate degree in leisure, I mean, I 
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certainly wish we were all open all the time. I wish we had way more funding to 

do the things that we do, but that’s not the reality we live in, but I’m glad to see us 

moving more towards that trend. … You know, to an individual supervisor, the 

most important thing is going to be their immediate community. When you take a 

step back you look at it from above and you say, “How do we serve more people 

in Austin, and get them in our doors and in our programs?” At the end of the day, 

if we’re all about the youth, kids, teens, everyone; we shouldn’t be just concerned 

with our communities. I think we’re transitioning from a period of time when, at 

one point in time, you know, we were sort of in our own little bubbles. That’s not 

how it is today. It’s “What can we do more for our city as a whole?” (Brandon) 

 Here Brandon succinctly captures the multifaceted character of change-supportive 

reactions exhibited by seven of the sixteen interviewees. On the one hand, the proposed 

change is depicted as a sensible reaction to prevalent demographic differences between 

the host city’s communities. Those that serve greater areas or have more people within 

their immediate reach deserve access to more resources and programming opportunities. 

Enabling these larger sites to better serve their constituents fits with the prevailing 

identity of a public service organization tasked with contributing to the population’s 

quality of life and with providing children, teenagers, and adults with athletic and leisure 

opportunities. Brandon explicitly contrasts his personal stance with attitudes held by 

other members of the organization when he calls for a change in service mentality toward 

seeing the greater picture instead of only focusing on one’s immediate neighborhood. The 

proposed change is thus conceived as an identity-affirming step in the right direction. 
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This attitude is further buttressed by the reference made to his being a recreation 

professional with a graduate degree. This statement indicates a particular understanding 

of what is and what is not acceptable and expected from an individual tasked with 

providing leisure opportunities to the public. Specifically, it speaks to a perception shared 

by Brandon and other change supporters of public recreation employees as servants and, 

to a lesser extant, teachers and coaches. In sum, for Brandon, the change fits with the 

need to become better at fulfilling the organization’s purpose. 

 Notably, change supporters were not uncritical of the process underlying the 

proposed change initiative. Indeed, as can be gleaned from Brandon’s account, frustration 

with a general shortage of information, an absence of clear direction, and a lack of 

bottom-up input to the change process abounded among participants. As a matter of fact, 

process-related concerns featured most prominently among interviewees in support of the 

proposed reorganization of recreation centers. At the same time, although criticism was 

widespread, change supporters also frequently spoke on issues of efficacy, discussing 

potential obstacles in the process and engaging in forward-oriented discussion about how 

exactly they and others would be able to aid in the successful implementation of the 

transition they faced. Pictured below is a narrative map of issues discussed by supervisors 

supportive of the change. The bigger the circle and the closer to the center (‘mental 

model’), the stronger the role played by the different concerns brought up during 

participant interviews. 
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Figure 5.1: Supportive mental map of change 

 Change ambivalence. Members of the organization who were ambivalent about 

the change evidenced vastly different attention profiles. The following account is 

exemplary of change recipient responses that were predominantly concerned with how 

the proposed change would affect the organization and how it could be made sense of 

vis-à-vis prevailing perceptions of the general organizational culture: 
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I don’t know. I feel like the ones that speak the loudest get things first, and those 

communities are way more vocal than my community, and so they’re getting what 

they asked for, good or bad. I think, as far as space goes, there’s only so many 

programs and services that they can offer, so you have to look at how many rooms 

they have, inside and outside, and making sure they have the right resources. We 

talked about, “Oh, they’re going to have ... I’ve given you the resources,” is what 

he said. Well, he gave them an additional staff, but there’s still so many other 

resources that go along with opening up and offering more services, like light 

bills, and water, and whatever. I don’t know if we have thought all the way 

through that yet. … I think we do very poor job of being reactive instead of 

proactive, and I think that we’re not real great at looking to the future. Really, we 

need to figure out what it is that we offer and why, and figuring out what other 

services are available, and not competing against them, and figuring out what 

makes us unique. Let’s offer those programs that make us unique so that we’re not 

competing against four different agencies. … We’re so reactive to something. I 

think we need to sit back and take the time, and do some research of what other 

departments across the country are doing, and what are some trends that are 

coming up. I feel like we get so involved and bogged down with our day-to-day 

assignments and projects that we don’t really take time to think about why are we 

offering this? Should we be offering this? I don’t know. (Cynthia) 

 For Cynthia, the proposed change served as springboard to reflect on the 

organization’s general culture and potential outcomes for employees. Specifically, the 
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reorganization of recreation centers was framed relative to what Cynthia and others 

described as a reactive and short-sighted organization too focused on immediate solutions 

at the expense of long-term strategic planning. Similar to Brandon, Cynthia also reflected 

on the centralized decision-making processes and lack of information sharing, albeit in 

much more critical fashion. Most notably, Cynthia expressed concern about the extent to 

which the planned restructuring in fact constituted the result of deliberate managerial 

thinking. From her vantage point, management had not thought through all the different 

aspects the proposed change would entail, instead appearing to attempt to satisfy 

community demands by jumping to ill-advised action. From Cynthia’s point of view, the 

organization’s leadership had not considered budgetary concerns and potentially negative 

effects on staff.  

Notably, Cynthia agreed with the need to improve overall service delivery. At the 

same time, she framed these issues in a more externally oriented manner than Brandon, 

focusing on the organization’s competitive environment and the necessity to consider 

pushing some programs at the extent of others, depending on community demands. There 

thus appear to exist inconsistencies between wanting to become more consumer-friendly 

and cautioning against blindly giving into demands of “those who speak the loudest.” 

These concerns for strategic balancing of managerial action were comparatively much 

more pronounced in the group of five participants ambivalent about the organization’s 

plans. Pictured below is a narrative map of issues discussed by supervisors who were 

ambivalent about the change. 
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Figure 5.2: Ambivalent mental map of change 

It appears that those not quite in support but not quite against were mostly 

concerned with how leadership’s plans were constitutive of an historically 

underwhelming track record of sufficiently planning ahead. Furthermore, compared to 

those in support of the change, Cynthia and her peers displayed greater concerns about 

potentially detrimental effects on supervisors and staff. This latter point is all the more 

telling as none of those unsure about the change headed one of the district sites.  

Change rejection. Finally, some supervisors were decidedly critical of the 

proposed change, particularly because of what they perceived to be predominantly 
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negative effects on employees and financial means. Marcus, one of the district site 

supervisors, shared the following statement during one of the interviews: 

You kind of hate it or love it. As a supervisor, I’m on call 24 hours, I’m on call 7 

days a week. I guess from that perspective, you never leave this job. I mean, every 

supervisor that’s in that room cares about their facility like it’s their own home. 

You could say I’m off call, but I would still worry about it ‘cause my doors are 

open to the public. … I never saw it as a community need; it’s just going to be 

almost a waste of manpower. It’s going to stretch my budget tremendously, 

because you’ve got to give our specialists time to plan, time to do this… It’s 

gonna be just a pull. They’re gonna sit up here and not do anything, because 

there’s nothing. They might send out emails and make phone calls, but there’s 

nobody else to talk to. ... It’s very reactionary. I wish some people just made 

decisions, make a decision and this is where I go with it. Don’t get all these other 

inputs, this, maybe this, I don’t know, talk to this person... decision. To me, that’s 

what a leader does. We buy into it, I think people will buy into your vision. I think 

we’ll go a whole lot further. There’ll be less rumbles of confusion that goes 

around. People just don’t know, people are guessing, people are gossiping. I heard 

this, or they put two and two together, and the person has the ability to say, “Hey, 

this is what I’m doing. Stop all the arguing, all the grumbling. This is what I’m 

doing, this is my goal.” (Marcus) 

To Marcus, tasked with expanding hours and adapting to new and additional 

expectations, the proposed change was framed and interpreted based on its effects and the 
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process underlying its inception by management. On the one hand, Marcus described the 

impending restructuring as a waste of manpower and unnecessary burden on his staff that 

could have used that time for other tasks. Similar to Cynthia, Marcus in his interviews 

reflected on the reactionary character of the organization and appeared to be concerned 

with what he perceived to be a general lack of leadership direction, vision, and clarity. 

Unlike Brandon and Cynthia, however, Marcus indicated that at times he wished for a 

more centralized decision making process that paid less attention to the many voices and 

various expectations internal and external to the organization. In his call for stronger 

leadership behaviors, Marcus thus appeared to call onto leadership to more clearly follow 

an explicitly articulated vision that need not necessarily include input from everyone in 

the organization. This stands in sharp contrast with his criticism of the proposed change 

as a waste of time and energy, for he would have liked to have his opinion heard before 

leadership decided on their course of action.  

In sum, Marcus predominantly paid attention to the outcomes of change, with 

hardly any consideration for the extent to which the proposed reorganization served 

community constituents or aided in the reinforcement of the organization’s identity as 

public servant. Moreover, he expressed great dissatisfaction with the underlying decision-

making process, albeit for vastly different reasons than other participants who exhibited a 

desire for greater bottom-up participation and input. Pictured below is a narrative map of 

issues discussed by supervisors who were against the change.  
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Figure 5.3: Negative mental map of change 

Considered in unison, different change reactions were strongly connected to 

different mental frames, cognitive assessments, and affective reactions to the proposed 
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change initiative. Those in support of change predominantly discussed it in terms of its 

identity-affirming nature, a necessary step to further aid in the continued provision of 

athletic and leisure opportunities to children and teenagers. While these supervisors were 

critical of the processes underlying the inception and implementation of the change, 

agreement with the intended and expected outcomes provided a strong associative 

counterweight. In other words, to those supervisors who viewed the reorganization of 

recreation centers favorably, the ends justified the means.  

Conversely, supervisors who felt ambivalent about the change were more 

concerned with the transition’s outcomes and, more crucially, framed the specific change 

initiative relative to what appeared to be dormant yet readily accessible grievances 

regarding the organization’s general ‘way of doing things.’ Within this mental frame, the 

change under study constituted yet another example of short-sighted attempts to satisfy 

external demands while disregarding more fundamental concerns regarding the 

organization’s strategic direction and long-term future. As such, while the specific 

change was perceived as relatively unproblematic, it spurred at times fervent objections 

to an overly reactive department characterized by political and centralized decision 

making processes. Put differently, ambivalence emerged as a result of the activation of 

general concerns rather than as a response to the specific change per se.  

Finally, rejection of the proposed reorganization emerged in response to perceived 

negative impact on staff and budget. Notably, negative reactions were framed in least 

diverse terms, discussing change almost exclusively as a matter of outcomes and process. 

Respondents in this group paid little to no attention to change-identity-fit or larger 
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organizational culture concerns. Furthermore, as far as the processes underlying the 

change initiative were discussed, respondents were much more concerned with a lack of 

clarity and direction than with not having input.  

The foregoing discussion highlights profound differences in respondents’ change 

narratives and their mental change models. In the following section, I discuss these 

differences from an attention-based perspective, contrasting in particular objectively 

similar structural elements with subjectively different contextualized change responses. 

An Attention-Based View of Change Responses 

 Change participants’ mental models and narratives reflected idiosyncratic 

contextualized understandings of the change initiative that in turn depended on issue and 

answer allocation based on the organization’s structural arrangements. For instance, 

important decisions, including the one to reorganize recreation centers, were made almost 

exclusively by a small leadership cadre, with no input solicited from those lower in the 

organization’s hierarchy. Where information was shared, it was shared on a case-by-case, 

need-to-know basis: 

I work a lot better on a one-on-one level like this where we’ll sit down and have a 

conversation of everything that’s going on in my head rather than standing up in 

front of everyone and dictating. I have had conversations on individual levels to 

say, “This is going to be a benefit and this is going to be a benefit.” I try and get 

feedback from folks just by having casual conversations. (Division Manager) 
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Meetings, held once a month, predominantly constituted one-sided information 

dissemination events based on rigid meeting agendas, rather than open forums for the 

voicing of concerns and discussion: 

Our department, at least for the last six or seven years, ... This is parks and 

recreation, it should be an open forum mostly so people know what’s going on 

what our vision: what our next steps are. We have bad habit of keeping lots of 

information kind of closed up in our department, mostly at the leadership level. 

Which causes speculation and mal-information down here. (Supervisor) 

Ocasio (1997) highlighted the importance of organizational communication in 

directing attention, arguing that “the particular form and characteristics of the firm’s 

procedural and communication channels significantly impact when, whether, and how 

decision-makers focus their attention” (p. 195). In the present study, in the absence of 

formalized opportunities to share concerns and discuss interpretations and expectations, 

supervisors often relied on word-of-mouth exchanges to make sense of the proposed 

change initiative: 

Things are going to spread like wildfire. By next week they’ll have heard a 

different story, like, “We’re going to get cut. This site is not going to exist. 

There’s only going to be five sites.” Like a game of telephone with kids, where it 

starts out one thing and by the end it has nothing to do with it. (Brandon) 

Moreover, supervisors repeatedly iterated that they had no real understanding of 

what exactly they were supposed to achieve with the additional resources given to them. 
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In other words, even supervisors of district sites appeared to be in the dark about the 

rationale behind the change: 

The only thing I really heard ... I guess I am just told what kind of applies to me, 

which is that there are more positions at the district park. That we would get 

another coordinator and a specialist or something like that. The reasoning behind 

that or who told me, I don’t know who it really was. (Supervisor) 

As a result of the lack of a unanimously understood vision, subjective change 

narratives emerged that corresponded more closely to localized contexts than to broader 

organizational factors. For instance, those in support of the proposed change welcomed it 

as a much-needed shift of focus toward greater resource allocation for underprivileged 

and underserviced communities, even if they personally were not going to benefit from 

the transition. In fact, change-supportive narratives emerged exclusively from those 

participants who in their daily work dealt most closely with those who were to benefit 

from the reorganization, somewhat irrespective of their general concerns. This proximity 

heightened the attention paid to the change as identity-affirming fit, while simultaneously 

diminishing the salience or power of other issues such as perceived negative outcomes or 

problematic decision-making processes. Conversely, those ambivalent about the change 

predominantly served communities with a vastly different needs profile. As the necessity 

of the change thus lost salience, other issues emerged as more important, most notably a 

comparatively much greater occupation with the organization’s general culture and latent 

paradoxical tensions. Finally, supervisors that rejected the change, having no clear idea of 

what they were expected to achieve, mostly thought about it in terms of a flawed process.  
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These differences in perception indicate localized differences in what supervisors 

appeared to view as the organization’s rules of the game, “a set of assumptions, norms, 

values, and incentives – usually implicit – about how to interpret organizational reality, 

what constitutes appropriate behavior, and how to succeed” (Ocasio, 1997, p. 196). Yu et 

al. (2005) observed a similar mechanism in the context of post-merger integration efforts. 

The authors described how particular accounting practices created powerful frames of 

references against which members of the organization judged firm performance, despite 

mounting evidence that these practices undermined the development of more appropriate 

management and performance models.  

In the present study, lack of clarity pushed members of the organization toward 

crafting their own change narratives and to pay attention to issues and answers that were 

most salient in their immediate localized context. Furthermore, different views on what 

constituted legitimate organizational practices validated a variety of potential change 

frames. Those who associated their own work most closely with that of public servants 

tasked with providing leisure opportunities to underprivileged communities viewed the 

change as positive, whereas those in different neighborhoods invoked different images.   

Discussion 

 After conducting a three-year longitudinal study of a strategic change initiative in 

the Norwegian civil aviation sector, Lofquist (2011) concluded that “different subcultures 

have different requirements and expectations regarding change processes” (p. 238). To an 

extent, the present study affirms this contention. At the same time, this research 

highlights how organizational communication practices and structural configurations 
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frame these identity processes by providing reference points for issue and answer 

distribution and allocation. Although, ostensibly, all members of the public recreation 

organization examined in this study have their community members’ best interests at 

heart, supervisors with the closest spatial proximity to and highest frequency of 

interaction with those who were bound to benefit the most from the change exhibited the 

strongest level of support. More interestingly, attention to this particular aspect of the 

change initiative overrode uniform acknowledgement of the organization’s problematic 

history of restricting the participation in decision-making processes to a small leadership 

group at the very top of the department.  

 The present research also supports previous scholarship that has called for 

stronger attention to the multi-vocal nature of change and consideration of divergent 

change narratives (Bartunek et al., 2006; Buchanan & Dawson, 2007; Dawson & 

Buchanan, 2005). For example, Sonenshein (2010) documented how employees adapted 

managerial change narratives, thereby maintaining a degree of agency over their 

subjective change experience. Specifically, employees appeared to form stability or 

progressive narratives, which, in turn, were either supportive or subversive of change or 

maintenance of the status quo. The present study extends these and other considerations 

like it by identifying yet another narrative, that of change ambivalence. Aimed at neither 

the support nor outright rejection of the proposed change, this narrative is concerned with 

placing and understanding change in the larger organizational context, thus relegating it 

to a trigger event for building discourse around non-change issues and concerns.  
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 To an extent, this mechanism resembles what Balogun & Johnson (2005) have 

described as the unintended emergence of bottom-up change that arises from repeated 

change-participant interaction. At the same time, the emergent concerns identified in the 

present research were not confined to the change initiative itself. Instead, supervisors’ 

mental models revolved around attempts to connect the change initiative to dormant yet 

readily accessible negative perceptions of the organization at large. Extant organizational 

change scholarship has, not surprisingly, focused on change-related outcomes and 

reactions. That change can create or activate other, more fundamental, contestations over 

the organization’s direction is a notion that deserves future attention.  

Finally, the findings of this study show that change in public recreation is both 

constrained by structural forces and simultaneously open to interpretation within the 

organization’s institutional framework. Whereas rigid communication channels, a poor 

history of change attempts, and centralized decision-making processes directed 

supervisor attention to a limited set of cues and issues, breakdowns in framework 

consistency and localized fraying of conceptions of identity and behavior allowed for 

divergent change responses. Thus, the present research accords with Weber and Glynn 

(2006) who argued that “institutions are intricately woven into sensemaking and that the 

role of institutional context should be explicitly considered in research that draws on Karl 

Weick’s sensemaking perspective” (p. 1654). It highlights the existence of various, at 

times, competing frames and identities that might be more varied and nuanced than often 

depicted in public organization management literature. For instance, as Osborne & 

Brown (2005) pointed out, “the ‘difficulty’ in implementing change in public services is 
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argued to stem from the culture or specifically, an identifiable ‘public service’ culture and 

the related imperviousness of this culture to change” (p. 86). However, the present study 

casts doubt on the existence of such an easily identifiable culture as major impediment to 

change. Rather, identity only played a role insofar as it was affirmed by change. Change 

resistance or ambivalence, on the other hand, arose from non-identity-related concerns 

about chance processes, outcomes, and culture. Finally, this research did not find that the 

effectiveness of a planned change approach was hampered by the organization’s 

environmental complexity (cf. van der Voet et al., 2015). Instead, it was made difficult by 

leadership’s failure to match change narrative complexity to the fragmented nature of 

organizational sub-identities.  

 From a practical standpoint, then, this study highlights the need for contextualized 

and potentially personalized change implementation narratives (Jones et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, it is instructive to management and other change agents insofar as it 

provides a cautionary tale of how a seemingly beneficial and straightforward 

organizational change initiative can prompt discourse and sensemaking about unrelated 

issues and concerns if not managed properly. During times of change, when established 

schemata and familiar expectation are disrupted, change leaders should be prepared to 

encounter non-change-related reactions that may in turn stem from differences in 

underlying organizational identity conceptualizations. 

As Pratt and Foreman (2000) pointed out, “organizations with multiple identities 

may be more likely to engage in intraorganizational conflict and/or to expand valuable 

resources in negotiating among entities holding different identities” (p. 23). Public 
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recreation organizations in particular suffer from these issues, for their public mandate 

differs from neighborhood to neighborhood, community to community. For change 

agents, then, it is necessary to integrate identity management tactics and strategies into 

the planning and implementation stages of a major change initiative that involves all 

locations and members of the organization simultaneously. Moreover, prior to initiating 

change, they should assess identity congruence among members of the organization, 

under special consideration of how their own actions contradict or reinforce these beliefs. 

For instance, those who conceive of their organization as a community-based collective 

of altruistic individuals with deep neighborhood roots may reject efficiency-based 

narratives modeled after for-profit organizing principles that conversely resonate with 

college-educated young professionals. Furthermore, when localized contexts do not 

parallel organization-wide demands, however pressing, change leadership needs to be 

prepared to craft alternative change message and be willing to offer structural incentives 

that more appropriately capture organizational sub-realities.   

With an eye on the attention-based view of the firm, change agents thus need to 

make sure not to exacerbate differences in localized organizational identities. 

Communicating the need for change based on organization-wide circumstances, while 

potentially appealing to some members of the organization, will only further alienate 

those staff members who already view their personal situation as different from those of 

their colleagues. Moreover, where overly de-contextualized change narratives leave too 

much room for interpretation, change recipients are bound to fill in the blanks based on 

information that confirms entrenched viewpoints and prior experience with change. In the 
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present case, the proposed reorganization of recreation, to some, could not possibly have 

been beneficial to the organization, for it constituted yet another example of one-

directional directives with little to no attention paid to the needs of individual recreation 

centers, neighborhoods, or supervisors. Streamlined meeting agendas and the piecemeal 

provision of information to a select few individuals only further narrowed recipients’ 

focus and perpetuated negative change perceptions, often irrespective of the proposed 

change’s potential benefits. 

Pentland (1999) suggested that “… stories change depending on who is telling 

them” (p. 715). Affected in their attention allocation by structural and institutional 

factors, the supervisors in this research employed such a divergent cast of narratives. 

Although additional research is needed to further qualify these processes, at this point, I 

return to the introductory quote by Norbäck, Helin, and Raviola (2014) who argued that 

“there is no such thing as the context ‘out there’ as a given.” (p. 436). From this 

perspective, change, even in the highly centralized and bureaucratic organizational 

context examined in this research, remains a personalized experience that is difficult to 

capture as it unfolds. In the absence of such a singular change experience, future research 

should attempt to further delineate contextual and procedural forces and develop an 

understanding of “the role of individual actors’ contexts on their sensemaking, which 

embraces individuals’ unique positions, histories, and backgrounds” (Lockett, Currie, 

Finn, Martin, & Waring, 2014, p. 1103). 
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Chapter 6: Organizational Dress as Proxy Work for Identity Contestations 

“Changeable social and cultural conditions often lead people to consider their own 
continuity in time, make them ask themselves whether they are still the same 
person as before. Sometimes changes are so significant that people have difficulty 
finding a sense of their own continuity.” (Brygoła, 2011, p. 63). 
 
“It is about, on some levels, having everyone be the same and building a brand. 
That ties into dress code, having everyone appear similar.” (Division Manager)  
 
Scholarly occupation with dress and workplace attire can be traced back to the 

end of the 19th century (Veblen, 1899). In its early stages, this research stream was 

predominantly concerned with the role of dress as identity marker in social encounters 

and organizations (Forsythe, 1987; Singer, Brush, & Lublin, 1965: Stone, 1962). More 

recently, organizational dress has received attention predominantly for its role in 

impression formation and management (Mast & Hall, 2004; Morand, 1995; Sabath, 

2000). Popularized by Molloy (1975, 1977, 1988), this particular research area is 

concerned with how dress impacts perceptions of another individual’s work-related 

personal attributes like credibility, trustworthiness or competence (O’Neal & Lapitsky, 

1991; Peluchette & Karl, 2007; Peluchette, Karl, & Rust, 2006). Additionally, 

organizational dress appears to assert control over the wearer and convey identity (Pratt 

& Rafaeli, 1997: Rafaeli & Pratt, 1993). For instance, Rafaeli and Pratt (1993) described 

what they called the process of de-individuation through which individuals learned 

compliance with social norms by virtue of abiding to prevailing dress codes and informal 

workplace attire expectations. Similarly, scholars have documented the link between 

attire and occupational identity, particularly in professions like medicine, law, or law 

enforcement (Furnham, Chan, & Wilson, 2014; Pratt & Rafaeli, 1997). 
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Despite evidence that organizational dress plays an important role in explaining 

social encounters within organization, “much of the research on workplace attire has 

focused on the private sector” (Karl, Hall, & Peluchette, 2013, p. 453), with little 

attention paid to public organizations. Moreover, surprisingly few attempts have been 

made to examine workplace attire in the context of organizational change and as an 

example of identity work, for example in the form of the introduction of a new dress 

code. Where such attempts exist, dress code changes are frequently lumped in with other 

alterations in the organization’s fabric and manipulations of its cultural artifacts, rather 

than according them their own space and attention: 

By their own nature, then, cultural forms, such as stories (Martin, Feldman, 

Hatch, & Simkin, 1983), sagas (Clark, 1972), corporate architecture (Berg & 

Kreiner, 1990), and dress (Pratt & Rafaeli, 1997) and other physical artifacts 

(Pratt & Rafaeli, 2001) tend to reflect and be interpreted by members as evidence 

of an organization’s distinctiveness. (Ravasi & Schultz, 2006, p. 451) 

As such, dress often takes on the role of the ‘also-ran,’ a peripheral side note to 

other, seemingly more instructive and impactful organizational changes. However, given 

its link to issues of organizational culture and identity, I suggest that changes in 

workplace attire deserve greater attention, particularly when they are part of multi-change 

transitions aimed at changing various structural and behaviors features of the 

organization simultaneously (Waldersee & Griffiths, 2004). Specifically, drawing on 

previous research that has documented employee differences in change perceptions 

(Jones et al., 2008), I use the introduction of a novel dress code in a public recreation 
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organization as an illustrative example of identity work processes in the public sectors. 

Thus, this study highlights important boundary conditions of the mechanisms underlying 

the creation, maintenance, and defense of identities vis-à-vis organizational, 

occupational, and institutional pressures. On a larger scale, it answers to recurring 

critiques of mono-contextual general management scholarship, particular that of 

Bamberger and Pratt (2010) who contented that  

Looking at the table of contents of any recent issue [of the Academy of 

Management Journal] one could easily get the impression that to generate, 

extend, or test management theory, and contribute to management practice, one 

must study managers – preferably in for-profit business enterprises. (p. 665) 

The present study elucidates how public sector employees react to 

organizationally imposed dress code changes through identity work processes. Its 

contributions are threefold: first, it adds to extant scholarship on organizational dress and 

workplace attire by examining employee perceptions of a mandated dress code instead of 

freely chosen attire, thereby providing an extended perspective on divergent findings 

regarding the impact of dress on employees. Second, it adds to identity work scholarship 

by exploring identity in an understudied context rife with competing organizational and 

institutional expectations and narratives. Specifically, it documents simultaneous 

processes of work aimed at both personal and occupational identities, shows how these 

processes are combined, and how one takes unexpected precedence over the other for 

public recreation professionals. Third, it adds to change management research by 
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investigating employee reactions to the manipulation of tangible and visible symbols 

based on more deeply-seated ascriptions of discursive meaning, identities, and values. 

Additionally, based on these findings and drawing on the concept of displaced 

aggression (Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939) and Luhmann’s concept of 

de-paradoxification (Czarniawska, 2005; Luhmann, 2005; Seidl & Becker, 2006), I 

present a brief theoretical perspective on how debates surrounding dress code in fact 

constitute opportunities for change recipients to make sense of otherwise unintelligible 

facets of comprehensive change initiatives and how during times of ambiguity and 

identity uncertainty they endeavor to maintain a sense of control by virtue of shifting 

cognitive and affective resources to tangible elements of otherwise opaque processes. 

To briefly illustrate this latter point, He and Baruch (2009) examined changes in 

organizational identity in response to shifting institutional arrangements. Their findings 

prompted the authors to conjuncture that “while organizational members tend to make 

sense of the changes and infer a new identity, such changes might confound the 

sensemaking mechanisms, due to confusion in terms of the loci/objects of sensemaking” 

(p. 593). Building on this line of reasoning, I argue that the existence of several 

simultaneously occurring changes makes it difficult for change recipients to properly 

delineate their focal objects of attention when making sense of those changes. As a result, 

the look for tangible change they can understand and, more importantly, easily challenge. 

The following section discusses the theoretical foundations of this study. I will 

then briefly outline methodological procedures before presenting my findings and thus 

derived theoretical implications. I conclude with a discussion. 
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Organizational Dress & Workplace Attire 

 Workplace attire encompasses two components: clothing items and artifacts such 

as jewelry or name tags (Pratt & Rafaeli, 1997). These components convey both the 

wearer’s (Rafaeli, Dutton, Harquail, & Mackie-Lewis, 1997) and the organization’s 

identity (Rafaeli & Pratt, 1993; Trice & Beyer, 1993). Furthermore, whereas dress as 

uniform serves as a control mechanism over employees by virtue of eliminating 

individuality and agency (Lurie, 1981), the choice of what to wear to work is part of 

enacting one’s role within social organizations (Rafaeli et al., 1997). Additionally, dress 

affects organizational outcomes such as compliance and effectiveness (Rafaeli & Pratt, 

1993). Finally, dress constitutes part of the organization’s culture as tangible and visible 

artifact (Schein, 2010). 

 Until the early 1990s, serious examinations of the role of dress had largely been 

limited to popular and practitioner-oriented literature, which prompted Rafaeli and Pratt 

(1993) to ask: “Is dress really that trivial? Are thousands of leaders who enforce 

standards of dress wasting their time? Or does everyone, like the fish in the water, take 

dress for granted and overlook its importance?” (p. 32). Perhaps in an attempt to answer 

these questions, in recent years, interest in workplace attire has consisted of examining its 

connection to self-perception, self-presentation, and impression management, the latter 

being symbolic “efforts by an actor to create, maintain, protect, or otherwise alter and 

image held by a target audience” (Bolino, Kacmar, Turnley, & Gistrap, 2008, p. 1080; 

see also Goffman, 1959). This stream of research has blossomed particularly strongly 

within the contexts of doctor-patient relationships (Bond, Clamp, Gray, & van Dam, 
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2010; Nihalani, Kunwar, Stallar, & Lamberti, 2006; Rehman, Nietert, Cope, & 2005) and 

consumers’ service encounter experiences (Yan, Yurchisin, & Watchravesringkan, 2011). 

 Previous research has repeatedly documented that individuals use clothing to 

express their identity – or parts thereof – in the workplace (O’Neal, 1999; Peluchette et 

al., 2006). Karl et al. (2013), for example examined city employee’s self-perceptions in 

response to varying modes of dress, ranging from casual to formal business attire. The 

authors found that employees felt their self-perceptions of competence and 

authoritativeness rise when wearing formal business or business casual attire. 

Furthermore, wearing business casual had the strongest positive impact on self-

perceptions of trustworthiness and productivity, whereas self-perceptions of creativity 

and friendliness suffered when wearing formal business clothes. Similarly, Cardon and 

Okoro (2009) showed that business students believed that wearing formal business attire 

projected authoritativeness, while less formal business wear was perceived to convey 

creativity and friendliness. Finally, Rucker, Anderson, and Kangas (1991) documented 

how individuals used their workplace attire to improve their organizational status and to 

enhance respect paid to them by coworkers. These findings accord with Rafaeli and 

Pratt’s (1993) assertion that workplace attire conveys meaning both through its specific 

attributes and through facilitating comparisons between individuals. 

  Additionally, dress has been shown to serve as referential marker people use to 

form impressions of others (O’Neal & Lapitsky, 1991; Thourlby, 1978). For instance, 

Easterling, Leslie, and Jones (1992) surveyed service organization personnel 

administrators to identify the prevalence of formal dress code policies and the perceived 
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importance of dress as employee performance indicator. Administrators believed that 

workplace attire was “particularly important in making an initial impression and in 

progressing in a business career” (p. 218). Furthermore, the authors surmised that 

purchasers of professional services are likely to base their decisions on the professional 

appearance of potential contract employees. Finally, Shao, Baker, and Wagner (2004) 

conducted an experiment with 200 undergraduate students and documented greater levels 

of service quality expectations and purchase intentions as a result of perceived 

appropriateness of service contact employees’ dress.  

 In sum, despite being somewhat relegated to the sidelines of mainstream 

management research, organizational dress and workplace attire scholarship has produced 

important theoretical insight and practically useful information for organizations. Most 

crucially, previous scholarship has demonstrated the importance of dress as symbolic 

expression of identity, specifically organizational identity, for “by definition, 

organizational dress represents values that identify the organization rather than an 

individual employee” (Rafaeli & Pratt, 1993, p. 41). It would thus appear that the 

introduction of a formal dress code policy, either as a stand-alone change or as part of a 

larger, more complex change initiative, would have profound effects on employees 

perceptions of self and their role vis-à-vis their organization. However, despite scholarly 

attention to the importance of comprehensive use of cultural artifacts to stimulate and 

sustain change efforts (Armenakis & Lang, 2014; Higgins & Mcallaster, 2004; Higgins, 

Mcallaster, Certo, & Gilbert, 2006), the explicit consideration of dress remains absent 

from change management scholarship.  Moreover, research on workplace attire has itself 
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been limited to the private sector (for an exception see Karl et al., 2013) and no attempts 

have been made to examine the role of dress code within the context of change in a 

public recreation organization. This context is suggested to provide theoretically valuable 

insight for it comprises multiple identities, diverse composition of employees, and 

varying role expectations.  

Identity & Identity Work 

 “Individuals need a situated identity, or a clear sense of ‘who they are’ in their 

local context to function” (Ashforth & Shinoff, 2016, p. 111). Accordingly, identity 

research has a long history across various academic disciplines (Alvesson, Ashcraft, & 

Thomas, 2008). Within this tradition, three broad lenses have emerged: social identity 

theory (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner, 1985), identity work 

(Collinson, 2003; Knights & Willmott, 1989; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003), and 

identity regulation (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002). For the present research, identity work 

served as the theoretical focal point, for, as Brown (2015) highlighted, it appears to be 

“more necessary, frequent and intense in situations where strains, tensions and surprises 

are prevalent, as these prompt feelings of confusion, contradiction and self-doubt, which 

in turn tend to lead to examination of the self” (p. 25). In other words, individuals’ 

attempts to make sense of their personal, internal (Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003) and 

social, external (Watson, 2008) identities are assumed to be more salient and crucial 

during periods of major change or in response to recurring challenges (Alvesson et al., 

2008).  
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 Unlike social identity theory (SIT), identity work is predicated on a certain degree 

of agentic primacy that individuals exercise when shaping their own identity (Alvesson & 

Willmott, 2002). It thus abandons imaginations of organizational actors as being 

passively bound to the powers of external influences, be that organizational and 

institutional logics, supervisors, or coworkers (Collinson, 2003). At the same time, 

identity work does not occur in an isolated vacuum absent social influence and 

interaction. Indeed, as Jenkins (1996) pointed out, “individual identity – embodied in 

selfhood – is not meaningful in isolation from the social world of other people. 

Individuals are unique and variable, but selfhood is thoroughly socially constructed” (p. 

20). Additionally, as modern society and organizations offer a complex array of diverse 

social logics and expectations, individuals may vary in their interpretations of prevailing 

identity concepts (Giddens, 1991). Moreover, different individuals will differ in the 

extent to which they incorporate particular identity facets as more or less central 

components of their self-conceptualizations. Watson (2008) illustrated this later point 

aptly, arguing that “for some people who work as managers, doctors or academics, being 

a manager, doctor or academic is relatively central to who they take themselves to be. For 

others it is peripheral” (p. 129). Identity work thus appears to involve negotiations 

between at times competing social stimuli in order to formulate a more or less coherent 

understanding of self. 

This focus on individual’s ability to consciously engage in the active manipulation 

of their own selves under consideration of their social environment can be observed in the 

various articulations and definitions of identity work: 
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“... the range of activities individuals engage in to create, present, and sustain 

personal identities that are congruent with and supportive of the self-concept.” 

(Snow & Anderson, 1987, p. 1348) 

 

“… activities that individuals undertake to create, maintain, and display personal 

and social identities that sustain a coherent and desirable self-concept.” (Petriglieri 

& Pertriglieri, 2010, p. 45) 

 

“… forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or revising the constructions 

that are productive of a precarious sense of coherence and distinctiveness” 

(Alvesson & Willmot, 2002, p. 626).  

 Instances of identity construction through the aforementioned activities have been 

documented in a variety of settings and circumstances, albeit not always under the 

explicit label of identity work. Ibarra (1999), for example, conducted a qualitative study 

to analyze identity construction processes among junior consultants and investment 

bankers during periods of transition toward more senior positions. Faced with novel 

expectations and role demands, these professionals sought out role models, experimented 

with emulating and enacting various models of identity, and continuously evaluated their 

evolving repertoire of behaviors and selves based on perceptions of internal congruence 

and external feedback.  

Sims (2003) presented a narrative perspective on how middle managers construct 

their identities and work experience and how they present these identities to superiors, 
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subordinates, and themselves. Arguing that as human beings, “we are continuously 

producing storied versions of what is happening in our lives, as well as revising the way 

that we tell the stories of earlier parts of our lives” (p. 1197), Sims (2003) contented that 

middle managers faced unique challenges in crafting stories that made sense to both those 

below and above them while also maintaining internal cognitive consonance. 

Specifically, so Sims (2003), these middle managers were caught in forever-frugal 

attempts to work through the construction of inherently incompatible narratives and, as a 

result, were “always at risk of losing the self” (p. 1208).  

Beyer and Hannah (2002) documented how professionals drew on established 

personal identities, previous knowledge, and prior experience in managing their work to 

navigate the assimilation process into novel jobs in a semiconductor research consortium. 

Those with more years of experience in a larger variety of industries had an easier time 

adjusting to their new work settings because they were able to more effectively draw 

upon compatible identity dimensions, recognize and capitalize on areas of fit between 

existing skills and new demands, and enact a wider array of adjustment strategies. 

Therefore, greater experience appeared to enable participants to maintain better 

coherence between their selves and their new role demands, in other words facilitating 

processes of identity work. Their findings prompted Beyer and Hannah (2002) to suggest 

that “diverse experience provides a richer store of raw materials for sensemaking, 

including multidimensional personal identities and more possible selves“ (p. 650). The 

availability of these diverse potential identity images thus allowed for greater control 

over the socialization process and aided in the maintenance of personal identity aspects in 
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the face of organizational attempts to assimilate the newcomers into the organizations. In 

this example, then, identity work involved distinct components of identity maintenance 

and protection. 

Storey, Salaman, and Platman (2005) studied freelance workers in the media 

industry to ascertain the extent to which these individuals adopted entrepreneurial 

identities congruent with prevailing organization and management logics in their chosen 

industry. In accordance with other authors who have argued against an overly 

deterministic view of how organizational or institutional logics impact individuals’ 

identity construction, Storey et al. (2005) found that participants of their study “did not 

merely absorb passively the discourses and practices to which they were exposed” (p. 

1050). Instead, freelance media workers, while readily accepting and internalizing 

entrepreneurial key elements like independence or autonomy, at times struggled to fully 

embrace an entrepreneurial market space that offered fewer elements of organization, 

structure, and protection to employees and contract laborers. Enterprise as identity thus 

offered a paradox to be solved, rather than ubiquitously beneficial shift in organizing 

logic, as media freelancers attempted to become more entrepreneurial in their behaviors 

in order to combat the negative effects of an increasingly entrepreneurial market 

landscape. Where these behaviors failed to yield the desired results, freelance contractors 

employed coping strategies that disinvested their sense of personal self from that of being 

an entrepreneur. Thus, where necessary, they rejected the entrepreneurial logic. 

Overall, then, identity work provides a conceptual lens to framing and 

understanding how individuals negotiate their roles within social relationships. However, 
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despite the proliferation of identity work research and accompanying attempts to 

synthesize extant scholarship (e.g., Brown, 2015; Watson, 2008), as a research stream it 

remains somewhat fragmented. For example, scholars disagree on whether identity work 

is active or passive (Collinson, 2003; Deetz, 1994; Wrzesniewski, & Dutton, 2001), 

conscious or subconscious (Wieland, 2010), solely discursive or non-verbal as well 

(Aslan, 2016; Cuncliffe, 2001; Cuncliffe & Coupland, 2012), and the extent to which it is 

ongoing or episodic (Down & Reveley, 2009; Schatzki, 2012). More crucially, the exact 

processes through which identity work is achieved and if these processes are congruent 

across various organizational, institutional, and cultural contexts remain unknown 

(Brown, 2015). Specifically, identity work research has taken place predominantly in 

managerial and entrepreneurial contexts, although notable exceptions include Aslan 

(2016) who applied identity work to encounters between live statue street performers and 

their audiences; Kreiner, Hollensbe, and Sheep (2006), who explored identity work 

processes among priests; and Creed, DeJordy, and Lok (2010), who examined how 

LGBT protestant ministers worked at reconciling their faith-based work and socially 

marginalized identities based on their sexual orientations. Scant attention has been paid to 

the public sector, despite the fact that:  

… public sector professionals face multifarious challenges, not purely in terms of 

how they execute their role, but fundamental questions around their values, sense 

of salience and professional identities; provoking questions around what it means 

to be an effective public sector professional in the 21st century. (Baxter, 2011, p. 

9). 
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 Where research on these processes in the public sector exists, it has focused on 

management professionals (Aronson & Smith, 2011; Lawler & Hearn, 1997; Shanks, 

Lundström, & Wiklund, 2015; Sims, 2008) or top-level civil servants (Bourgault & Van 

Dorpe, 2013). No studies exist that have endeavored to simultaneously investigate 

identity work across multiple employee groups in the public sector during times of a 

major change initiative. Moreover, identity work, change management, and public 

management research have largely ignored public recreation, but it has received some 

scholarly attention in various other disciplines, such as leisure service management and 

marketing (Kyle & Mowen, 2005; Novatorov & Crompton, 2001), city development and 

infrastructure (McShane, 2006) or professional development (Fulthorp & D’Eloia, 2015; 

Hurd, 2005; Hurd, Elkins, & Beggs, 2014).  

One notable exception is offered by Zimmerman and Allen (2009), who examined 

how public recreation administrators perceived their professional identities and the extent 

to which differences in these role perceptions affected resource allocation decisions. The 

authors found that administrators self-identified either as efficient administrators with a 

penchant for proactive social value creation or as being caught in a balancing act between 

managerial efficiency and social equity creation. In light of significant overlap between 

these roles, Zimmerman and Allen (2009) surmised that the relatively strong convergence 

of role and identity descriptions could be ascribed to increasingly stronger efforts among 

public recreation agencies to provide education and development programs for their 

employees.  
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 Addressing the aforementioned gaps in present scholarship, this research 

examines the processes underlying identity work in a major public recreation 

organization. Specifically, it examines these issues in the context of the introduction of a 

novel dress code. The introduction of a formal dress code in the public recreation sector 

provides a fruitful context for the exploration of identity motives, for dress is a “visual 

metaphor for identity” (Davis, 1992, p. 25) and because the imposed restriction of this 

identity expression represents a case of organizational identity regulation. Identity 

regulation, defined by Alvesson and Wilmott (2002) as “the more or less intentional 

effects of social practices upon processes of identity construction and reconstruction” (p. 

625), constitutes real or imagined attempts by the organization to exercise managerial 

control over employees and to create “appropriate individuals” (Deetz, 1994, p. 24). In 

the form of imposed organizational dress, these attempts theoretically engender mutually 

exclusive effects for change recipients. On the one hand, as outlined above, more formal 

dress has been associated with greater self-perceptions of, for example, competence and 

authority. On the other hand, its top-down introduction may undermine individuals’ 

needs for self-determination. For the individual, “so intimate are the connections between 

dress and identity that for some theorists the self does not exist independently of the 

clothes that one wears” (Humphreys & Brown, 2002, p. 930). On a broader level, it 

affects the relationship between public service professionals and their constituents, most 

notably among them children and teenagers.  

Identity work and identity regulation as organizational control mechanisms have 

mostly been examined in the form of discursive representations (e.g., Alvesson et al., 
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2008; Beech, 2008; Down & Reveley, 2009), embodied in talk “as an ongoing 

narrativization of work selves (Brown & Lewis, 2011, p. 873). At the same time, these 

predominantly interview-based approaches have increasingly come under scrutiny for 

being too far removed from the situated phenomena they are supposed to capture (Aslan, 

2015; Down & Reveley, 2009; McInnes & Corlett, 2012). From this vantage point, 

simply asking participants about how they see themselves in relation to their social 

surroundings understates the importance of identity as it emerges from and can be 

observed in contextualized local settings and encounters (Iedema, Rhodes, & Scheeres, 

2006). In this vein, the present research makes use of interviews and fieldwork notes to 

“avoid the pitfalls of generating a theoretically self-fulfilling view of identity work as a 

purely self-narrational or discursive process” (Down & Reveley, 2009, p. 386-387). A 

more detailed overview of this study’s methodological approach is provided next. 

Brief Review of Methodology 

As no previous examination of identity work in public recreation exists, and as no 

research has endeavored to understand identity work in response to imposed 

organizational dress during a major change initiative, this study adopts a 

phenomenological approach. Concerned with identifying “the inherent and unchanging in 

the meaning of the issue under study” (Chan, Fung, & Chien, 2013, p. 1), 

phenomenological inquiry is well suited to explore the nature of subjective experiences 

without necessarily endeavoring to elucidate linear causal relationships between variables 

(Hirschman, 1986). Like other, related, qualitative research methods, it relies on the 

construction of rich and idiosyncratic narratives from a limited number of participants. 
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Contrary to grounded theory approaches (Corbin & Strauss 2014), however, 

phenomenology does not seek to achieve theoretical satiation. Instead, it focuses on 

narratives and experiences of those ‘being-in-the-world’ and embraces paradoxes and 

conflicts as constitutive elements of identity work in organizations.  

Despite its suitability to shed light on subjective human experience, the 

application of phenomenology in organization studies has remained relatively uncommon 

(Gill, 2014; Sanders, 1982). This paucity of phenomological inquiry within 

organizational research is all the more astounding when one considers the inherently 

interpretative, experiential, and situational character of many organizational phenomena – 

most notably identity (Gioia, Patvarhan, Hamilton, & Corley, 2013; Whetten, 2006). An 

exception is offered by Gill (2015), who followed Smith and Osborn’s (2003; see also 

Smith, 2010) interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) approach to understand 

emotional responses to organizational identity regulation attempts among consultants. 

Combining interview data and field observations, Gill (2015) documented how 

organizational narratives concerned with maintaining an elite identity affected individual 

identity construction and maintenance. As consultants increasingly bought into prevailing 

organizational discourse concerned with the superior status of the firm and its members, 

they also evidenced sentiments of anxiety to lose the very status they so highly coveted. 

Gill’s (2015) study exemplifies the potential value of phenomenological research for 

organization studies, particularly that of IPA, for: 

… a detailed IPA analysis can also involve asking critical questions of the texts 

from participants, such as the following: What is the person trying to achieve 
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here? Is something leaking out here that wasn’t intended? Do I have a sense of 

something going on here that maybe the participants themselves are less aware of? 

(Smith & Osborn, 2003, p. 53) 

Here, IPA makes explicit its hermeneutical two-stage interpretation process as the 

researcher attempts to make sense of participants’ sensemaking activities. Moreover, it 

illustrates a more general concern with the investigator’s role in phenomenological 

research, as well as fundamental epistemological differences between different 

perspectives within this research tradition. Specifically, whilst some scholars have urged 

fellow researchers to ‘bracket’ previously held beliefs, personal values, and prior 

knowledge (Brymer & Schweitzer, 2013; Carpenter, 2007; Husserl, 1931; Pettit, 1969; 

Ray, 1994), others have questioned the feasibility and desirability of such a practice (e.g., 

Fischer, 2009; Heidegger, 2008; LeVasseur, 2003). This research follows the latter, 

interpretive viewpoint, for: 

It is through this kind of hermeneutic occupation with the dynamic nature of the 

researcher-participant relationship that new findings emerge, existing knowledge 

is transformed, and novel interpretations of familiar concepts and contexts can be 

developed. (Hemme, Morais, Bowers, & Todd, in press). 

 In other words, much like participants’ making sense of themselves and their 

surrounding social identities is an interpretive process in part influenced by others and the 

questions asked by the interviewer, the researcher can never be fully detached from their 

own values and presuppositions. Accordingly, this study conceived of efforts to mitigate 

the researcher’s potentially confounding influence simply as a question of reflexivity and 
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self-awareness (e.g., Mauthner & Doucet, 2003) and a reminder to let interviews unfold 

based on participants’ pace and cues (Ray, 1994). Moreover, observational meeting notes 

aided in documenting in-situ interactions between individuals without interference from 

the researcher. 

To analyze data, I followed Tesch’s (1990, p. 142-149) eight-step coding 

procedure in order to analyze particularly significant statements and develop an “essence 

description” (Creswell, 2013, p. 196) of the participants’ experience. First, I read all 

eleven transcripts “as one would read a novel” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1279). 

Although not yet formulating specific codes, I journalled ideas and themes that emerged 

reading the interviews. Second, I read the transcripts more closely, one participant 

account at a time. Highlighting words that captured key sentiments and adding notes in 

the margins, I paid particular attention to the underlying meaning of statements instead of 

their superficial verbatim content. Third, about a quarter through reading all transcripts, I 

began compiling a list of topics as discussed by the interviewees. These topics were then 

grouped and ordered based on their relevance, frequency of occurrence, and importance 

(Creswell, 2013). Fourth, topics were reduced to codes and applied to their corresponding 

sections in the transcript. This somewhat unpolished and rudimentary coding scheme 

served as a general framework that simultaneously allowed for new topics and codes to 

emerge. Fifth, general topics were converted into broader categories by grouping related 

themes together. Additionally, I mapped connections between categories and sub-

categories on a whiteboard in my office. Sixth, final categories were given abbreviated 

labels and alphabetized. These final categories and codes served as the foundation for 
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comprehensively coding all interview transcripts. Seventh, a preliminary analysis of our 

interview data was performed under particular consideration of similarities and 

differences, unique and unexpected experiences, and general fit of the final codes and 

categories. A final round of coding at times resulted in recoding or merging sub-

categories.  

Findings 

 Faced with the new dress code, employees evoked two identity dimensions, 

namely their occupational identity and, to a lesser yet considerable extent, their personal 

identity. Occupational identity included five distinct identity challenge responses: 

dismissal, self-enhancing acceptance, instrumental acceptance, internally based rejection, 

and externally based rejection. Personal identity consisted of humorizing tactics and 

autonomy-based rejection. Additionally, at the nexus of both occupational and personal 

identity concerns, organizational members were critical of the decision making process 

that had informed the new dress code.  

Occupational identity. Some participants dismissed the dress code as 

inconsequential and without impact on their occupational roles and identities. Instead, 

they focused on their work and tasks at hand, albeit while acknowledging the dress 

code’s impact on others within the organization: 

Our dress code’s changed. It doesn’t really affect my work at all. I know some 

people are unhappy about it. Not a big deal to me. That’s hard to say, I feel like at 

least in my level, where I’m at currently, life goes on whether it’s this person or 
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that person or whoever else is in that role [of division manager], I’m still 

providing my programs to our residents. The people who use this facility. (2_1_1) 

Here, the interviewee stressed the importance of ensuring the delivery of quality 

leisure offerings, irrespective of external or internal influences. With his immediate 

community as the focal force of his sense of belonging within the organization, the 

interviewee discounted the relevance of changes in workplace attire – or other managerial 

initiatives – and instead cast himself as being accountable solely to his customers. Similar 

sentiments emerged from various participants who stated they had “other things to worry 

about and to focus on” (4_1_1) and that mostly cared about “doing my job to the best 

ability that I can” (5_1_2). 

It is possible that the aforementioned threat dismissals reflected participants’ 

genuine beliefs in the novel dress code’s inconsequential nature. Conversely, Breakwell 

(2015) has described such disavowing of a potential identity threat as a form of 

deflection, specifically the denial that a threat exists in the first place. As Breakwell 

(2015) explained: 

The distressing reality is simply denied; the existence of the threat to identity is 

not acknowledged. Denial can be a complex strategy with a number of stages. 

First, the facts are denied, then their relevance, then their urgency, then the need 

to act, then the emotions aroused and, finally, the importance of these emotions. 

(p. 81)  

 In the context of participant interviews, the true character of these threat responses 

is impossible to elucidate, even more so when one considers the potential dangers 
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associated with discursive identity work as “heroic monological … accounts of ‘I could’ 

and ‘I am,’ respectively” (Aslan, 2015, p. 3). In other words, participants may have 

chosen to display a particularly nonchalant attitude in regards to organizational dress for 

fear of seeming overly concerned with what may typically be viewed as a trivial issue. 

From an interpretative phenomenological analysis perspective, then, three possibilities 

emerge: 1) dress to these participants is truly as trivial as they say, thus indicating close 

congruence between their narratives and experience, 2) dress should be a trivial issue, 

thereby prompting participants to frame their outward sensemaking as such in order to be 

viewed in line with what they perceive to be prevailing notions of acceptable reactions to 

changes in mandatory workplace attire, and, as a result, 3) their sensemaking and coping 

strategies should indeed be interpreted as forms of denial. Speaking to the latter, it should 

be noted that the majority of participants evidenced iterations of what can be described as 

‘no, but…’ statements that voiced some form of concern regarding the dress code only to 

then qualify these concerns by denying their relevance: 

It doesn’t bother me looking more professional but I would love to wear jeans on 

Friday. We’re in recreation, and being able to wear something like this, or my 

khakis, it bothers me a little bit, but I need to focus on my job and I have more 

important things to worry about. (4_2_2) 

 Here, one can sense a double pull toward being critical of the dress code and 

simultaneously voicing the need to focus on more important concerns, irrespective of 

what one may think or feel. These answers possibly point toward denial as a form of 
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organizational acquiescence and desire not to be perceived as getting easily distracted by 

personal concerns, let alone concerns for one’s ability to select their own wardrobe. 

 Self-enhancing acceptance included statements that displayed a welcoming of the 

prescribed workplace attire as aiding the participants in enacting their job: 

In my work, clothes, you know, well it affects us in a positive way. Shall I say, 

where people who are not acclimated with our areas and they come in and they’re 

looking for help, it just made it, it appears that they’re more comfortable and 

coming to and approaching us. You know, I think it helped us to be more 

approachable because now we’re wearing a type of uniform that people can 

identify with or recognize. (3_3_1) 

Moreover, participants indicated that being easily identifiable would help 

neighboring communities by providing a known place in situations of distress:  

But the thing is, is that especially these times I think a type of uniform is, I would 

think would be more of a beneficiary to ourselves as well as the public. With all 

these, shall I say, violent activities that’s been going on, it’s a, it helps the public 

to at least identify, shall I say, a safe haven. Being able to recognize some people 

of a, that could help you with some kind of sense of direction. (3_2_1) 

Although in the minority, self-enhancing acceptance statements constituted an 

important coping identity threat coping mechanism among participants. Of all 

sensemaking frames evoked by employees it was the one that most closely reflected an 

appreciation of the original intent behind the introduction of the dress code. Interviewees 

using this frame repeatedly mentioned increased professionalism as the main benefit of 
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the dress code and indicated that they expected favorable customer reactions to the 

change in attire. Notably, participants only specifically mentioned parents as customers 

who would welcome the uniforms, while making no reference to how children and 

teenagers would react. In a sense, this might indicate differences in external identity 

orientation vis-à-vis community stakeholders. 

Instrumental acceptance consisted of, at times begrudging, acceptance of the 

changed expectations as simply being part of the job. In part, these sentiments reflected 

participants viewing themselves as subordinated parts of a larger organization: 

Whatever. Ultimately, it’s not a big deal. Everybody’s a big girl and a big boy. 

We all have a job, and you have to dress for your job. Whatever the organization 

feels is appropriate. You go to Target, people are wearing a red shirt and khaki 

shorts. You go to Walmart, people are wearing blue. Come on. People just need to 

get behind it and grow up. (21_1_1) 

Here, the interviewee also implied the importance of organizational compliance for the 

sake of keeping one’s job. Such thoughts were echoed frequently among participants and 

perhaps captured best by the following statement: 

The uniform, it didn’t bother me as far as it affected the temp staff. I was basically 

trying to put in everybody in perspective. They just didn’t like the whole dressing 

up in khakis and tucking in their shirt and all that. Me, it really doesn’t matter to 

me. The job requires it; I’m going to do what the job asks me to do if that’s my 

source of income. I like getting paid. (2_4_1) 
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Not a big deal for me. Other people have voiced their opinion that they hate it. 

They say we work at a REC center. We’re playing with kids. Why do we have to 

wear the monkey suit? In the summer I can see that. Now, not a big deal. When 

we have special events, you shouldn’t be in your gym shorts and a t-shirt. Put on 

pants and a city shirt. Represent who you work for. (10_2_2) 

Participants who used instrumental coping frames were not so much concerned 

with the dress code per se but with it being a managerial directive that ought to be 

followed. Adherence to leadership expectations was thus a means to an end, irrespective 

of what one thought about the novel workplace attire regulations. 

Internally based rejections of the dress code comprised sentiments of ‘this is not 

who we are’ shared by a large number of employees. Predominantly, these sentiments 

revolved around various ideas of how recreation professionals should act, dress, and 

interact with their consumers: 

We’re a recreation center. To me, I’m limited to what I can do with the kids. I 

used to dress like the kids did. They liked that because they had somebody they 

could relate to. I used to wear Jordans and all that. Now the kids feel like, “What’s 

going on?” To me, we’ve lost a lot of kids because of the changes. In general, I 

like the kids to relate to you. I get it, I know I’ve got to dress up because I’m 

representing the center. But I shouldn’t be limited to doing this when I come to 

work. I should be able to feel comfortable. Even a tee shirt or gym shorts that we 

could wear every day that the kids relate to. When I was younger my mentors, 
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they dressed the way they wanted. They’d make me feel good because they’re not 

acting professional, I can go up to them and talk to them. (10_3_1) 

Notably, according to some interviewees, doubt about the dress code’s fit with the 

organization’s leisure and recreation professional identity was also voiced by some of the 

recreation department’s constituents: 

I spent a lot of money buying all the stupid khaki pants, and now we’re moving 

back to black. I feel like it’s not really reflective of our division. We’re supposed 

to be a playful division, and we’re supposed to be playing with the kids, and going 

on walks, and playing in the garden. To dress in collars and khakis, to me just 

doesn’t portray that to the public. We get asked daily, “Why are you wearing such 

nice clothes? Aren’t you supposed to be playing with my children?” 

As such, it appears that while some stakeholders appreciated the dress code as a 

visual marker of professionalism and trustworthiness, others questioned its impact on the 

employees’ ability to properly execute their tasks and responsibilities. In turn, these 

conflicting expectations resulted in dissonant identity experiences for employees.  

In addition to not being able to do their job, participants repeatedly criticized the 

dress code as being wasteful and thus violating their stewardship over the proper 

utilization of public funds and taxpayer money: 

I think that’s where our main focus point is and I think we’re focusing too much 

on this uniform deal and it’s costing a lot of money. What I’ve heard, I don’t 

know the exact numbers but I heard it’s costing a lot of tax payer’s money which I 
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don’t agree we should be focusing on that. It needs to be elsewhere. That’s my 

biggest deal on that. (7_3_1) 

Moreover, interviewees were critical of the fact that they already had a wide 

variety of shirts used for permanent and seasonal staff: 

I think it was a bit wasteful that we changed completely from certain colors and 

we had to order new shirts. I have an entire box of shirts that staff was wearing, I 

think, that were functional, that are now no longer functional; and had to order 

about a thousand dollars of new stuff. (9_1_1) 

 

That is something that I felt strongly on one of those questions, when it says could 

the department been spending its money on something else other than that. That 

was a big one because we had, already, shirts upon shirts upon shirts. Now 

everybody had to take their budget and use it to buy the blue or the white shirt. 

You can only wear khakis to work. That was, to me, a waste of money. All we 

have to do was wear one of our shirts that had the logo. Now we have to have 

Community Recreation on it and it has to be blue or white. No ifs, ands, or buts. 

(12_2_1) 

Considered in unison, rejection of the dress code as incompatible with internal 

and public expectations of what the organization was supposed to be about dominated 

participant narratives, particularly where notions of children and teenager focused 

interactive recreation and proper public servitude were concerned. 
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In contrast to coping via rejecting the dress code as incompatible with dominant 

occupational identities as recreation professionals, externally based rejection comprised 

the construal of anti-identities, the process or state of “being cognizant of what it is that 

we aren’t, don’t do and desire not to be thought of” (Caroll & Levy, 2008, p. 80). In the 

present study, many participants rejected the professionalism and corporate elements 

associated with a stringent dress code: 

The other thing is, we work in recreation. The first document that was presented 

to us about business casual came from ... So we got a new manager that had this 

new dress code idea and he’s giving the staff that don’t even really know him or 

know his style this document about business casual that comes from the school of 

business. (22_1_1) 

 

A lot of what it was presenting was really coming from that rigid corporate 

standard of dress code where business casual was khaki, and business is black. 

There are a lot of things in there that really aren’t conducive for you, for us to be 

active and involved in the community, it’s kind of hard to do that, to run around 

with kids with your shirt tucked in. (23_1_1) 

  

I don’t see the reason for that, except for when the top manager first joined our 

organization she said she was very impressed with the staff at Disneyland, that 

that’s how they were. We’re not Disneyland and we could have used that money 

somewhere else. (6_2_2) 
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The rejection of anti-identities constituted a particularly strong sensemaking 

and coping mechanism among participants. In fact, beyond those companies already 

mentioned in the verbatim quotes shown above, employees referenced a wide variety of 

other organizations, all with a well-known and easily distinguishable dress code or 

uniform, as examples of “groups or organizations from which they perceive[d] their 

identities to be separated” (Elsbach & Bhattacharya, 2001, p. 394).  

Overall, perceptions of occupational identity threat varied among employees, and 

while not all participants rejected it, self-enhancing acceptant framing of the mandatory 

workplace attire remained a minority experience shared by interviews.  

 Personal Identity. In addition to challenging participants’ occupational identities, 

the new dress code presented a threat to their personal senses of self, particularly where 

their autonomy was concerned. Accordingly, participants repeatedly shared feelings of 

loss of control: 

On the dress code, whoever finally decided that, they should have strongly 

considered females that are heavier in their rear and/or the stomach area. Khaki 

does not look good on anybody that’s heavyset. I can tell you right now. It 

doesn’t. They should have thought about that. “Hey, let’s get some input from 

females.” They should have said, “What color would be good ... That we all look 

good?” I would have said navy blue or black pair of pants. Khaki does not look 

good on a heavy person, male or female and they just did not consider that at all. I 

think that was wrong. (5_2_1) 
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That was just kind of how we rolled, yeah there were different colored shirts per 

work unit but they still, when you saw the staff together they look like a collective 

unit because of this color scheming. That was something that my team had a hard 

time grasping of: “We can’t pick our own colors?” Which, I can just show you 

this; these are all the colored shirts that I can’t wear anymore because they’re not 

the appropriate color. (24_1_1) 

Moreover, participants shared how previous workplace attire rules had allowed 

them to wear jeans on Friday. To many interviewees, the temporary suspension of strict 

dress code expectations constituted a welcome break in their organizational routines and 

reaffirmed perceptions of personal control over their appearance. Additionally, it helped 

bridge the gap between employees and their customers: 

Then no jeans on Friday, I love jeans. I wear jeans everyday, except for when I’m 

at work. Wearing jeans on Friday was my little small joy, not just mine, 

everybody. A lot of people’s small joy to put jeans on Friday and be a little more 

relaxed, and have fun. Most of us don’t have meetings and things on Friday so it 

gave us more time to hang out with the participants. (14_3_2) 

In addition to feelings of loss of control, some interviewees confided that the 

dress code made them stand out too much: 

Now, okay from an employee standpoint it was, the uniform was stressful to a lot 

of people. For the staff, a couple of things happened. They were pressured with an 

added expense item that was not planned on in their budget and then the other one 

would be with the comfort zone that they had and now folks have been taken out 
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of their comfort zone by now. Having to be easily spotted. Now people felt 

uncomfortable with that. (3_3_1) 

This particular finding runs counter to previous research that has documented 

increased self-perceptions of authority and competence vis-à-vis customers as a result of 

professionalized dress in public services (Karl et al., 2013).  

Participants also challenged the uniform’s de-individuation effects and suggested 

negative effects on perceptions of self and individuality: 

Dress code, my only complaint is, not even complaint, it’s more we are looking 

like a single unit now. Before we weren’t. I think it’s a little, how do I say, it’s 

just taking away from the person individually and who they are. It can be as small 

as me tucking in my t-shirt, which I don’t tuck in my shirt ever. Now the dress 

code requires me to tuck in my shirt. (13_2_1)  

In response to feelings of loss of self and becoming too similar as a collective 

unit, many participants admitted to active acts of resistance in order to restore a sense of 

control. 

I don’t follow it to the T. I’m supposed to have my shirt tucked in and my shorts 

could be a little longer. I mean, it’s all right. I enjoyed being able to wear my own 

clothes because I could wear pants, and a little shirt, and flats. Now I get up and it 

takes me less than half the time it would take me before to get ready. That’s kind 

of cool. I don’t mind it. I’m not crazy about it, but I don’t hate it. I’m kind of 

neutral. If it was anything more than this, I would be pretty upset. If they were 

sticklers about tucking shirts in. (13_3) 
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Finally, participants humorously downplayed the significance of the dress code by 

suggesting it actually made it easier getting ready for work in the morning: 

It’s not a big deal. It’s probably easier for some of us not having to worry about 

what are you going to wear in the morning. You already know. You just got to 

make sure it’s clean. Sometimes it ain’t even clean, you just put it on anyway. 

(8_3_1) 

Process. Participants repeatedly implied that discontent with the dress code 

stemmed as much from dissatisfaction with the underlying decision making process as 

from the actual change in workplace attire: 

I appreciate a dress code. I think that it is important. I fully support it. I don’t 

think that I particular care for the decisions that were made and I think there is a 

lack of clarity. I don’t think this is one of those situations where the policy was set 

and then it seems clear. I think it still seems muddy in some areas. I also think that 

it seems subjective to a person’s opinion about what they think. There’s still some 

subjectivity. I think that in the case of professional dress, where you don’t have a 

uniform, I think there will always be some subjectiveness to that. (2_4_1) 

 

I think ... this was one of those changes that felt more like political, you know, 

power waving, than it did, you know, like a particular need for us, especially 

when it comes down to, like, yeah, we keep telling you budgets are tight and you 

need to save money, but we need you to go spend $500 on more shirts that you 

probably already had 10 of. (8_3_1) 
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 Overall, resistance to the dress code as identity threat appeared to correspond to 

greater concerns regarding the shift of control toward division leadership and away from 

individual center supervisors: 

The centers used to operate completely in silos. Like if you managed this center, 

you had full discretion to do whatever you wanted with the budget; that includes 

setting your own dress code policy. Ordering your own shirts. Marketing your 

center. Doing things to break up those silos, or get people out of their silos, has 

been kind of an ongoing challenge that each manager kind of attempted (21_2) 

Discussion  

Discursive identity work evidenced by employees included a variety of 

sensemaking and coping tactics. At the same time, as employees continued to make sense 

of the new workplace attire, the narrative construction of identity threat response 

mechanisms converged to focus exclusively on aspects of personal identity, specifically 

the aforementioned loss of control over one’s appearance and the previously described 

discontent with perceived managerial deindividuation attempts. In particular, 

interviewees shifted their sensemaking and identity protection efforts away from 

concerns for the match between uniform and organization toward challenging 

management to loosen the dress code and, specifically, to reinstate the organization wide 

wearing of jeans on Fridays. During several meetings, supervisors in particular lobbied 

for changes in the dress code policy. As a result, division management instated jeans on 

Friday as a recognition tool to award exceptional performance. 
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 The present study describes identity work processes employed by public 

recreation professionals. Notably, participants simultaneously worked through personal 

and occupational identities. In their efforts to reconcile the introduction of a new dress 

code with established logics of organizing and performance, they felt their ability to 

perform and relate to their customers undermined, while also describing a loss of 

personal autonomy. The fervor with which participants discussed the dress code and its 

negative impact resurfaces theoretical and practical concerns for seemingly minor 

organizational changes and illustrates the danger of underestimating or downplaying the 

effect even relative mundane disruptions in the organizational fabric can have. 

The present research contradicts prior scholarship on changes in organizational 

dress that has postulated predominantly positive effects. Unlike previous studies (Cardon 

& Okoro, 2009; Karl et al., 2013; Rucker et al., 1991) that documented, for example, 

improved self-perceptions of competence, authoritativeness or productivity, the 

respondents in this study experienced the introduction of the dress code as mostly 

negative. Moreover, it demonstrates the challenges surrounding attempts to alter 

organizational artifacts. Matching artifacts like organizational symbols or rituals with 

changes in the organization’s strategic direction are important, for “if organizations do 

not align their cultural artifacts with their current strategy, then members receive mixed 

signals about the company goals and what is expected of the employees themselves” 

(Higgins et al., 2006, p. 402). Unlike prior work in this area, however, the present study 

shows that changes in dearly held artifacts can also undermine what may otherwise have 

been a much welcomed change. As I will discuss in further detail below, change in 
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cultural artifacts, if not accepted as clearly linked to the more profound changes they are 

supposed to support can serve as a lightning road or catalyst for change recipients’ 

overall change experience  

As discussions about the dress code intensified, latent tensions among leadership, 

middle managers, and front-line employees emerged. In accordance with prior research 

on organizational dress and workplace attires, inter-organizational debates were as much 

about the dress code itself as about what the top-down change with little to no input by 

those lower on the organizational hierarchy represented. Hence, eventually, the 

accompanying identity work shifted from relating dress to not being able to do one’s job 

to it undermining one’s autonomy – both at work and as a human being.  

Curiously, respondents also used their personal identity as an outlet to lessen the 

negative impact of the uniform on their occupational selves. Employees who viewed the 

dress code’s impact on their work self as particularly negative constructed an 

accommodating narrative surrounding their personal self that focused on positive facets, 

however tenuous and seemingly inconsequential. Thus, the present study points toward 

the productive combination of both negative and positive identity work aimed at different 

aspects of one’s cohesive identity. Additional research is needed to describe these 

processes in further detail, yet I tentatively suggest that dissonant experiences regarding 

one’s occupational self can be mediated by focusing on positive aspects within one’s 

personal identity. Within the public recreation setting, these processes may be 

particularly important, for they allow public recreation officials to maintain a much 
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needed balance aimed at preserving a productive servant-attitude toward their 

constituents and communities. 

The qualitative and interpretative nature of this research limits its generalizability. 

However, as no prior elaborations on identity work in the public recreation context exists, 

the phenomenological lens used herein offers a first step in understanding these processes 

and in beginning to theorize about the paradoxical nature of identity work and 

organizational dress.  

Theorizing Organizational Dress as Target of Displaced Aggression 

“Today’s society is replete with social groups such as organizations, clubs, 

churches, and vocations that ask their members to submit, surrender, and succumb to the 

needs, values, or identities of the collective” (Kreiner et al., 2006, p. 1031). One of the 

mechanisms through which organizations attempt to achieve such a surrender of their 

employees is workplace attire or mandatory organizational dress. Accordingly, 

participants in the present research answered the introduction of a formal dress code 

policy by engaging in various sensemaking and identity work tactics. At the same time, 

the fervor with which employees challenged managerial control of what to wear to work 

struck the researcher as remarkable and at times excessive. This paradoxical experience 

occasioned a broadening of the theoretical research frame occurred to make sense of 

these seemingly extreme employee reactions, attempting to understand them beyond what 

one supervisor dismissed as examples of “people just like to complain, man” (14_1).  

As a conceptual point of departure, it warrants restating that: 
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… during periods of stability, people take their realities for granted and are 

therefore unable to reveal their construction to themselves or others. In times of 

change, old practices are destroyed and new ones are constructed, which invites 

the questioning and deconstruction of the previous social order. (Czarniawska & 

Sévon, 1996, p. 1) 

Accordingly, as familiarity and stable order are challenged, change recipients 

attempt to make sense of new realities and shifting identity expectations. So when placed 

in the context of a comprehensive change effort, workplace attire is suggested to provide 

a symbolic opportunity to converse about one’s change experience beyond the alteration 

of the symbol itself (Rafaeli & Worline, 2000). As Pratt & Rafaeli (1997) theorized, “the 

symbol of dress, in itself vivid, visible, yet seemingly simple, offers a useful and 

accessible medium for disclosing conflicting organizational issues that are less easily 

grasped or discussed” (p. 863). However, I contend that discussions around 

organizational dress not only unveil contestations over linked identity constructs but 

serve as one possible example of displaced aggression in the face of otherwise intelligible 

and opaque multi-componential organizational change. Such a perspective does not 

render obsolete the appreciation of dress as identity work trigger but adds an explanatory 

perspective as to why change recipients engage in these discourses in the first place and 

why they do so with at times seemingly unreasonable intensity. 

Displaced aggression occurs when individuals aggress “against a seemingly 

innocent target” (Pedersen, Gonzales, & Miller, 2000, p. 913), because the original 

source of their frustration cannot be retaliated against (Dollard et al., 1939; Miller, 
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Pedersen, Earleywine, & Pollock, 2003). Specifically, individuals are thought to direct 

their anger toward a target other than their true source of provocation when a) the original 

source of anger is physically inaccessible such as when a supervisor berates their 

subordinate and then leaves the office, b) the original source of anger holds power over 

the individual such that lashing out would be unwise, and/or c) the original source of 

anger is obscure or abstract (Miller, 1948). This latter point is of particular interest for the 

current context. 

During mixed-type change processes, organizational members have to adapt to a 

wide variety of simultaneous structural and behavioral changes. Not all of these changes 

are explained equally well by management and some changes hold the promise of greater 

impact than others. Furthermore, change recipients are bound to be involved in the 

change process to varying degrees, in part as a result of their hierarchical level. In fact, 

“research suggests that supervisors and non-supervisory staff have different attitudes 

toward and perceptions about organizational change, arising from their disparate 

experiences of the change process, which reflect differences in power, autonomy and 

influence” (Jones at al., 2008, p. 298). Hence, faced with a variety of novel expectations, 

change recipients in their sensemaking efforts turn to those elements of the change 

initiative that are most tangible and whose implications are most easily discerned. In 

other words, whereas the true ramifications and underlying decision making processes of 

organizational restructuring efforts are somewhat obscure even to supervisors, being told 

what to wear to work is a fairly straightforward – and easily challenged – proposition. 

This line of thought stands in contrast to previous research suggesting that change 
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experience and subjective perceptions are largely driven by the impact of the change, 

such as threat of job loss or the effect of future advancement opportunities. Instead, 

during times of complex change, change recipients in this study made use of low-impact 

change to displace overall negative change perceptions due to lack of insight and control. 

 To extend this argument even further, the displaced attention paid to low-impact 

changes can be understood as change recipient attempts at de-paradoxifying otherwise 

opaque and conflicting change experiences (Lewis, 2000; Lüscher & Lewis, 2008). 

Specifically, faced with changes that were ostensibly designed to improve the 

organization’s ability to provide leisure opportunities to local communities yet that to 

many change recipients seemed to undermine the very essence of the organization, 

employees sought to escape these paradoxical experiences by focusing on those elements 

of the change initiative they understood. 

 Lüscher, Lewis, and Ingram (2006) identified three groups of paradoxes within 

organizations, those of performing, belonging, and organizing. According to the authors, 

whereas paradoxes of belonging related to actors’ changing relationships and paradoxes 

of organizing to macro-level changes in organizational objectives, paradoxes of 

performing connected to “organizational actors and their sense of self; a sense of self 

created through an understanding of their roles and performance expectations” (p. 495). 

Further extending this line of research, Lüscher and Lewis (2008) contended that when 

faced with paradoxes of performing, actors responded by splitting (i.e., the temporal 

and/or spatial separation of conflicting roles and their corresponding enactment). Thus 

bracketed into co-existing yet non-threatening identity expectations, actors achieved “a 
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more workable certainty” (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008, p. 234), without actually having to 

resolve the underlying paradoxical situation. Yet, such a differentiation does not capture 

the processes observed in the present study.  

 Vince and Broussine (1996) suggested that “change depends as much on 

comprehending and managing emotional relatedness as it does on employing rationality 

or logic to solve problems” (p. 4). Drawing from the works of Oldham and Kleiner 

(1990), as well as Kets de Vries and Miller (1985), these authors articulated five 

emotional defensive mechanisms: the repression of unwelcome memories; the regression 

to what has previously been found to be helpful and safe understandings; the projection 

of one’s own deficiencies and insecurities onto others; the reaction formation of clinging 

to feelings and beliefs that oppose the threatening change; and the denial of threat. 

However, as these threat responses constituted various manifestations of change 

recipients’ unproductive adherence to their established routines, they did not provide an 

explanatory frame for the helpful shifting of one’s sensemaking efforts toward more 

easily understandable change threats either. Conversely, neither did Lewis’s (2000) 

strategic responses aimed at accepting, engaging, and confronting paradoxical forces.         

 Finally, I considered participants’ behaviors in the light of Niklas Luhmann’s 

concept of de-paradoxification, a process Teubner (2001) succinctly defined as the 

invention of “new distinctions which do not deny the paradox but displace it temporarily, 

and thus relieve it of its paralyzing power” (p. 32). Originally developed to make sense of 

the underlying mechanisms of reflexivity in autopoetic societies, Luhmann’s de-

paradoxification concept is concerned with communicative provisions that allow decision 
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makers to move past seemingly paradoxical juxtapositions of alternatives that appear to 

be impossible to resolve (Seidl & Becker, 2006). In other words, de-paradoxification has 

thus far been conceived as a social process that involves making sense of paradoxes by 

virtue of re-telling them in a manner that masks their inherent tensions (Sundgren & 

Styhre, 2006). However, given the importance of subjective change evaluations based on 

one’s personal past, present, and envisioned future, I suggest that such de-

paradoxification also arises within the individual, in the form of “the construction of a 

narrative that renders the effects of the change intelligible and therefore what is possible 

to cope with emotionally” (Bergström, Styhre, & Thilander, 2014, p. 390). In the present 

case, this narrative construction involved the elevation of a low-impact tangible change in 

order to be able to make sense of at least some facet of the complex multiple-change 

process.  

 Such an expanded understanding of de-paradoxification offers several intriguing 

possibilities. For one, it adds a reconciliatory layer to notions of employee resistance and 

change coping responses. Stensaker, Meyer, Falkenberg, & Haueng (2002), for example, 

distinguished between active and passive coping mechanisms and between whether 

change was perceived as probable or not. Based on the distinguishing factors, they 

identified six coping mechanisms: 

(1) Assuming control over the change initiative instead of leaving it in the 

hands of management (active coping/probable change) 

(2) Faithfully executing top-down change initiative (passive coping/probable 

change) 
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(3) Distancing oneself from the change while doing just enough not be labeled 

disruptive (passive coping/improbable change) 

(4) Becoming paralyzed by impending change to the point that it negatively 

impacts routine tasks and daily operations (passive coping/improbable 

change) 

(5) Leaving the organization (active coping/improbable change) 

(6) Actively undermining the change initiative (active coping/improbable 

change) 

The de-paradoxification processes theorized above could be viewed as hybrid 

approaches between active internal coping and externally dispassionate reactions to 

change. Or they could be envisioned as productive coping mechanisms that allow change 

recipients to retain control over the subjective change experience, which in turn would 

offer a cognitive and affective venting tool suitable to head off otherwise subversive 

change related behaviors. Furthermore, de-paradoxification of multi-change initiatives 

may shed light on the often conflated concepts of creation and interpretation in 

sensemaking processes (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2014). Specifically, as sensemaking 

studies have predominantly focused on the end product of sensemaking’s underlying 

interpretative processes, a more clearly articulated perspective on what exactly it is that 

change recipients make sense of during change appears to be needed. Finally, combined 

with the double-edged notion of cognitive and affective change responses, de-

paradoxification in the form of searching for less opaque elements of a major change 

initiative may point toward a process model of individual change sensemaking, during 
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which change recipients might first attempt to intellectually think through the changes 

they face before turning toward more salient cultural artifacts in need to make sense of 

something, anything.  

 For practitioners, then, the challenge is to match cultural artifacts with new 

strategic directions without creating a negative prism through which change recipients 

view the change initiative as a whole. As a first step, it warrants repeating that cultural 

artifacts, like other elements of organizational identity, are not necessarily shared and 

appreciated uniformly by all members of the organization. Instead, some members are 

more attached to their meaning than others and will thus have more trouble adapting to 

any sort of major change attempts. Moreover, caution should be exercised when changing 

artifacts to buttress an already controversial change so as not to create proxy conflicts that 

will divert attention and resources that could otherwise be used to jointly work through 

more important issues.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion & Discussion 

“People too concerned about doing their research correctly often fail to do it 
insightfully” (Mintzberg, 2005, p. 358). 
 
Change is inevitable, that much seems clear. Whether it is always necessary, 

however, appears to be more difficult to ascertain. At the very least, it should be obvious 

at this point that much can go wrong during even the most carefully planned change 

initiative. Change agents and recipients may disagree on the true nature of the intended 

change, resources might be misdirected in the quest to find solutions for problems that do 

not exist, and seemingly mundane modifications of daily procedures may surface latent 

paradoxical tensions that can bring the planned change project to a screeching halt. For 

leaders aiming to transform their organizations, it is thus paramount to shift modes of 

thinking away from unified change accounts toward an appreciation of the inherently 

complex, fragmented, and poly-vocal change experience. Doing so requires not only 

becoming aware of one’s own preconceived notions and expectations but allowing for the 

emergent unfolding of change processes as a shared organizational learning episode. For 

organizational change scholars, “although there is nothing novel in stating that 

organizational change is ‘multi-authored’” (Buchanan & Dawson, 2007, p. 669), renewed 

focus on these heterogeneous narratives is much needed. This research constitutes one 

such attempt. 

Drawing from critical realism and bricolage research paradigms, at the onset of 

this study I argued that social phenomena exert influence over organizational processes 

even when actors cannot articulate their effects. Accordingly, I combined narrative and 

discursive accounts with contextual informational and data to appropriately triangulate 
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the change experience documented herein. More fundamentally, I made accessible and 

analyzed these processes in repeat rounds of iterative abstraction, each aimed at capturing 

different layers of social realities as the were structured by my participants. By 

developing independent, yet synergistic, frames of analysis, I was able to generate 

detailed insight that would have been lost under the application of but one or two 

research paradigms. 

First, I showed that during a complex change project, “not all changes initiated are 

required or even in the best interest of an organization but are based on personal/political 

interests” (Neves, 2009, p. 228). Instead, as employees differ in their individual and 

collective perceptions of different changes, the need for tailored and inclusive change 

narratives to foster change supportive attitudes and behavior becomes apparent. As a first 

possible lens to develop such narratives, I utilized the concept of change readiness. That 

first study contradicted previous scholarship that has emphasized in particular the 

importance of efficacy concerns for the successful implementation of organizational 

change (Bernerth, 2004; Neves, 2009). In other words, change can be challenging and 

even frustrating although its implementation is simple and straightforward. Participants 

across all groups scored highest on the change readiness survey’s efficacy scale and 

seldom framed their change experience in terms of genuine concerns regarding their 

capacities to actually enact any of the given changes. Thus, their nonetheless generally 

negative change experience might be indicative of a change readiness sentiment 

hierarchy, in which some dimensions impact participant experience only through their 

absence. Put differently, difficult change will always present a challenge for employees, 
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whereas change that is easily accomplished will not necessarily improve recipients’ 

change experience and may even free up their cognitive and affective attention to attend 

to other, even more important, concerns that in turn will have a negative effect on their 

holistic change evaluation. 

Furthermore, principal support may have to be more actively managed and 

tailored than previously thought. Generally, prior scholarship has highlighted the 

importance of leadership and immediate supervisor assistance in affecting change 

recipient change experience (Amiot et al., 2006; Eby et al., 2000; Holt et al., 2003). In the 

present case, principal support was lowest for middle managers, while highest for upper 

level management. Front-line employees evaluated division leadership’s support as 

somewhere in between the two. These differences reflect variations in change experience 

as well as contrasting perceptions of the behaviors required as the result of a given 

change. To illustrate, with the change underway, division leadership needed recreation 

center supervisors to both follow orders and translate the new directives into actionable 

and understandable steps for front line employees. As a result, recreation center 

supervisors became proxy creators of the overall change experience for those lower in the 

organizational hierarchy, while still struggling to make sense of their own experience. 

Most notably, supervisors frequently voiced concerns about having change wrongly 

attributed to them and in turn blamed upper level management for not taking stronger 

ownership in their change ideas vis-à-vis everybody within the organization.   

Additionally, the first study documents a uniformly shared concern of all 

employees about the need to change. It thus contextualizes prior scholarship that has 
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painted especially front-line employees’ change attention and experience in a relatively 

narrow way. Where employees of all levels share a concern for the organization’s general 

direction, the occupation with change discrepancy concerns will be relatively similar in 

its overall intensity, yet its character can be expected to differ based on variations in what 

individuals perceive to be the actual performance gaps. This holds especially true in 

public recreation organizations where those lowest in the organizational hierarchy often 

have the most entrenched views of what their organization is supposed to accomplish in 

their communities.  

Finally, change clearly does not have to be objectively impactful to disrupt 

organizational peace and engender resistant behaviors. In fact, this study points toward 

the difficulties surrounding the proper ‘packaging’ of proposed adaptations in the absence 

of a clearly agreed-upon definition of how seriously the change actually is and how 

profoundly it affects change recipients’ lives. Thus, it empirically buttresses the idea that 

“no organizational change is to be taken lightly” (Self, Armenakis, & Schraeder, 2007, p. 

213) and reaffirms our understanding of change’s personal and subjective character 

beyond definitive outcomes such as, for example, the threat of losing one’s job. This 

latter point becomes particularly important in public recreation where employees enjoy 

relatively strong levels of job security based on their status as civil servants.  

Future research is necessary to further explore the delicate interplay between 

change readiness dimension salience and employee perceptions of change. Clearly, not 

all dimensions are important to everyone at all time, but additional studies are necessary 

to – perhaps quantitatively – connected readiness importance to generalizable change 
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content features, organizational characteristics or employee traits. Moreover, the idea that 

change recipients might deliberately be excluded from the planning processes for the sake 

of reducing pre-change dissonance and increasing overall speed and efficiency in an 

already inherently lengthy process deserves closer empirical and conceptual attention. 

Generally, investing these processes in different contexts and under different change 

circumstances will further aid in the development of a richer and more nuanced change 

readiness agenda that in turn will benefit public recreation and other change agents. 

Second, empirically explicated the fragile and multi-layered nature of nested 

paradox during a major organizational change initiative. Although empirical studies have 

begun to attend to the interwoven character of different paradoxes, how exactly they 

evolve and affect each other over time “remains a conundrum” (Jarzabkowski et al., 

2013, p. 5). Paradoxical tensions in the organization under study were both latent and 

directly induced by the change project. Division leadership conceived of these 

contradictory pulls mainly as organizing paradoxes, whereas those lower on the 

organizational hierarchy described a richer and more complex change experience. For 

supervisors – the division’s middle managers – and front line employees, paradoxical 

expectations affected their performance and identity.   

Thus, as paradoxes appear to indeed be nested and connected across 

organizational levels, their resolution as well relies on a multi-directional effort to 

achieve workable harmony between seemingly divergent tensions at various layers of the 

organization. Extending prior paradox literature, I identified three distinct paradox 

evolution patterns: paradox discovery, strategic paradox combination, and mutual 
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paradox exclusivity. Paradox discovery manifested as repeat cycles of non-productive 

engagement attempts that served as trial opportunities for the joint development of more 

productive discourse and exchange between organizational actors. Unlike the “vicious 

cycles’ described by Smith and Lewis (2011), actors in the present case were capable of 

escaping these non-productive interaction patterns and gradually move toward a 

broadened appreciation of the opposition’s viewpoints and concerns. I thus empirically 

demonstrate that the degree to which particular paradox management strategies are 

suitable to achieve their objective may in fact depend on the time horizon of their 

application. In the present case, given enough time and opportunity to engage in back-

and-forth sensemaking, what may otherwise have prevented the organization from 

accepting contradictory tensions, eventually allowed the realization of a workable status 

quo. As such, the present research echoes prior work that has cautioned scholars to “be 

mindful of the time horizon within which they explore responses to tensions” (Smith, 

2014, p. 16) and highlights potential differences between short and long-term paradoxes.  

The strategic combination of defensive and active paradox management strategies 

described in this study stands in contrast to prior research arguing that organizational 

dialogue and engagement are more likely to be achieved when “defensive responses are 

not built into the organizational procedures that shape how actors subsequently interact” 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2013, p. 23). Instead, the value of particular strategies to work 

through paradoxical tensions may depend on the nature of the underlying paradox and on 

change recipients’ holistic experience over time. In other words, some paradoxes may 

only require short-term bracketing to make room for more time-consuming and 
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demanding active engagement with more deeply rooted contradictions. Hence, it appears 

that as paradoxes differ in their impact, salience, and importance, management might 

enjoy greater decision-making latitude in their choice of paradox engagement tactics. In 

the present case, while performing and belonging paradoxes necessitated engagement and 

integration to engender ultimate acceptance and transcendence, organizing paradox could 

often be shifted elsewhere. Such a combination of layered paradox engagement strategies 

deserves additional attention in future research. 

Finally, I empirically show that paradoxes need to be managed across all nested 

levels. Indeed, this study documents the dangers of exacerbating one paradox by 

attending, however productively, to another. Specifically, working through organizing 

paradoxes without the simultaneous active engagement of accompanying performing and 

belonging tensions can reasonably be assumed to be doomed to fail, particularly where 

entrenched values, beliefs, and identities have led to strong skepticism of opposing 

viewpoints. I also briefly commented on prior change scholarship having largely 

overlooked the dissonant experience of having to make sense of and enforce undesired 

change. The results of this research provided glimpses into these processes, albeit only to 

the extent that they allow for cautious conjecture. As middle managers worked through 

their paradoxical experience, they utilized a very narrow set of tension management and 

sensegiving strategies. Notably, they were much less accommodating in their 

explanations of change to their subordinates than the division manager was in his 

interactions with them. Put differently, whereas division leadership evolved in his 
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sensegiving efforts over the course of time, middle managers confined themselves to the 

utilization of hierarchical power tactics to engender compliance in frontline employees. 

Adding to paradox theory and scholarship, then, this research documents the 

utilization of various paradox management strategies in practice, highlights possible 

opportunities and limitations for their sequencing and combination, and, finally, suggests 

a hierarchy of paradox salience and importance that in turn requires organizational 

leadership to match their change and tension management tactics with nested 

expectations and contradictions. 

Third, this research also highlights how organizational communication practices 

and structural configurations frame these identity processes by providing reference points 

for issue and answer distribution and allocation. Although, ostensibly, all members of the 

public recreation organization examined in this study have their community members’ 

best interests at heart, supervisors with the closest spatial proximity to and highest 

frequency of interaction with those who were bound to benefit the most from the change 

exhibited the strongest level of support. More interestingly, attention to this particular 

aspect of the change initiative overrode uniform acknowledgement of the organization’s 

problematic history of restricting the participation in decision-making processes to a 

small leadership group at the very top of the department. Specifically, employees 

appeared to form stability or progressive narratives, which, in turn, were either supportive 

or subversive of change or maintenance of the status quo. The present study extends these 

and other considerations like it by identifying yet another narrative, that of change 

ambivalence. Aimed at neither the support nor outright rejection of the proposed change, 
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this narrative is concerned with placing and understanding change in the larger 

organizational context, thus relegating it to a trigger event for building discourse around 

non-change issues and concerns. Extant organizational change scholarship has, not 

surprisingly, focused on change-related outcomes and reactions. That change can create 

or activate other, more fundamental, contestations over the organization’s direction is a 

notion that deserves future attention.  

Fourth, I examined identity work processes among organizational actors when 

forced to acquiesce to a new organizational dress code. In particular, I illustrated the 

power of often mundane organizational modifications and documented various ways in 

which actors perceived their occupational and personal identities challenged by the 

introduction of a uniform. As prior scholarship has argued for the existence of a distinct 

public service identity, the fervor with which organizational members responded to the 

dress code was not entirely unexpected. What I did not foresee was how respondents 

balanced personal and work identity contestation responses to formulate a workable 

compromise between being forced to look a certain way, fulfilling divergent stakeholder 

expectations, and maintaining the need for distinctiveness and autonomy. At the same 

time, here fulfilling my role as critical researcher and interpretative phenomenologist, I 

theorized that the intensity of members’ reactions constituted a form of proxy resistance 

aimed at making sense of a tangible element of an otherwise opaque change project. 

Since management, to some extent unwittingly, had introduced a plethora of concurrent 

changes, change recipients appeared to latch on to those elements most readily 

discernable, tangible, and impactful. Reorganizing recreation centers or ‘becoming more 
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professional’ to many employees constituted comparatively obscure targets whose effects 

were seen to be located somewhere in the distant future. Having to put on a specific set of 

clothes every single day, on the other hand, was easily done – and even more easily 

resisted. To an extent, change recipients thus de-paradoxified their experience.  

Practical Implications 

All things considered, then, for organizational leaders concerned with 

implementing change, I offer insight into the dangers of believing into an objective 

change reality that can be managed uniformly across change recipient groups. Rather, 

change, however seemingly straightforward it may appear to organizational leadership, 

often results in unanticipated ambivalent experiences for employees. Specifically, 

planned change initiatives may surface latent tensions and paradoxes that have been 

dormant. Change communication and sensegiving efforts thus need to be tailored not 

only according to change content but with attention paid to underlying oppositional pulls 

felt by change recipients. The goal is not necessarily to resolve all issues but to develop 

mutually beneficial accommodations that can eventually culminate in transcendent 

solutions with joint benefits to leadership, middle managers, and front line employees.  

For example, change agents should develop a more clearly refined awareness of 

what elements of change readiness drive change recipient change experience and how 

such an understanding can be translated into appropriately personalized change readiness 

communication in order to maximize change support or at the very least minimize 

negative change attitudes (Armenakis et al., 1999; 2007). As such, instead of arguing that 

“none of these elements should be left aside when planning change” (Neves, 2009, p. 
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227), I instead argue for more deliberately crafted change messages that emphasize some 

aspects over others under consideration of change recipients’ specific change concerns. In 

other words, not everybody cares about everything and particularly when speed of 

execution and implementation is of the essence, change agents through careful prior 

planning can save communication efforts and resources by astutely addressing only those 

concerns that need addressing. 

Practical recommendations for public recreation professionals are thus as follows. 

Most crucially, change leaders need to be cognizant of individual change recipient needs 

and expectations. Prior to the implementation of any change, but particularly a planned, 

complex transformation initiative involving a wide number of changes, leaders are thus 

encouraged to develop an understanding of how their employees would likely react. 

Especially in public recreation, with its long decision-making processes and strongly 

path-dependent change trajectories that are difficult to alter once underway, the adage of 

‘better safe than sorry’ should be change agents’ guiding operating principle. Therefore, 

once a set of potential adaptations has been identified, change recipients should be given 

the change, for example via pilot locations or cross-hierarchical focus groups, to 

experience or discuss change with a change to provide feedback based on the change 

readiness dimensions discussed in this research. Using such an approach, change 

recipients could experience espoused change benefits first-hand, instead of having to 

solely rely on managers to “emphasize the anticipated benefits resulting from the change 

process in all their communications” (Drzensky, Egold, van Dick, 2012, p. 107). 
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In the case of change agents worrying about opening up change planning 

processes to employees because it might create unsubstantiated expectations about how 

strongly recipient input will be considered, change leaders need to over-communicate 

recipient-group specific change readiness dimensions. Specifically, where members of 

the organization remain largely excluded from planning and implementation processes, as 

is often the case in public services, public recreation officials in particular need to deliver 

in regards to connecting proposed changes to the need to change in order to improve the 

organization’s capability to fulfill its mission and objectives. Discrepancy and 

appropriateness considerations are thus of utmost importance in crafting readiness 

messages that can appeal to public service employees altruistic identities as stewards of 

their neighborhoods and communities. Additionally, it is important for change agents to 

retain information control as change filters throughout the organization. Legg, Snelgrove, 

and Wood (2016) demonstrated the need for youth sport actors to “strategically control 

the flow of information and seek to be the dominant voice when educating and 

communicating about the theoretical justifications for change and the new procedures to 

be followed” (p. 379). Maintaining this dominance and sustaining a cohesive 

understanding of the need for change is thus paramount. 

Furthermore, the present study shows that paradoxical tensions can arise even in 

traditionally very stable environments, such as public recreation organizations. As these 

organizations experience shifting demands and accelerated competition, change agents 

not only have to manage paradoxical tensions for and among their employees but are 

equally challenged in adapting their own outdated beliefs and management principles. 
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Paradox management is thus not only layered across hierarchical levels but the very need 

to actively engage contradictory expectations is in itself a paradoxical experience for 

change agents used to the relative stability and sanctity of planned top-down decision 

making processes. Thus, paradox might require not only an expanded understanding of 

how to work through seemingly incompatible demands but the hiring and development of 

a new type of recreation professional, trained and well-versed in leading people through 

these tensions yet with strong footing in the industry’s community-based logic of 

altruistic service provision for otherwise underserved and under-cherished communities. 

Productive paradox engagement for public recreation organization thus may have to start 

far prior to the actual in-situ paradox encounter. 

In addition to contradictory demands resulting from the desire to adapt to 

competitive pressures, opposing tensions for public recreation leaders and change agents 

will manifest according to varying expectations how to engage with these issues. To 

illustrate, in the present study, not all participants valued a participative problem solving 

and decision making approach, feeling it decreased efficiency and weakened the change 

agents position vis-à-vis other members of the organization. Paradox thus arises from the 

layers of a change: the change itself, change leadership personnel, and the handling of the 

change process. 

This study is also instructive to management and other change agents insofar as it 

provides a cautionary tale of how a seemingly beneficial and straightforward 

organizational change initiative can prompt discourse and sensemaking about unrelated 

issues and concerns if not managed properly. During times of change, when established 
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schemata and familiar expectation are disrupted, change leaders should be prepared to 

encounter non-change-related reactions that may in turn stem from differences in 

underlying organizational identity conceptualizations. 

As Pratt and Foreman (2000) pointed out, “organizations with multiple identities 

may be more likely to engage in intraorganizational conflict and/or to expand valuable 

resources in negotiating among entities holding different identities” (p. 23). Public 

recreation organizations in particular suffer from these issues, for their public mandate 

differs from neighborhood to neighborhood, community to community. For change 

agents, then, it is necessary to integrate identity management tactics and strategies into 

the planning and implementation stages of a major change initiative that involves all 

locations and members of the organization simultaneously. Moreover, prior to initiating 

change, they should assess identity congruence among members of the organization, 

under special consideration of how their own actions contradict or reinforce these beliefs. 

For instance, those who conceive of their organization as a community-based collective 

of altruistic individuals with deep neighborhood roots may reject efficiency-based 

narratives modeled after for-profit organizing principles that conversely resonate with 

college-educated young professionals. Furthermore, when localized contexts do not 

parallel organization-wide demands, however pressing, change leadership needs to be 

prepared to craft alternative change message and be willing to offer structural incentives 

that more appropriately capture organizational sub-realities.  

Moreover, where overly de-contextualized change narratives leave too much room 

for interpretation, change recipients are bound to fill in the blanks based on information 
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that confirms entrenched viewpoints and prior experience with change. In the present 

case, the proposed reorganization of recreation, to some, could not possibly have been 

beneficial to the organization, for it constituted yet another example of one-directional 

directives with little to no attention paid to the needs of individual recreation centers, 

neighborhoods, or supervisors. Streamlined meeting agendas and the piecemeal provision 

of information to a select few individuals only further narrowed recipients’ focus and 

perpetuated negative change perceptions, often irrespective of the proposed change’s 

potential benefits. 

With those issues in mind, then, change agents should resist the desire to pursue 

inappropriate levels of conformity and standardization when in fact a more tailored 

approach is suitable. Dress code expectations, for example, should be based on job duties 

and level of interaction with communities, and a general desire to become more 

professional must be weighed against the potentially detrimental effects of such efforts on 

previously established emotional connections with neighborhoods and communities.  

Limitations & Future Directions 

Considered in unison, the aforementioned accounts merged into an in-depth 

exploration of change in a public recreation organization. Embedded in localized 

contexts, yet under the influence of wider institutional forces and stakeholder 

expectations, the organization under study offered a rare opportunity to accompany and 

examine planned and emergent changes, as well as their interaction over the course of 

time. However, heeding Pettigrew (1990a), I would be remiss not to be clear in situating 

the unfolding interpretations as described in the foregoing document as particularly 
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relevant for planned changes in public recreation organizations. While the narratives 

covered in this research may very well hold tremendous value for other contexts, private 

and not-for-profit, researcher wanting to use and build on these findings should be aware 

of their boundary conditions. Nonetheless, I believe to make an important contribution to 

the development of practically relevant theory (Corley & Gioia, 2011) that is derived 

from attending to context-specific problems, for, after all, “universal or context-free 

theories may best be the result or by products of the accumulation of context-sensitive 

theorizing and studies” (Tsui, 2007, p. 1359). 

Moreover, as with all research grounded in personal interpretation, limitations 

abound. While I made sure to adhere to established standards of data collection, analysis, 

and verification, scholars employing different theoretical and conceptual epistemes may 

very well have arrived at different conclusions. Additionally, although the sheer volume 

of data and mindful iterative occupation with participant accounts mitigated the danger of 

unduly focusing on overly dominant voices, a small danger remains that some accounts 

have been favored over others. To that, I contend that such is organizational reality itself. 

To illustrate, while I would not dare to suggest a supervisor’ opinion to be more 

important than that of a front-line employee per se, one being privileged over the other in 

both formal and informal power occasions imbalances in the impact their respective 

experience will hold over the unfolding of a given change project. All one can do is 

capture these differences as best and accurately as possible.  

Moving forward, various areas of potential research remain. For one, additional 

research is, again, undoubtedly necessary to either confirm or contradict the findings of 
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this research in other contexts and under different change circumstances. For instance, I 

should again comment on the fact that the participants in this research enjoyed a 

relatively strong job security that allowed for a comparatively unfiltered emergence of 

change-resistant behaviors and discourse. At the same time, given the focal 

organization’s structure and management structure, these behaviors resulted in few true 

adaptations to the proposed changes beyond complicating the process and forcing 

management to adjust their change communication efforts. In other words, within public 

recreation, change, ultimately, remains firmly in the hands of management and all staff 

members can do is work toward achieving pyrrhic victories in the form of small 

concessions that will have little to no effect on the organization’s strategic trajectory. 

Change in public recreation, then, is in itself a paradoxical experience, where potential 

means for strongly verbalized and organized resistance are foregone in the face of 

institutionally accepted top-down change mechanisms. Illustrating these processes in 

other contexts, such as recreation departments in small towns with different organizing 

structures and demographic demands would be helpful.  

Additionally, as I explored the four theoretical areas of interest for the most part 

separately, future research could explore potential areas of connection, for instance 

between readiness and paradox or sensemaking. Qualitative inquiries would generally be 

helpful in buttressing the processes documented in this project and in moving toward 

establishing testable hypotheses. 
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Appendix 

A1: Glaser’s (1978) Theoretical Code Families 
 
Families Examples 
The Six C’s Causes (sources, reasons, explanations, accountings or anticipated 

consequences), Context or Ambiance, Contingencies, Consequences 
(outcomes, efforts, functions, predictions, anticipated/ unanticipated), 
Covariances, Conditions or Qualifiers.  

Process Stage, Staging, Phases, Phasing, Progressions, Passages, Gradation, 
Transitions, Steps, Ranks, Careers, Ordering, Trajectories, Chains, 
Sequencing, Temporaling, Shaping, Cycling.  

Degree Limit, Range, Intensity, Extent, Amount, Polarity, Extreme, Boundary, 
Rank, Grades, Continuum, Probability, Possibility, Level, Cutting 
Points, Critical Juncture, Statistical Average (mean, medium, mode), 
Deviation, Exemplar, Modicum, Full, Partial, Almost, Half. 

Dimension Dimensions, Elements, Divisions, Piece of, Properties of, Facet, Slice, 
Sector, Portion, Segment, Part, Aspect, Section. 

Type Type, Form, Kinds, Styles, Classes, Genre.  
Strategy Strategies, Tactics, Mechanisms, Managed, Way, Manipulation, 

Maneuvering, Dealing with, Handling, Techniques, Ploys, Means, Goal, 
Arrangements, Dominating, Positioning.  

Interactive Mutual Effects, Reciprocity, Mutual Trajectory, Mutual Dependency, 
Interdependence, Interaction of effects, Covariance Face to Face 
Interactions, Self-indications, Delayed-interaction 

Identity-Self Self-image, Self-concept, Self-worth, Self-evaluation, Identity, Social 
worth, Self-realization, Transformation of self, Conversions of identity.  

Boundary Boundary, Critical juncture, Cutting point, Turning point, Benchmark, 
Division, Cleavage, Scales, In-out, Intra-extra, Tolerance levels, 
Dichotomy, Trichotomy, Polychotomy, Deviance, Point of no return.  

Means-goal End, Purpose, Goal, Anticipated consequences, Products.  
Cultural Social norms, Social values, Social belief, Social Sentiments.  
Consensus Clusters, Agreements, Contracts, Definitions of Situation, Uniformities, 

Opinions, Conflict, Discensus, Differential perception, Cooperation, 
Homogeneity-heterogeneity, Conformity, Non conformity, Mutual 
expectation.  

Mainline Social control, Recruitment, Socialization, Stratification, Status passage, 
Social organization, Social order, Social interaction, Social mobility.  

Parsimony Parsimony, Scope, Integration, Density, Conceptual level, Relationship 
to data, Relationship to other theory, Clarity, Fit, Relevance, 
Modifiability, Utility, Condensibility, Inductive-Deductive balance and 
interfeeding, degree of, Multivariate structure, Use of theoretical codes, 
Interpretive, Explanatory, Predictive Power.  
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Ordering or 
Elaboration 

Structural Ordering (unit size of: organization, division...), Temporal 
Ordering (A-->B-->C), Conceptual Ordering (Achievement Orientation, 
Institutional Goal, Organizational value, Personal Motivation) .  

Unit Collective, Group, Nation, Organization, Aggregate, Situation, Context, 
Arena, Social world, Behavior pattern, Territorial Units, Society, 
Family.  

Reading Concepts, Problems, Hypotheses.  
Models Linear model, Property Space.  
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A2: Change readiness surveys 
 
Readiness for Change Questionnaire (Holt, Armenakis, Feild, & Harris, 2007) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 
1. I think that the organization will benefit from this 
change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. This change will improve our organization’s overall 
efficiency. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Our senior leaders have encouraged all of us to 
embrace this change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. I do not anticipate any problems adjusting to the work 
I will have when this change is adopted. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. This change matches the priorities of our 
organization. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. I am worried I will lose some of my stats in the 
organization when this change is implemented. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. It doesn’t make much sense for us to initiate this 
change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. My past experiences make me confident that I will be 
able to perform successfully after this change is made. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9. Management has sent a clear signal that this 
organization is going to change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10. When this change is implemented, I don’t believe 
there is anything for me to gain. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

11. Every senior manager has stressed the importance of 
this change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. There are some tasks that will be required when we 
change that I don’t think I can do well. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13. The time we are spending on this change should be 
spent on something else. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

14. When I set my mind to it, I can learn everything that 
will be required when this change is adopted. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15. There are legitimate reasons for us to make this 
change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

16. This organization’s most senior leader is committed 
to this change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

17. Our organization’s top decision makers have put all 
their support behind this change effort. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

18. When we implement this change, I feel I can handle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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it with ease. 
19. There are a number of rational reasons for this 
change to be made. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

20. This change will disrupt many of he personal 
relationships I have developed. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

21. I think we are spending a lot of time on this change 
when the senior managers don’t even want it 
implemented. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

22. This change makes my job easier. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
23. I have the skills that are needed to make this change 
work. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

24. My future in this job will be limited because of this 
change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

25. In the long run, I feel it will be worthwhile for me if 
the organization adopts this change. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 
 
Organizational Readiness for Implementing Change (ORIC) (Shea et. al., 2014) 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Disagree Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Agree 

 
1. People who work here feel confident that the 

organization can get people invested in 
implementing this change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

2. People who work here are committed to 
implementing this change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

3. People who work here feel confident that they can 
keep track of progress in implementing this change.  

1      2          3          4         5 

4. People who work here will do whatever it takes to 
implement this change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

5. People who work here feel confident that the 
organization can support people as they adjust to this 
change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

6. People who work here want to implement this 
change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

7. People who work here feel confident that they can 
keep the momentum going in implementing this 
change.  

1      2          3          4         5 

8. People who work here feel confident that they can 
handle the challenges that might arise in 
implementing this change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

9. People who work here are determined to implement 1      2          3          4         5 
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this change. 
10. People who work here feel confident that they can 

coordinate tasks so that implementation goes 
smoothly. 

1      2          3          4         5 

11. People who work here are motivated to implement 
this change. 

1      2          3          4         5 

12. People who work here feel confident that they can 
manage the politics of implementing this change.  

1      2          3          4         5 
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A3: Linking Constructs to Instruments 
 
Construct     Instrument 
Continuity forces Interviews, document analysis 
Change forces Interviews, document analysis 
Individual factors Demographic information, existence of change-related training, 

tenure, interviews 
Collective factors Same as above but for peers 
Change content Interviews 
Change context Interviews 
Change process Interviews, document analysis, ethnographic field notes 
Perceived outcomes Interviews 
Ind. change readiness “Readiness for Change Questionnaire” 
Group processes Calculation of cohesion scores, diversion scores, network 

analysis, readiness scores of peers 
Coll. change readiness “Organizational Readiness for Implementing Change” Survey 
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A4: Interview Guides w/ Sample Questions  
 
Interview Protocol for Round 1 
 
Construct  Sample question 
Continuity/change 
forces 

• What areas in your organization/unit need changing? 
• What areas in your organization/unit are/have been  

                subject to change? 
• Why have those things changed? 
● What are factors that keep you from changing? 
● Who decides what needs to be changed? What doesn’t? 
● Where is change coming from? 
● Who maintains organizational processes? 
● How quickly can you usually initiate change? 
● How many people have to sign off on change plans? 

Change content ● What areas of your job are most affected by change? 
● What changes have you experienced recently? 
● What changes are you currently dealing with? 
● How is your daily work different as a result of the  

                  proposed changes? 
Change context ●      Who is affected by these changes? 

●      Are the proposed changes uniform or are they different  
           divisions/departments/units?                                 

Change process ●      How have you been communicating the change? 
●      How has change been communicated to you? 
●      What support have you received in order to make the  

                 proposed transitions? 
Perceived outcomes ●      What do you expect the outcome of the proposed changes  

                 to be? 
 

Interview Protocol for Round 2 
 

1. Please tell me about how things are currently going. What challenges are you 
facing these days? How are these affecting you and your subordinates? 
 

 
Now I would like to ask you some questions about a specific change that PARD is 
facing as a whole, which is the planned re-organization of centers and area alignment. 

 
2. How did you hear about this change? When you first heard about the change, 

what was your initial reaction? 
 

3. What are you feeling good about? What concerns you? 
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4. What is your role in this change going to be? What will you have to do and 

how will your role and your responsibilities change? 
 

5. What is your own level of support for this change? 
 

6. What makes you feel/think that way? 
 

7. How are you shaping the way your staff is going to get ready to deal with this 
change? How has your staff responded to this planned change? What 
responses by your staff are you expecting? 

 
Now, I would like to ask you about some specific feelings and thoughts regarding this 
change. 

 
8. Discrepancy 

a. Is this change necessary? Why do you think so?  
b. Was there a specific moment or has there been a specific person that 

shaped your thoughts on this? 
c. How did you explain this to your subordinates? How did they react? What 

did you do then? 
 

9. Appropriateness 
a. Is the proposed change the right one to address the problems you are 

facing? Is it the right change for the organization? Why do you think so? 
b. Was there a specific moment or has there been a specific person that 

shaped your thoughts on this? 
c. How did you explain this to your subordinates? How did they react? What 

did you do then? 
 

10. Efficacy 
a. Do you think PARD has the capability to go through with this change? 

What problems do you foresee down the road? Why do you think so? Is 
the change going to stick? What elements are more likely to stick than 
others? 

b. Was there a specific moment or has there been a specific person that 
shaped your thoughts on this? 

c. How did you explain this to your subordinates? How did they react? What 
did you do then? 
 

11. Principal Support 
a. How is management aiding in the change? How does their support look 

like? Are they all in support of this change? Are their any differences in 
support between management layers? Why do you think so? 
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b. Was there a specific moment or has there been a specific person that 
shaped your thoughts on this? 

c. How did you explain this to your subordinates? How did they react? What 
did you do then? 
 

12. Personal Valence 
a. Are individuals going to benefit from this change? What about the 

different recreation centers? Why do you think so? 
b. Was there a specific moment or has there been a specific person that 

shaped your thoughts on this? 
c. How did you explain this to your subordinates? How did they react? What 

did you do then? 
 

 
Interview Protocol for Round 3 
 
1) 
 
How are things going these days? 
 
Looking back at the previous 12 months, what was the biggest change within the 
division? 
 
What change do you think people reacted most strongly to? 
 
Why do you think that was? 
 
2) 
 
Now, I would like to talk about to two changes: the dress code and the reorg into district 
sites. 
 
What was the rationale for the dress code when it was given to you? How was it 
explained to you? How did you then explain it to your staff? 
 
As for the reorg, what was the rationale that was given to you? How/in what context was 
it explained to you? If you explained it to your staff, how did you do that? 
 
3) 
 
If I were to ask you “what is Austin Parks and Rec about?”, how would you answer that 
question? 
 
What does that mean exactly 
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Why is that important? 
 
Why do you think so? 
 
How is it accomplishing that? What makes the organization successful? 
 
Where is it failing? 
 
What is the organization’s biggest challenge moving forward? 
 
How can it face that challenge? 
 
How is Austin Parks and Rec going to look in 5 years? 10? Thirty? 
 
What should Austin Parks & Rec focus on? 
 
Accreditation? 
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